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A NOTE ON THE NEW
ESNIB

Distribution of this document, ONRL's initial Euro-

pean Science Notes Information Butletin (ESNIB), marks an

important and natural stage of evolution in the manner
that ONRL informs the US R&D community of the current
European scientific activity.

.. • It is essential to the ONRL mission to report as much
* of that activity as possible. Over the past year, we have

added new sections in ESN on trip reports by US scientists
travelling to Europe, abstracts of reports by other com-
mands, and items of interest reported by US embassies.
Thus, our primary document, ESN, was gradually taking on a
new shape, a new dimension, a new scope--even a new sort
of function.

The next logical step in the process of supporting
the mission--and our readers--is to issue the information
we gather when, by topical importance, technical signifi-
cance, breadth of coverage, or general interest it should
be put in your hands. Thus, the new ESNIB will be issued
according to the dictates of the information which becomes
available to us. We do not know how often the information
we are gathering will djctate its distribution. In any
case, our aim is to fulfill our mission in the best pos-
sible manner, and that translates into serving your needs

*more fully and more efficiently....Incidentally, you,
gentle reader, remain on the distribution list.

Welcome to ESNIB!

Y*tl - '1 4 7%
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Behavioral Sciences

Research on gocial Comparison, Range
Seeking and Their Felationship . ..................... William D. Crano

Recent research by the Netherland's John Rijsman on the ways people
validate their beliefs or abilities in the absence of objective benchmarks
is reviewed. Of primary interest in Rijsman's work on "range seeking,"
the tendency of people to seek information about the most extreme members
of the class or group to which they belong as a strategy to evaluate their
own position.

Biological Sciences

Water and lns in Biological Systems--The ,
F ert-h International Conference .............. Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath 6

The presentations given at this conference, held in Bucharest,
Rumania, in May 1987, are summarized. The topics of interest are water
and ions at membrane surfaces, relations between membrane structure and
transport, action of drugs and hormones on water and ion movements through
membranes, and the role of divalent actions in biological systems.

Chemistry

XIII Sandbjerg Meeting on Organic
Electrochemistry , .................................. M. Irene Montenegro 11

The purpose of this meeting, held in Denmark in June 1987, was to
gather groups consisting of young and some experienced scientists to dis-
cuss various topics in organic electrochemistry, and to stimulate inter-
national cooperation. In the author's opinion, the meeting succeeded.
She reviews all five plenary lectures and offers comments on the shorter
papers.

Computer Sciences

Control Research at Northern
Uthiversities in Italy .................................. Daniel J. Collins 13

The author discusses the results of his visits to control research
groups at three universities--Politecnico di Milano, the University of
Firenze, and the University of Pisa. He concludes that the work at the
Politecnico is particularly strong, the mathematical aspects of nonlinear
control dominate at Firenze, and the work at Pisa has a strong American
slant. He reaffirms that control research in Italy is very strong.
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Aeview of )onlinear and Robotic Control
Theory in Southern Italy . ............................ Daniel J. Collins 16

Control research at three universities in Italy is reviewed: the
University of Rome "La Sapienza," the University of Rome "Tor Vergata,"
and the University of Naples. The author concludes that control research
in Italy is of a very high order.

Electronics

Optoelectronics at University College,
London .................................................. J.F. Blackburn 19

The work reviewed here concerns the development of a technology
that will allow the designer of optical computers to switch from the
optical to electronic domain, and conversely, in order to use the best of
both electronics and optics in the same systems Topics include the work
in passive pathway switches, wavelength routing, active pathway switches,
and fast synchronous switches.

Material Sciences

Some Observations on Hybrid
Microelectronics in Yugoslavia ' ......................... Robert W. Vest 22

Visits to the Mihailo Pupin Institute and the Research and Develop-
ment Institute of Electronska Industrija along with attendance at this
year's Yugoslav Conference on Microelectronics form the basis of this pro-
file of the current state of hybrid microelectronics research in Yugo-
slavia. The author concludes that the quantity of work is quite large in
relation to the population while the quality covers the full spectrum.

Engineering Ceramics; A One-Day
Meeting in the UK ........................................ Louis Cartz 26

Presentations at this meeting held in July 1987 concerned the advan-
tages and disadvantages of replacing metal components with ceramic ones.
Papers are reviewed under the topics of engineering applications and prop-
erty requirements, and engineering ceramic properties.

Materials Meeting in London, UK
May 1987 ................................................... Louis Cartz 29

Presentations on the surface treatment and tribology of ceramic
materials are discussed--with special reference to plasma-spray coatings
and adequate preparation of the substrate. Papers on toughening
mechanisms of zirconia-based ceramics, ion implantation, microstructure,
and tribology of ceramic surfaces are also reviewed, and a detailed
discussion of WC-Co cemented carbides is given.

Stress Relieving After Welding::-
Eastern European Approaches ....................... Kenneth D. Challenger 33

Presentations given at the annual Assembly for the International
Institute of Welding, held in Bulgaria in July 1987, are assessed.
Topics under which the papers are discussed are: a new heat source for
materials processing, metallurgy of stress relieving, resident stress
generation, and mechanical stress relieving.
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Mechanics

NATQ Workshop on Mathematical
Modeling in Combustion ................................... Eugene F. Brown 36

This meeting, held in April 1987 in Lyons, France, brought together
experts in the field of combustion to discuss the state of the art in the
modeling of combustion phenomena. Selected presentations are reviewed.

Shock/Boundary-Layer Interaction, Vertex
Flow, and Process Automation Research
At RWTH Aachen ...................................... Daniel J. Collins 40

Research activities and facilities of West Germany's technical
university (RWTH) in Aachen are reviewed. The institutes concerned are
the Jet propulsion and Turboengines Institute, the Aeronautics and
Astronautics Institute, and the Control Technology Institute.

Ocean Sciences

Marine Science at the Netherland's
Hydraulic Lab4ratory ................. Jerome Williams 43

This report/concentrates on the estuarine and coastal aspects of the
work of the Hydraulics Laboratory. The author concludes that the work
being done here and the support evidenced by the facilities give ample
evidence of continued Dutch eminence in this field.

Oceanography on the French Riviera--
Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie Marines ............. Jerome Williams 45

Activities and facilities of this major French oceanographic
laboratory are reviewed. The laboratory comprises physical chemistry,
geophysical, and biological groups, and has a well-equipped electronic
and instrumentation laboratory and workshop. The author concludes that
the quality of work being done here is of very high quality.

Tracers in the Ocean--A Small
International Meeting ................................... Jerome Williams 47

This meeting, held in May 1987 in London, UK, attracted about 40 par-ticipants who discussed the use of both natural and anthropogenic tracers

in a wide variety of studies. The presentations are reviewed under the
following topics: tracer characteristics, biochemical processes, air-sea
interactions, and physical processes.

Physics

1st European Workshop on High Te
Superconductors and Potential Applications ................... Ray Kaplan 50

Selected presentations at this workshop, held in Genoa, Italy, in
July 1987, are discussed. Topics of this review include ideal structure,
structure defects, T,,92 K, theory and conductivity mechanisms, applica-
tions, and wires.
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1960's, the late 1970's, and is evident
again today; at other times, there hasBehavioral Sciences been almost total neglect of the model.
I know of no other theory in psychology
whose research history is characterized
by such extremes. It is almost as if when

RESEARCH ON SOCIAL COMPARISON, RANGE a hot new theory comes along (e.g., Fes-
SEEKING, AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP tinger's own dissonance theory in the

late 1950's, early 1960's, and attribu-
by WiZZiam Crano. Dr. Crano is the Liai- tion theory in the 1970's), social com-
son Scientist for Psychology in Europe parison is laid aside. But like one's
and the Middle East for the Office of first love, social comparison theory,
Naval Research's London Branch Office. He often out of sight, is never fully out of
is on eave until June 1988 from Texas mind. Goethals (1986) has proposed a num-
A&M University, where he is a Professor ber of possibilities for this variability
of Psychology. in interest, but for present purposes, it

is more important to realize that re-
searchers always seem to come back to the

How do people validate their be- theory, and this suggests that it is im-
liefs, or evaluate their abilities, in portant, or stimulating, or both.
the absence of objective benchmarks? In this report I will discuss recent
Nearly 35 years ago, Leon Festinger at- critical social comparison research un-
tempted to come to grips with this issue, dertaken in Europe. The research calls
which is, in fact, one of the central into question some of the major assump-
questions of social psychology. In his tions of Festinger's theory, and sug-
theory of social comparison, Festinger gests that much of the data on which it

* proposed a coherent model of the proces- is based are more parsimoniously inter-
ses that people engage in the social val- preted in a "cold" (i.e., amotivational)

tidation of ideas and abilities. Put most information-processing framework that is
simply, Festinger assumed that people orthogonal to the motivation-based model
have a need to know whether their ideas proposed by Festinger. However, I am
are correct, a need to gauge the quality jumping the gun. Let me first present
of their skills and abilities. In many more concretely the general outlines of
situations, such information is objec- social comparison theory for those un-
tively available. In such circumstances, familiar with this particular explanation
there is no difficulty--the objective of one area of complex human social be-
evidence is used by the individual to havior.

-' assess his or her status on the relevant
issue. SOCIAL COMPARISON THEORY: A BRIEF INTRO-

However, there are contexts in which DUCTION
objective information either does not ex- The model, like all of Festinger's
ist or is not available. In such situa- theories, begins with a set of apparently
tions, Festinger hypothesized that we
would compare ourselves with others innocuous assumptions whose logical ex-
(hence the term, social comparison the- tension leads to some rather unexpected
ory) to make the appropriate determina- predictions. Let us itemize some of the
tion. Identification of the processes theory's major features:
that motivate social comparison, the pre-
ferred targets of comparison, etc., re- *We begin with what is one of the the-
main crucial issues in the development of ory's most controversial assumptions,
this still-controversial theory. The namely that people are motivated to be
theory is important because it can be right--that is, we have a need for
used to explain a host of apparently un- self-evaluation. The word "need" in
related social phenomena, ranging from this context signifies an organismi-
the tendency for people under stress to cally inherent drive-state, similar to
affiliate with one another, to stereo- other drives (e.g., for food, water,
typing and racism, to the homogenizing sex).
influence of groups on members' attitudes 9 The model holds, further, that in the
and opinions. As such, Festinger's ideas absence of objective criteria, we will
have stimulated considerable research, compare ourselves with other people to
and this expenditure of research energy determine the correctness of our be-
appears fully justified. liefs, or our level of skill or abil-

The research history of social com- ity in a particular area of endeavor.
parison theory is remarkable. Scientific * But not any person is equally satis-
interest in the theory has proved extra- factory for comparison purposes. For
ordinarily variable. Intensive research such, we seek to compare ourselves
on the model was undertaken in the middle with people who are similar to us on

1l°
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the attitude or skill under considera- formed about the drug's effect) also re-
tion. Why? Because, according to ported being upset, angry, etc. Those who
Festinger, "A person does not tend to had been appraised correctly of the
evaluate his opinions or his abilities source of their physiological reactions,
by comparison with others who are too however, were not influenced by the ac-
divergent from himself. If some other complice's behaviors. These findings
person's ability is too far from his prompted Schachter and Singer to hypothe-
own, either above or below, it is not size that we employ external cues, per-
possible to evaluate his own ability haps most importantly the actions of
accurateZly by comparison with this others, to help us define important emo-
other person. There is then a tendency tional states which are only vaguely
not to make the comparison .... One does signalled by our internal states. Social
not evaluate the correctness or incor- comparison theory could not have hoped
rectness of an opinion by comparison for a more positive result.
with others whose opinions are ex- However, it has not all been smooth
tremely divergent from one's own." sailing for social comparison theory. One
(See Festinger, 1954, p. 120.) of the characteristics of this theory, as

with all of Festinger's theories, is that
In other words, when driven to eval- it is sufficiently extensive to be appar-

uate our ideas, or to gauge our skills, ently applicable in almost any circum-
abilities, or developmental progress, we stance. This is, at once, both a blessing
seek to compare ourselves with people who and a curse. It is a blessing because it
are like us. In some circumstances, this guarantees that the theory will receive
proposition makes intuitive sense. For attention from many different areas of
example, how could a neophyte chess play- the field. It is a curse because it is
er best determine how well he was pro- likely to lead to an overextension of the
gressing in learning the game? There is model, to its attempted application in
no objective way of doing so. Instead, situations that were never intended by
he would look to compare himself with its originator. This is, perhaps, as
another player. Who would be the pre- Festinger would have it, given his repu-
ferred comparison partner? Clearly, if tation of preferring to be controversial
one were motivated to learn about one's over being correct (cf. Deutsch and
progress, it would make little sense to Krauss, 1965). Let us now consider some
engage Boris Spassky in a game--the out- current European research on Festinger's
come is a quick and foregone conclusion, theory.
and the information conveyed would be
minimal. Much more informative would be RANGE SEEKING
the result of an engagement with a person One interesting research series that
with similar chess experience. In this has been focused on the range of applica-
way, the outcome would allow for a more bility of social comparison theory has
certain estimate of one's rate of pro- been undertaken by John Rijsman, of the
gress in the game, and from that, facil- University of Tilburg (the Netherlands).
itate inferences about relative ability For more than 10 years, Rijsman has de-
levels, voted at least a portion of his impres-

The theory leads to some unexpected sive research energies to the study of
hypotheses, some of which have been borne social comparison processes (e.g., see
out by subsequent research. In their work Rijsmani, 1983). Since the results of some
on the identification of emotion, for ex- of his investigations have not been pub-
ample, bchachter and Singer (1962) rea- lished, or have been published only in
soned that there must be a strong social Dutch, this report will provide informa-
component to the experience of emotion, tion that US researchers (at least those
since the physiological cues that are ex- who cannot read Dutch) probably could not
perienced in many different kinds of have known about previously. We begin
arousal (anger, happiness, fear) are so with a description of his work on an
similar. To test this idea, they admin- interesting phenomenon called "range
istered an arousal-inducing drug (epi- seeking."
nepherine) to subjects, and either iden- Range seeking refers to people's
tified or misidentified the source of the tendency to search for information about
resulting physiological reactions (which the most extreme (i.e., the highest and
included increased heart rate, tremor, lowest ranked) members of a class, or of
sweating, etc). When subjects in the a group to which they belong. Researchers
"misidentified symptoms" group were have assumed that this behavior is under-
paired with a euphoric experimental ac- taken to facilitate the range-seeker's
complice, they reported being happy, self-evaluation through comparison. How-
elated, etc. However, when placed in a ever, range seeking appears to fly in the
situation with a person feigning anger, face of one of Festinger's central as-
injected subjects (who had been misin- sumptions, that we will seek comparison

2
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partners who are similar to ourselves; Table 1
obviously, by seeking the extremes, we Choice Distributions of the Turnhout and
guarantee that at least one of the com- Tilburg Experiments
parison partners will be maximally dif-
ferent from us. The research of Rijs-
man and his colleagues (J. Syroit, and
J. von Grumbkow, University of Tilburg) Turnhout Tilburg
was undertaken first to establish the
generality of the phenomenon, and then to
determine whether range seeking was a be-
havior that really fell within the pre-
dictive confines of social comparison 1 44.2% 15.7% 66.3% 24.5%
theory. As Rijsman has told me, and as is 2 17.1 5.7 2.0 8.2
obvious from his major investment of re- 3 18.6 17.1 10.2 5.1
search energy on social comparison proc- 4 (subject)
esses, his work on this phenomenon was 5 10.0 20.0 4.1 9.2
undertaken initially to specify the cond- 6 4.3 5.7 2.0 0.0
itions under which Festinger's theory ap- 7 5.7 35.7 15.3 53.1
plied or did not apply. Only with later
research did the question arise of wheth-
er the theory applied in any circum-
stance, almost 45 percent of the sample was the

Two Generality Studies. In studying fastest member's score. The second choice
the robustness of the range seeking phe- of 36 percent of the sample was the slow-
nomenon, Rijsman and colleagues engaged est member's score. The choice distribu-
70 high school studei-ts (from Turnhout, tions for both first and second choices
Belgium) in a react-on time task, and differed significantly from chance (at
then presented them individually with p<.001, in both comparisons).
information purportedly based on their This experiment was replicated on a
performance, and that of six other sub- sample of 98 undergraduates of Tilburg
jects (their peers) who also had taken University, and the results are presented
part in the study. The information was in the "Tilburg" columns of Table 1. As
arranged such that only the rank order of shown here, the data strongly resemble
performance was presented. Information those obtained in the Turnhout sample. As
was manipulated to indicate that the sub- before, there was a strong preference for
ject's score fell at the midpoint of the the most extreme scores, and the obtained
distribution of reaction times. As shown frequency distributions for both first
in Figure 1, which presents an example of and second choices were significantly
the information format employed in the different (at p<.001) from tne random
study, the subject knew only his own re- distribution.
action time, and the fact that his per- The data of both studies support the
formance placed him somewhere in the mid- generality of the range seeking phenome-
dle of the pack. Two simple questions non. At the same time, they provide lit-
then were asked of each subject: (1) In- tle support for Festinger's theory. The
dicate the person whose reaction time you results appear to show that people prefer
would most like to know, and (2) Indicate to know the extreme values of a distribu-
another person whose results you also tion of scorers, rather than the scores
want to know. The results of this study of those most similar to themselves. How-
are shown in the "Turnhout" columns of ever, in light of results of earlier psy-
Table 1. As shown, the first choice of chophysical experiments, we might ques-

tion whether social comparison theory is
relevant to subjects' behavior in the

Rank Order of Reaction Time Scores range seeking studies. The results of
these earlier studies show that the in-

Student: formation value of an item increases with
A (the fastest) the extremity of its position in a dis-
F tribution (Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971).
D As such, solely on the basis of informa-
P (yourself; your time tion value, we can predict that the ex-

was .15 seconds) treme items in an information seeking
h task will be more sought after, relative
E to other less extreme items. Perhaps it
C (the slowest) was differential information value, rath-

er than the need to compare, that moti-
Figure 1. Example of information pre- vated the particular information choice
serted in Rijsman's range seeking stud- patterns observed in the studies discus-
ies. sed to this point.

3
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To test this possibility, Rij]sma. of the ran:ge seeking type, and 13 percent
placod subjects in a situation in which of tht, similarity seeking variety. How-
1 -1- ." .comparison with the stimuius oh- ever, nearly 50 percent of the subjects
]ects was not likel,, since the objects who were not provided with weights of the
o1 ccmparison wure nonsocial entities, endpoints oi the distribution were range
unlike the sociail beings of the Turn- seekers--i.e., sought to learn tLe
hout and Tilbury studies of Table 1. if weiqhts of the extreme members of the or-
range s,'r-king is found in this nonsocial dered distribution. And, nearly 40 per-
context, th.c. would cast doubt on the cent of those who had been provided this
reievance of the ranked data experiments information (subjects in the range condi-
forin addi- tion of the experiment) were similarity
tion to thi> range seeking phenomenon, seekers. These obtained frequencies dif-
Rk-!sman wished to study the conditions fer significantly from chance expecta-
under which subjects would seek informa- tions in both cases.
tion about adjacent stimuli, be they r.'hese results indicate that range
persons or inanimate obiects. According seteking occurs even in situations in
to social comparison theory, of course, which the comparison objects are inani-
such comiiparisons shouid be common. Mate. Further, they suggest th-'at once

To test these alternative proposi- the endpoints of an ordered distribution
tjons, Ri3snia:. assembled 128 school chil- are known, information about stimuli ad-
dren in a studs that took the general jacent to one's own are sought. The in-
form of a classic psychophysical weight- animate nature of the stimuli would ap-
judgment experiment. Subjects were told, pear to disqualify these results from the
rightly ", that the context in which an realm of social comparison theory, which
object appears affects the perception of is )ased on the assumptio. that we will

*J' the object. A lamp that is lit in a dark seek similar cascona with whom to com-
room appeais brighter than the same lamp pare. As such, the data on one level sug-
lit in an already bright room. A similar giest that range seeKing is not a phenom-
phenomenon occurs with the judgment of enon to which social comparison theory is
weight. A man who weighs 180 pounds ap- relevant.

, pears much lighter when surrounded by The interesting additional finding
3 men of 260 pounds than when he appears of this study, that people seek informa-
in the context of 3 100-pounders. tion from adjacent objects w,en tc c' cc

Subjects ware told their job in the C:, -";c eiiOf o rnr-'zrio. je";s
study would be to evaluate the a7 srcc,' c ifscn % eUc- -- even when the distri-
weight of a wooden block. In fact, they bution consists of nonsocial objects--

. were told, the block weighed exactly appears to cast a shadow over the very
215 grams. Further, the block occupied validity of social compariscr theory.
the middle position of a row of seven Syroit, et al. (1987, p. 16) put it suc-

. blocks, arranged from lightest to heav- cinctly:
iest (i.e., the distribution was or- The choice of information about om-
dered). In one condition of the studs parison persons is very similar to the
(the "Range" condition), the subjects choice of information about, or exam-
were told that the lightest block of pie odnfomarkam-

the distribution weighed between .5 and p-e, wooden blocks. This iemarkable
2.5 grams, and the heaviest between 2310 simiiarity between "social" and "non-282 gra, a 1d t heavo b 2 social" choice behavior forces us
and 2820 grams......... "No Range" condi- to reformulate our initial question

N tion, the weights of the extreme stimuli about range seeking. The most impor-
were not provid. tant question is c. .. [whether] o

* Subjects then were asked to identify rang seestig, is the che onl y
the block whose exact weight they wished rnges b e hoetofng mr
to know; then, to name another. At this a

a poirt, the experiment was effectively nothing to do with social comparison
dynamics. W e are inclined to answer

over. The parallel nature of this stud,' this question in a negative way.... It
with those discussed previously is
strikina--as are the results, as wil, he is impossible to explain all the re-
seen. sultli with the aid of Festinger's so--, If, or. the basis o their regueasts, cla comparison theory. The choice of

twe oerfine subhets as being ,:c.:. similar blocks cannot be explained by
.,.f:ing . tendency to compare with

S.u (he -thoc _ wishing in formation these obifects. The sealch for infer-
* iLrut_ the extr., s;timuli).......-;' ,-,i

"' (those wishina information ahoit ;,,tion about the range cannot be in-
t ,r i-.', t ( t- d 1 terms Of S(21 f-eVa'ua -

ks adjacent to the one whos, wir temhtse-
they knew) , or -;,, :, (everyone ,s ) , th- t lO ... nueds.

dit riinuti 'nr of choic, is quite iW hat, then, accounts for range seek -

t'Iv . By harce, we can assume ,, - in; ind or similarity seeking once the
% :rmat o f th- hoi the compariso, distribution

4
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have been determined? Rijsman argues that such a postulation process would require
a simple information-processing orienta- some exceptional assumptions.
tion is sufficient to understand such be- The research cited here has left us
havior. We engage in range seeking be- with a series of questions at least as
cause the "cognitive usefulness" (in significant as those we faced before its
Rijsman's terms) of such information is initiation. However, the questions are
maximal--i.e., we seek to know the range different from those that gave rise to
in order to obtain the most valid infor- the research originally; they are more
mation available. Knowing about the end- informed and more central, in my opin-
points of an ordered distribution conveys ion, and the sequence in which a ques-
important knowledge about all the other tion stimulates research which gives rise
members of the distribution. By obtaining to another, different, question, is the
endpoint information, the category is de- path of scientific progress. It seems
termined. No other stimuli in the range evident on the basis of the research dis-
provide as much information. As such, cussed here that people do seek to es-
range seeking is a reasonable strategy tablish a range of possible options when
when attempting to categorize a distribu- faced with a choice, or when seeking to
tion. determine the quality of their own per-

With such information in hand, the formance. It is also clear that once
task becomes one of subcategorization, having established the range, they seek
and in this context (i.e., the general information about objects similar to that
cateqory having been established) , simi- which they possess, or about the pe-for-
larity information becomes very instruc- mance of others who are at levels similar
tive. According to Rijsman, we need not to their own. Whether they seek this
appeal to social motives (e.g., self- information for social, self-enhancing,
evaluation) to explain this sequence of or self-evaluating purposes, or merely to
choice events. Parsimony argues for a learn more about the choice distribution,
nonsocial, information-processing inter- and the consequent range of reasonable
pretation. Generalizing these observa- behaviors or decisions available, remains
tions to situations involving human corn- an open question. What is obvious, how-
parison objects calls into question a ever, is that pure information seeking
central assumption of social comparison and social comparison as motives for in-
theory: that we seek similar others with formation search are neither mutually
whom to compare in order to validate exclusive nor mutually contradictory.
a belief or evaluate an ability or Both processes could operate, conceivably
skill, in the same choice setting. It remains

A proponent of social comparison for the future to determine when, and if,
theory would not be inclined to accept and perhaps most importantly, why, such
Rijsman's logic. One could argue that processes occur.
the Syroit et al. investigation was not
an appropriate test of Festinger's the- REFERENCES
ory. It is not logically sufficient to Deutsch, M., and Krauss, R.M., ?hcrr:c.
conclude that we do not compare with in Soc- iaicc'yho.o;:, (New York: Basic
others simply because subjects in a non- Books, 1965).
social comparison setting chose similar- Festinger, L., "A Theory of Social Com-
ity information only if end-point infor- parison Processes," H: 1c:. Ha :tis,
mation had been made previously avail- 7 (1954), 117-140.
able. A better test would have included Goethals, G.R., "Social Comparison The-
both social ano nonsocial choice con- ory: Psychology from the Lost and
texts, crossed with the range manipula- Found," Pereona:iZ? at a -. )' 1 c . -
tion described earlier. In addition, hozogy 2 et 'r., 12 (1986), 261-
motives for specific choices would have 278.
been determined. If results similar to Rijsman, J., "The Dynamics of Social Com-
those encountered were found, and the petition in Personal and Categorical
motivation dato were lonsupportive too, Comparison-Situations," eds. W. Doise

then the theor would be on much thinner and S. Moscovici, Jusrre. in
ice--but cv en then, the social comparison European So(ca ir yho r.o;., I (Cam-
motel could take refuge in the many past bridge: Cambridge University Press,
studies that did show preferences for 1983).
comparison with similar others. To negate Schachter, S., and Singer, J.E., "Cogni-
these earlier findings through the infor- tive, Social, and Physiological De-
motion processing explanation would ne- terminants of Emotional State," ts-
cessitatr, postulating an ordered distri- chozo(ic2a Review, 65 (1962), 379-
hution of compirison stimuli in the ear- 399.
li(er supportive stu:ios, with established Slovic, P., and Lichtenstein, S., "Com-
endpoints. In light of some of the re- parison of Bayesian and Regression
search cotducted over the past 35 years, Approaches to the Study of Information
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Processing in Judgment," r.-:: :;": '.- symposia and related posters covered the
aZ FehL'ccr ,?:; .: r'I .f :c ', 6 following topics:
(1971), 649-744.

Syroit, J., Rijsman, J.b., and von Grumb- * Water, ions, and macromolecules
kow, J., "Social and Non-Social Choice * Relations between membrane structure
Behavior: Implications for Locus-or- and transport
Comparison Research," (unpublished e Action of dri'gs, hormones on water,
Ms., University of Tilburg, 1987). and ion movements through membranes

e Physical techniques applied to the
study of water, and ions in biosystems

9 Molecular aspects of water stress con-
7 /t; 7 ditions

* State ind dynamics of water and ions
in bioiogical systems

* Role of divalent cations in biological
systems

Biological Sciences * Water and ions at membrane surfaces
* Water and ions in pathology.

Because of the large number of pres-
entations at this conference, it is not

WATER AND IONS IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS--THE possible to present a detailed review of
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE the entire conference in this relatively

short report. Therefore, summaries of
by Claire E. Zcmzc -Ve urath. :r. 2Cr'- only selected topics emphasizing research
zely-Neurath is the 2Iazsor Sc:,Cntist fcc by European scientists are given.
Biochemistry, Neuroscier.,'es, and i c'u- A plenary lecture dealing with pro-
Zar Biology in Europe aod the Mie East tein molecules in aqueous solution viewed
for the Office of Aava4 R esearch's -.o-zdon by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was
Branc;- -ffice. Sie is on Zeave util July presented by K. Withrich (Institute for
1988 from her position as Director of .c- Molecular Biology and Biophysics, Eid-
search, the Q'ueen'a Medical Center, Hono- gen6ssiche Technische Hochschule [ETH],
Zu~u, Hawaii, and 'rofessor cf Biochemis- Zirich, Switzerland). During the period
try, U"iversity of hawaii School of Med- 1979 to 1983, methods were developed for
icine, the efficient, sequence-specific assign-

ment of the +1H NMR spectra of proteins.
This procedure provides, for the first

Introduction time, a basis for the determination of
The Fourth International Conference on three-dimensional protein structures in

Water and Ions in Biological Systems was solution; i.e., it does not require crys-
held in Bucharest, Rumania, from 22 tallization of the protein. Withrich and
through 28 May 1987. The conference was his group have been leaders in this area
jointly sponsored by the United Nations of research. One of the great advantages
Education, Scientific and Cultural Organ- of the NMR methods is that measurements
ization (UNESCO), the Academy of Medical can easily be performed over a wide range
Sciences of Rumania, the Union of the of solution conditions attained by varia-
Societies for Medical Sciences in the tion of the temperature, the pH value,
Socialist Republic of Rumania, and the and the ionic .trength. Applications of
Rumanian Biophysical Society--all in co- the methods so far include several small
operation with the International Union globular proteins with a wide range of
for Pure and Applied Biophysics. There different biological functions, as well
were 448 participants at the meeting rep- as polypeptide hormones studied in dif-
resenting seven West European countries ferent noncrystalline environments. With-
as well as the UK, US, Japan, Israel, rich and his group analyzed Tendamistat,
and India. In addition, the attendance of made by Hoechst Co., West Germany. This
scientists from the USSR, and East Euro- compound is used as an anti-inflammatory
pean countries was very high (80 percent agent. The NMR method gave the same re-
of the total attendance) . This skewed sults as obtained by x-ray crystallo-
distribution was surprising since I have graphy, indicating that the three-dimen-
attended conferences in other East Euro- sional structure was preserved in solu-
pean countries (e.g., Czechoslovakia ad tion. These investigators have also used
Hungary) where the -Aximum participation the NMR method to study nonglobular pro-
of East European scientists was 35 per- teins such as glucagon.
cent of the total attendance.

The conference format consisted of Water and Ions at Membrane Surfaces
plenary lectures, eight sympusio ses- Water-mediated effects of polyethy-
sions, and 107 poster prese:ntations. The i;:. 4 iyci WU'hG) on membrane structure
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and fusion were discussed by K. Arnold considerable membrane surface which sep-
(Karl-Marx University, Leipzig, and Hum- arates an intracisternal compartment from
boldt University, Berlin, East Germany). the cytosol. They are known to contain a
PEG is a widely used agent for the arti- membrane photoprotein, polynoidin, which
fical fusion of cells and it is used as a is specifically triggered by the super-
fractional precipitating agent for pro- oxide ion. To characterize morphological-
tein purification, isolation, and crys- ly the coupled state of photosomes, which
tallization. Arnold and coworkers found decouple within seconds at rest, Bassot
that electrophoretic measurements on li- and his group used a fast freeze fixation
posomes and erythrocytes in the presence technique to compare stimulated and non-
of PEG demonstrated that PEG is excluded stimulated elytra. Upon stimulation, the
from the membrane surface. Therefore, elytral epithelium conducts an action
they concluded that PEG exerts the fuso- potential which is Na+-Ca2+ in the photo-
genic activity due to an indirect action genic area, and Ca2+ is considered to
on the membrane via the alteration of the trigger the reaction. However, according
physicochemical properties of water. PEG to Bassot, the observed morphological
decreases the polarity of an aqueous findings suggest that the excitation-
phase and leads to a relatively high os- bioluminescence coupling process involves
motic pressure. Arnold also discussed the an intracellular pathway precisely rep-
following properties of membrane systems resented by the ER junctional complexes.
in the presence of PEG: In order to obtain further evidence

of this internal conduction, Bassot and
" Phospholipid hydration and hydration his group recorded the electrical activ-

force in the lamellar phase studied by ity of flashing elytra with suction elec-
NMR trodes. In response to stimulation, two

" Swelling properties of lamellar sys- types of action potentials occurred sim-
tems ultaneously, a monophasic and a biphasic

" Chemical potentials of membrane com- response. The results showed that mono-
ponents and alteration of the membrane phasic potentials can be considered as
stability due to the changed polarity the epithelial potential spreading over
of the aqueous phase the plasma membrane, and biphasic poten-

" Lateral arrangement of membrane com- tials as the internal potential following
ponents and lateral diffusion the pathway of ER and increasing with the

" Ion-phospholipid interaction (NMR). increasing network of coupled photosomes.
It thus appears that a signal can be

It was found that all of the PEG- transmitted from the plasma membrane to
induced effects could occur without any the ER membranes at the level of the dyad
direct interaction between the polymer junctions and propagated via the inter-
and the membrane. mediate ER to the photosomes where it

Evi&ence for the propagation of an triggers the luminous reaction. According
action potential by the endoplasmic retic- to Bassot, these findings imply the ex-
ulum was presented by J.M. Bassot (Lab- istence of specific ER channels and ion
oratory of Bioluminescence, Gif-sur- exchanges between the intracisternal com-
Yvette, France). Bassot made use of bio- partment and the cytosol. The fast dif-
luminescence for his studies, taking ad- ferentiation and the short lifetime of
vantage of the fact that it is a natural the conducting ER constituting the iunc-
intracellular probe of activity occurring tional complexes act as a short-term mem-
in the system he used--i.e., that of ely- ory in preparing an improved response to
tra of scale-worms. Isolated elytra emit a possible further stimulation.
a flash when stimulated by an electric Studies on the effect of microvis-
shock. With repeated stimulation, hun- cosity on proton transfer at the phos-
dreds of flashes can be elicited which in pholipid-water interface was presented by
a typical series exhibit large and pro- M. Gutman (Department of Biochemistry,
gressive variations. The activity of Tel-Aviv University, Israel). The hy-
individual microsources or photosomes was drated proton is the smallest probe which
observed through a microscope and im- can dynamically gauge the biomembrane-
age intensifier. Sequential observation water interface, according to Gutman.
showed a progressive and basically intra- Proton transfer reactions are diffusion-
cellular recruitment that correlated with controlled and sensitive to the medium
facilitation, so that the amount of light properties. Gutman stated that fast meas-
emitted during a flash was a function of urements of these reactions reveal the
the number of reactive photosomes. properties of the microenvironment with

Photosomes can be described, accord- spatial resolution related to the tem-
ing to Bassot, as paracrystalline arrays poral one.
of tubular endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Gutman and his group used the laser-
Their membrane tubules, folded in a induced proton pulse for probing the mem-
regular serpentine fashion, develop a brane surface. Apparently, this technique
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can resolve the proton diffusion and de- due, according to Watts, to the rather
termine the second-order rate constants strong hydrogen bonds between adjacent
of the reaction. By this method, these lipids. On the other hand, hydrogen bond
investigators analyzed the concerted formation with other lipid types, such as
mechanism of proton transfer between bulk PC, is mediated through water, as sug-
and surface groups. This process is dom- gested by x-ray crystal studies. This
inated by proton exchange among surface implies, as stated by Watts, that PE mol-
groups and between mobile proton carriers ecules prefer to be adjacent to other PE
and the surface. In the present study, rather than other lipid types. It is
Gutman and coworkers used the above sys- clear from these studies that lipid-lipid
teii to evaluate the role of viscosity on and lipid-protein interactions can sig-
diffusion at the interface. Both sucrose nificantly alter membrane surface struc-
and dextrans were used to adjust the vis- ture through electrostatic ana hydration-
cosity of the solution. Sucrose slows level changes.
down proton transfer reactions, while
dextran 70 was found to hardly affect Relations Between Membrane Structure and
these rates. Thus, the macroscopic vis- Transport
cosity appears not to be directly related Because of its availability and sim-
to the rate constants of diffusion- ple structure, lacking internal mem-
controlled reactions. Furthermore, the branes, the red blood cell (RBC) is
effect of sucrose on the limiting con- ideally suited for studying water perme-
ductivity of HCI is smaller that, its ef- ability. In principle, water can cross
fect on the diffusion-controlled rate the RBC membrane by two pathways: by dif-
constants of protonation of anions. In fusion through the lipid layer and by
a similar way, Gutman and his group mon- permeation through aqueous channels in
itored the effect of various viscosity- membrane proteins. Studies to evaluate
increasing agents on proton diffusion each pathway were carried out by G. Benga

* limited to the interface of phospholipid (Department of Cell Biology, Medical and
membranes or proteins. Pharmaceutical Institute, Cluj-Napoca,

Studies on the effect of the state Rumania). Benga and his group performed
of hydration and hydrogen bonding on a variety of investigations using nuclear
phospholipid bilayers was reported by A. magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,
Watts (Department of Biochemistry, Uni- biochemical manipulations of membrane
versity of Oxford, UK). According to structure, radioisotope labeling, and
Watts, the state of the phospholipid bi- electron microscopy.
layer hydration depends upon the ioniza- An NMR method was used to measure
tion state of the lipid head group. He the water diffusion through the human RBC
and his group have investigated two such membrane. In addition, Benga and co-
phospholipids in detail. For one, phos- workers carried out systematic studies
phatidyl glycerol (PG), of the phosphate of a variety of reagents and chemical
group, has been titrated, and, for the manipulations of the RBC membrane on wa-
other, phosphatidyl ethanolamine (PE), ter diffusion. Mercury-containing sulf-
the amino group, has been titrated. For hydryl group (SH) reagents were the only
PG gel phase layers, x-ray diffraction reagents which significantly inhibited
studies have shown that the limiting hy- the water diffusion. The fact that mer-
dration level changes from 22 to 63 when curials appeared to specifically inhibit
the phosphate is titrated from the pro- water diffusion was used in experiments
tonated to the deprotonated form. In ad- aimed at associating water channels with
dition, the bilayer thickness increases specific membrane proteins using 2 0 3Hg-
from 5.5 nm to 3.9 nm and the acyl chains p-chloromercuribenzene sulfonate (PCMBS).
change from an essentially untilted to It was found that under conditions of
a markedly tilted orientation at about maximal inhibition of water diffusion,
47 degrees with respect to the normal bi- together with minimal PCMBS binding to
layer. Electron microscopic investigation the membrane, and taking precautions to
showed that these bilayers have very dif- block the nonspecific sulfhydryl groups
ferent surface structure depending upon by N-ethylmaleimide, the mercurial binds
the temperature and the ionization state to band 3 and band 4.5. This strongly
of the PG bilayers, with ripples and un- points, according to Benga, to proteins
dulations at high pH and smooth surfaces in these bands to be associated with wa-
at low pH. For PE bilayers, 2H-NMR meas- ter channels in erythrocytes. Freeze-
urements of the quadrupole splittings of fracture and scanning electron microscop-
the labeled polarhead group revealed, in ic studies indicated that major morpho-
a nonperturbing and direct way, that the logical changes do not take place in RBC
pka of the amino group is about 9.6 when membranes after treatment with SH rea-
mixed in an equimoldr ratio with PC. How- gents, including PCMBS. Benga stated that
ever, PC does not perturb the structure the significance of his studies for human
of the ethanolamine lipid--most probably pathology and the usefulness of the NMR
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method for measuring water permeability on the electric properties of bilayer
in clinical laboratories is documented by lipid membranes (BLM). They measured,
recent findings of a decreased water simultaneously, conductivity of BLM at
permeability of RBC's in Duchenne muscu- constant current, the electrical capacity
lar dystrophy subjects. of the substances and the transversal

A study on the action of diamines on Young module (E I ) and the difference of
the bacterial rhodopsin pump was given by surface voltage. The electrochemical
L. Keszthelyi (Institute of Biophysics, stabilities of the BLM were also esti-
Szeged, Hungary). It is well established irated. Fedorov and coworkers found that
that bacteriorhodonsin (bR) molecules in trimecaine, tetracacaine, and nupericaine
HaZobacterium halobium pump protons under increased the conductivity of bilavers
light irradiation from the inside to the from egg yolk phosphatidyl choline--
outside of the cells. The proton trans- gradually at first and then by causing
location activity is preserved in purple the appearance of current fluctuations.
membranes (pm-s) isolated from the bac- Benzocaine and procaine caused a slight
teria. The flash-induced electric sig- increase of BLM conductivity and did not
nals recorded in oriented pm-s correspond cause a current response up to a level of
to the motion of charges inside the bR 30 mM. They established the correlation
molecules. The first very fast components of the effects of local anesthetics on
and the second microsecond component of the electric reponses of BLM with the pH
the electric signal are negative (related of the medium in the range of 5 to 10 pH.
to the direction of proton pumping) , ac- It was shown that the efficacy of the
cording to Keszthelyi, and are followed anesthetics' effects is determined by
by three positive components of different their neutral forms. According to the
lifetimes. The sum of the areas under data obtained, it appears that local an-
the electric signal is not zero but a esthetics display protonophoric activity
positive value. Keszthelyi said that this and do not induce the K-selectivity in
fact is considered as a direct demon- the BLM.
stration of a net charge translocation, The action of channel modulating
though the positive area of the electric drugs on lymphocyte membranes was studied
signal corresponds to a forward moving- by J.M. Witkowski (Department of Histol-
positive charge (a proton which is gen- ogy, Medical Academy, Gdansk, Poland) in
erally accepted as that pumped on by collaboration with H.S. Micklem (Depart-
bR). ment of Zoology, University of Edinburgh,

Keszthelyi and his group found that UK). The importance of ion fluxes across
diamines added to a solution containing the membrane for adequate activation of
bR can transform the positive integrated mammalian lymphocytes has been establish-
area of the electric signals into a nega- ed for some time. The membrane (Na+, K+)-

tive value which they interpret as a re- ATPase and different kinds of ion chan-
versal of the direction of the proton nels clearly participate in early stages
pump. A more detailed investigation of of activation of these cells during the
the effect of N.N.N'.N.'-tetramethylethy- immune response. Molecules responsible
lenediamine (TEMED) revealed several im- for cation transfer across the membrane
portant features--the reversal: (especially ion channels for Na+, K+ and

Ca2+ ions) appear on the surface of in-
" Can essentially be complete unider cer- dividual lymphocytes in minute quantities

tain conditions which render them prone to the deterio-
* Is concentration dependent rating effects of aging, illness, and
" Can be abolished by adding calcium negative environmental factors, according

chloride or sodium chloride to the to Witkowski.
solution. The aim of Witkowski's study was to

correlate decreased function of immune
Keszthelyi said that the data showed cells in aged individuals with the activ-

that the charge states of some groups ities of ion-transporting membrane sys-
near to the surface of pm-s (probably tems and their susceptibility to modula-
carboxyl groups) can also be modified by tors. Transmembrane potential (TMP) of
the simple, reversible adherence of diam- resting and mitogen-stimulated lympho-
ines. cytes were examined by means of flow cy-

tometry and microfluorimetry using cya-
Action of Drugs and Hormones on Water and nine and oxono] dyes as potential-sensi-
Ion Movements Through Membranes tive probes. The rate of K+ ion efflux

The action of local anesthetics on from conconavalin (Con A)-stimulated
model lipid membranes was studied by G.E. cells was estimated with an ion-selective
Fedorov (M.V. Lomonosov State Univer- electrode. Different modulators of ion
sity, Faculty of Bioloy, Moscow, USSR) . channels (saxitoxin, verapamil, tetra-
Fpdorov and his group investigated the ethy'ammonium (TEA) and veratridine) were
effects of local anesthetic substances assayed for their influence on immune
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functions and lymphocyte membrane elec- tors. Thu :resh latelet sampit were
tric properties. Profound differences obtaint d from heaith'x , normal blood
between young and old cells were found: donors. At the beginning of the experl-
the TMP of renting lymphocytes as well as taents, the platelets were washed with a
the rate of K+ efflux and the TMP changes Hanks solution containing 13 nmY Na cit-
in mitogen-activated cells decreased ra- rite. Aliquots of the washed platelets
pidly with advanced age. In the activated were resuspt nded and incubated at 371C in
lymphocytes of young individuals there riodified Hd.Aks soluticns with or without
was a tendency to depolarize initially in Ca 2 + or .lg- or both. After ditferent
response to a stimulant while old cells incubatici. iriods, the K+ , Na + , Ca- + and
responded initially by hyperpolarization. Mg3 + co:tents o' platelets ptlleted by
Witkowski ana his group found some dit- ci:,tli:ugatit:. at 40,000 q were measured.
ferences in susceptibility to the actio% The w,,ter contents, were also determined,
of TEA and veratridine between young ann nu the relaxation timies on the basis of
old cells suggesting, he said, the exist- a watur proton NMR tecnnique were- studied
ence of differences in the numbers or ac- as well. The highest K+ and Ca + levels
tivities of channels modulated by these were found in plotelets incubated in
drugs on the surface of lymphocytes. He citrate-crtaining medium. When free Ca2+

suggested that the lack of early depclar- ions at :TM concentration were present in
ization of lymphocytes of old animals in the media, L,, increased K+ and Ca 2 + re-
response to Con A stimulation might be lease was observed parallel with a sig-
due to an impairment (either qualitative nificant increase in the water contents.
or quantitative in nature) of the mere- The K+ and Cd 2 + mobilizino effect of Ca2+

brane mitogen-regulated Na+ channels ii was accelerated when thrombin was added
these cells. These investigators are now t(, the incubation medium. 'The T, relaxa-
carrying out a detailed examination of tion timLs were the shortest in the
the properties of the membrane channels citrate-treateu samples and longest in
of lymphocytes as a function of age using the thrombin plus, Ca2t -activated samples.
the voltage patch clamp technique. Without thrombin, the platelets incubated

for 2 to 4 hours in the presence of Ca 2 +

Role of Divalent Cations in Biological had intermediate T, values. According to
Systems Ludany and Hazelwood, these experimental

Studies of calcium-dependent inor- findings suggest that the reorganization
ganic ion and water changes in human of cytoskeletai structures during the
platelets were presented by A. Ludany "platelet activation" is connected to, or
(Department of Clinical Chemistry, Uni- followed by significant changes in the
versity Medical School, Pecs, Hungary) in intracellular ions and water structures
collaboration with C.F. Hazelwood (De- as well.
partment of Physiology and Molecular Bio- Studies on the control of membrane
physics, Baylor College of Medicine, permeability by extracellular divalent
Houston, Texas). Although it is well cations and pH were presented by C.A.
known that calcium ions as ubiquitously Pasternak (Department of Biochemistry,
important regulators are involved in a St. George's Hospital Medical School,
wide variety of cellular processes, our London, UK). Ions and other low molecular
knowledge is still far from being com- weight compounds leak across biological
plete about calcium regulatory mechan- membranes: (i) if specific protein chan-
isms. Ludany and Hazelwood decided to use nels such as those for H+ , Na+ , Kt, Ca2+

human platelets separated from blood as or Cl-/HCO- are present and (2) if the
models for in vitro studies of the role membrane is damaged by cytotoxic agents
of Ca and polymerizable proteins in the such as certain animal, bacterial, or
regulation of the ionic environment and plant toxins; certain viruses; the mem-
water structures in living systems. The brane attack complex of complement or
basis for this model was the following: endogenous cytolysins from eosinophils;
platelets are enucleated cytoplasmic or T lymphocytes. Pasternak and his group
fragments in the circulation enriched have shown that leakage induced by agents
with proteins capable of polymerization, of category (2) can be prevented by diva-
These proteins, which may build up the lent cations such as Ca2t or Zn2t, as
cytoskeleton of the platelets, dynamical- well as by reducing the ionic strength of
ly change their state of polymerization the suspending medium (Pasternak, 1987).
and association to other molecules upon In this study, P sternak assumed
activation. The degree of polymerization that the action of divalent cations is
of the cytoskeietal proteins and their extracellular and that the effect of
association to other molecules are both reducing ionic strength is to lower pH
directly and indirectly regulated by in the vicinity of the membrane. In his
Ca 2+ during activation, report, Pasternak presented evidence to

Human platelets were used in the substantiate both assumptions. There
studies carried out by these investiga- is, therelore, some overlap between the
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control of permeability through channels Sandbjerg Castle in Denmark from 12
of type (1) and that of lesions of type through 15 June 1987 and followed the
(2), according to Pasternak. Thus, com- tradition of previous Sandbjerg Meetings
municating (gap) junctions which clearly organized by Professor Henning Lund from
fall into category (1) are nevertheless Aarhus University, Denmark. The purpose
closed by Ca2 + or H+. Moreover, there is of these meetings is to gather a group
evidence that Na channels (category 1) consisting of a mixture of young and more
can also be closed by Ca2+. Despite such experienced scientists to discuss various
apparent similarities, Pasternak said topics of organic electrochemistry and to
that, in general, channels of type (1) stimulate international cooperation with-
have a quite different structure and in the field. About 50 scientists from
function than do lesions of type (2). It 12 countries attended this meeting whose
is the latter type of lesion which exists program consisted of five main lectures
to a greater or lesser extent in cells and 26 short contributions.
even in the absence of added agent, and
it is its inhibition by divalent cations The Plenary Lectures
that lends credence to the long-felt view The first plenary lecture, delivered
that Ca2+ and Zn2+ have a generally by Professor H. Shine from Texas Tech
"membrane-protective" action on cells. University, Lubbock, Texas, gave an ex-
Pasternak stated that by comparing the cellent account of reactions induced by
effects of Ca2+, Zn2+, H+ and other cat- electron transfer to cation radicals.
ions on membrane permeability in simpli- While reactions of cation radicals with
fied systems, it is now possible to de- nucleophiles, although they can be quite
lineate their protective role in greater complex, are fairly well known, the cou-
detail than was previously possible. pling of radicals with cation radicals

is not at all well known, the reason for
Co-iclusion this beinq that generating neutral radi-

Many of the prese7-ntations .,t this ca,!- in the presence of cation radicals
international conference, whici, dealt can be a ditlicult task. Here, the aim
primarily with biophysical studie.s o the was to generate radicals photolytically
action of water and ions in biological i the presence of the thianthrene rad-
systems, were given by scite ntists from I(c-,. Several examples of electron-
East European countries. tA :w selected induc-d cycloadditIon reactions brought
papers have been sumnarized is this r - about by Th*. nd also Ar N+ " were pre-
port and indicate that, it least ir, this sented. Reactions of Th+. with Grignaid
area, the East European Scierntist: ar. raqt.n~ts wt,, also discussed, and it does
carrying out research that comparts fi- apptear that coupling of a cation radical
vorably with studies reported by :iciei,- and a radical does occur.
tists from West European countries. A very stimulating presentation was

q1'%n by Professor V. Parker (University
Reference , 1 Trondh(iim, Norway) on the application
Pasternak, C.A. "Viris, Toxin, Compl-- ',: sfevera i electrochemical techniques

ment: Common Actions and thteir Pr,-- used in physical organic chemistry to ob-
vention by Ca 2 + or Zn +  taim thermodyrnamic information, ecuilib-
6 (1987), 14-18. ilum constants, and kinetic data of fast

reactions. Methods such as derivative
cyclic voltanmetry and double potential

7/24/37 step were applied to the stud o. fast
reactions between cation radicals and
nucleophiles and the proton transfer re-

actions between methylarene cation radi-Chemistry cals and nitrogen bases. ThermodynamicChemisr cycles requiring orly electrode potential
nedsu,.inents wert. duvelupto to- determine
the rt.]atlve bdL,11QIt' Of anhion radicals
j1i dianl(..s, JS wel l as_; the reiative

XIII SAN'BJER T't ruph i ity GI c t ion radical.s and
X I I S D E F.,- 'at I )I or gal I, 2)mp ) nds . Some

TR~NS 1:'' mplot.s ')I the application

h: Y. :'.', hetici' i Plli ds :or the, study
I, .t'" . .I I, d't I.h -f organ(-

t I A' ,, A, ,-lief't A m i r ¢,d is unstablet
r'." (""". I st t were also descri bed.

7 " 'll, ,,p [l -i ,n ele 'ti s)rptior ano

The 13th C,.dbjer, M. t i , . a - t -. ' ra-t i-ris was g4iven by Pro-
ganic Flectrr 'h lI st r w.,: i. , l It . IIt. ,.lldt :r n the I nstitut F.
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Chem. Technologie, Darmstadt, West Ger- strate whereas indirect electrolysis was
many. After an introduction emphasizing successful. Another contribution de-
the lack of selectivity in most organic scribed the indirect electrochemical re-
electrosyntheses, Wendt demonstrated the duction of vinyl and cyclopropyl halides.
most important principles of heterogene- A number of presentations were de-
ously catalized chemical consecutive voted to new electrode materials for or-
steps in organic electrosynthesis by ex- ganic electrosynthesis. The use of
emplifying them with anodic oxidations of Ti/Cr 20 3 , TiO 2-anode was used to oxidize
viryl compounds to yield dimeric and mon- alcohols, ethers, and ethylbenzene in
omeric diethers, cathodic reduction of acid solutions and the Ti/TiO2-cathode
pyridylketones, and scavenging of anodi- was developed to reduce nitrobenzene and
cally generated azide radicals by ole- ketones. The nickel hydroxide electrode
fins. was applied to the oxidation of p-lac-

The lecture by Professor J. Simonet tones, which are converted to oxocarbox-
from the University of Rennes, France, ylic acids with excellent yields. With
was devoted to recent studies on the this electrode the oxidation proceeds,
electrochemical behavior of sulphones. most probably, via an indirect heterogen-
The cathodic reduction of sulphones cor- eous anodic dehydrogenation accompanied
responds, generally, to a cleavage obey- by the reduction of the nickel oxide hy-
ing an ECE-type process where the rate- droxide covering the electrode. The re-
determining step is the scission of the activity of this electrode seems to be
unstable anion radical resultin from the very similar to that of the chemical oxi-
first charge transfer. However, some dant nickel peroxide. The problem of
other reactions may be observed and a reproducible enantioselective conversions
good selection of examples was provided, at chiral modified electrodes was also

The last plenary talk, given by Pro- presented.
fessor E. Steckhan from the University Some contributions were devoted to
of Bonn, West Germany, reviewed progress new electrolysis cells and reactors for
in the exciting field of indirect elec- organic electrosynthesis.
trochemical oxidations and their applica- An interesting contribution addres-
tion to selective deblocking of pro- sed the importance of electrochemical
tecting groups. Indirect electrochemical cleavages applied to biomass-derived com-
processes offer the following advantages pounds. The cleavage of the C-O bond is
over direct processes: the most important featuie of reactions

used to transform lignocellulosic bio-
" Electrode passivation can be avoided mass. This can be achieved by anodic
" Overpotentials can be eliminated oxidation and cathodic reduction, and
" Redox catalysts can be used, and these thus electrochemical methods have been

have considerably lower potentials applied to the useful conversion of com-
than those that have to be applied for pounds readily available from lignin and
the direct electrochemical transforma- from cellulose. Details were given on
tion of the substrates the possibilities for electrochemical

" Selectivities can be enhanced. replacement of the conventional oxidative
degradation of lignins.

Organic redox catalysts can act in A contribution of importance to the
three maJor ways: as hydrogen atom sub- electrochemical cleavage of protecting
stracting agents, as hydride atom ab- groups dealt with the electo-reduction of
stracting agents, and as electron trans- organic compounds activated by complexa-
fer agents. Steckhan's talk was mainly tion with chromium tricarbonyl. The

* devoted to the application of these meth- Cr(CO) 3 group is electron withdrawing and
ods to deprotection reaction in peptide can activate compounds normally difficult
synthesis and clearly demonstrated the to reduce; mild conditions for cathodic
strong potentialities of electrochemical cleavage are especially important if the
methods in this area of chemistry. reaction is to be used for protective

group removal.
Other Presentations An important topic dealing with ki-

The short contributions (limited to netic studies included the use of elec-
A about 15 minutes) were delivered by a trochemical methods for the determination

number of internationally known special- of rate constants of homogeneous electron
ists. Following are some highlights from transfer followed by elimination induced
those prese:-tations which reflected the by the substrate anion. The use of the
most recent research topics in the field, linear sweep voltammetry technique and

The advantages of indirect electrol- simulated curves allowed the determina-
' ysis were considered in the oxidation of tion of the rate constants. The synthe-

O-nitrophenylsulfenamides to O-nitrophen- sis of asymmetrical biaryls was consid-
ylsulfenimines. Direct oxidation fails ered, the mechanism discussed, and the
since it leads to cleavage of the sub- rate constants calculated. The cathodic
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reduction of anthraquinone to anthronewas also presented.Co p trSine
Some communications discussed mech- Sciences

anistic aspects of reactions involving
anion radicals such as those related to
their protonation in aprotic solvents and
dimerizations. CONTROL RESEARCH AT NORTHERN UNIVERSITIES

Another interesting topic related to IN ITALY
lanthanide-ion-assisted electrochemical
aldol condensations. The electrochemical by Daniel J. Collins. Dr. Collins is the
reduction of alpha-bromo ketons in tetra- Liaison Scientist for Aeronautics in Fur-
hydrofuran in the presence of added aide- ope and the Middle East for the Office
hydes affords aldols in very low yield; of 'aval Ferearch's London Branch Office.
however, the presence of lanthanide salts He is on Leave until June 1988 from the
in the reaction medium lead to the forma- Naval Postgraduate School where he is a
tion of aldol condensation products in Frofessor of Aeronautical Engineering.
excellent yields. This was a good model
system for studying the effects of metal
ions upon the electrochemical behavior of In order to characterize the work
organic substrates. being accomplished in the controls area

Some researchers debated other rele- in Italy I recently visited three univer-
vant topics including electro-oxidation sities in northern Italy: Politecnico di
of oximes and furoxanes, electroreduction Milano, the University of Firenze, and
of dithiopivalates and thiopivalanilides the University of Pisa. For some time
in the presence of arylating agents, there was not a doctorate degree in eng-
electrochemical studies ot S-lactames, ineering in the Italian university system
intramolecular addition of Kolbe radi- but 4 years ago an American-style doctor-
cals, electrochemical reactions via ate was introduced. Graduates in the
quinonemethides, and others, controls area with this degree will start

to appear in the next couple of years.
Conclusion It will be interesting to see how these

This was a successful meeting with people are integrated into the overall
many valuable contributions by both ex- research and development program for the
perienced and younger scientists predic- nation. Control research in nonlinear
ting a promising future for organic elec- and robotic controls in Italy which in-
trochemistry. The sessions were held volved another three universities--these
during the mornings and evenings, leaving in southern Italy--is presented in the
the afternoons free for many informal article following, page 16.
discussions, which are the heart of these
meetings. Each main lecture lasted about Politecnico di Milano
an hour, and the authors of the short Professor G. Guardabassi, my host
presentations were allowed about 15 min- for the visit to Politecnico di Milano,
utes. The discussions following every is in the Electronics Department. The
talk were always lively, friendly, and department activities include control
stimulating. It is regrettable, however, theory and system theory, computer sci-
that industry was not well represented. ence, bioengineering, and environmental
An important target for these meetings engineering. The department has 80 to 85
would be to bring scientists and indus- professors and 15 to 20 researchers who
trialists together for productive col- are working on the new doctorate degree.
laboration in order to direct research Research funding is perhaps typical
in organic electrochemistry to the in- of that at a university in the US in that
dustry. the percentage of outside research sup-

The standard of all the contribu- port is about 30 to 40 percent of the
tions was unquestionably high, and it is overall budget. The Italian Center for
always rewarding to particip.te in meet- National Research (CNR) supplies about 25
ings where, under informal conditions, so to 30 percent of the support through a
much can be stated about progress in the System Theory Research Center, which has
field of organic electrochemistry. been established in the department, while

another 25 to 30 percent comes from the
Ministry of Public Education. CNR has a
strong interaction with the universities
in Italy which in my opinion is very pro-
ductive of high-quality research. Since
outside research money cannot be used to
expand the staff there is a tendency to
increase class size (-150) to reduce the
teaching load.
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Computer facilities appear quite (Guardabassi et al., 1986) deals with the
adequate. Most professors have, as in existence and characterization of the
America, a personal computer or terminal local structures of the regulator. The
on their desk. The department has about design of the regulator can be conven-
45 IBM AT's, two Vax 750's, a Vax 780 for iently divided into three steps or sub-
students, and two microvax computers. problems. The first step is to develop
There will be, shortly, a room with 60 the best information flow pattern among
personal computers for students. The the different regulation subsystems.
central computer facility has large Uni- There must be some cost or constraint on
vax and IBM computers. Curiously enough each admissible connection in order for
there does not appear to be much software the problem to make sense, otherwise one
developed for student use in solving would take as the optimal solution all
problems. possible connections. The second prob-

There are three general areas of lem is that of selecting the local sub-
research in the department: structure--that is, each regulator sub-

system. The subregulators must satisfy
" Periodic control the so-called Internal Modeling Principle
* Decentralized control which involves the concept of a proper
" Industrial process control, structure for the regulator. In an ear-

lier referenced paper Guardabassi and
The first two areas are theoretical in colleagues considered the computer aided
nature, and process control is mostly in- design of structurally constrained multi-
dustrial and applications oriented. There variable regulators and developed the
is also some interesting controls re- concept of proper structure. A complete
search being conducted in bioengineering. class of proper substructures can be ob-

Periodic control. Periodic control tained from a suitable parameterizing of
has been a central problem of investiga- all possible input-output relations. This
tion for over 15 years in the department. class includes all possible solutions of
An excellent review of the department's interest in the problem at hand. The
activities in optimal periodic control final subproblem is to tune the given
(OPC) is contained in a paper by Bittanti structure. This tuning or initialization
and Guardabassi (1986) . The basic OPC problem is essentially a computational
problem may be formulated in the fol- problem, and programs exist for improve-
lowing manner: ment of given asymptotical stable solu-

tions.
Given a system Further theoretical work is being

done by R. Scatt.11ini in the area of
R(t) = f(x(t),u(t)) multivariable self-tuning controllers

where x is the state, t time, and u(t) with integral action. This latter work
the control and an instantaneous perfor- was conceived when the author was working
mance index g(x,u). Find a period T and at Oxford University in England.
a control u over the interval [0,T] such Industrial Process Control. Indus-
that trial process control covers a variety

of areas, and there is support at the
S 1 .7Politecnico from several Italian compa-J = T og (x(t),u(t,)dt nies such as Montedison ENEL (Italian

Electric Board), Riva Calizoni, FIAR, and

is maximized subject to the the periodic- Agusta.Professor C. Maffezzoni has devel-ity constraint that oped a large modular computer code,

x (T) =x (0) called LEGO, which he has used in prob-
; lems associated with energy conversion.

The previous development might be Maffezzoni has several publications on
termed the basic OPC problem. There are the modeling and control of electric
many extensions and elaborations to this power plants, on the speed control of
problem. The main issues that Guardabassi hydro stations, on the optimal control of
and his colleagues have investigated a drum boiler power plant, and on the
are necessary and sufficient optimality integrated design of high-temperature
conditions, quasi-stationary and high- solar receivers. The LEGO code is quite
frequency periodic control, proper peri- versatile and is presently being applied
odicity, structural properties of linear to moaeling in robotics.
periodic systems, and periodic solutions Maffezzoni's present work is thus
to the Riccati equation. directed at modeling and simulation of

Decentralized control. Control meth- nonlinear systems. He is also interested
ods developed in this area have some ap- in reduced order modeling and digital
plication to power systems. A recent saturation effects. Further work in
paper on a robust decentralized regulator process control is indicated in a recent
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article by Guardabassi on output linear- and parametric identification in the
izable models and the nonlinear control classification of EEG during neurosur-
of a distillation column. This last work gery. Cerutti's most recent work has
considers the case of a given nonlinear used Wiener filtering, applied to a small
dynamical system which is linearized by number of sweeps, on visual evoked poten-
means of a suitable feedback. tials.

Controls in Bioengineering. I had
an opportunity to talk with some of University of Firenze
the people concerned with bioengineering Studies in control and system theory
(which has 100 students and eight profes- at Firenze are conducted in the Depart-
sors) where I found some innovative ap- ment of Systems and Information. Part of
plications of control theory to biologi- the department, which has 12 professors
cal systems and complex signal proc- ana 10 researchers, was formed from the
essing. Professor M. L. Maranzana Figini previous mathematics institute at the
has considered the neuromuscular system university, and for this reason, there is
as a dynamic stochastic system and the strong emphasis on the mathematical as-
electromyographic signal (EMG) as the pects of control. In fact, the background
output of the system. The EMG samples of my host for the visit, Professor G.
are described by means of an autoregres- Stefani, is in mathematics. Stefani's
sive model (AR) both in the case of simu- recent work has been directed at the de-
lated and pathological signals obtained termination of the necessary conditions
by concentrated probes. From the AR model for local controllability of a scalar-
the discrete transfer function was ob- input nonlinear control system (Stefani
tained and the value of the poles in the 1986). In the December 1986 Conference
z plane were calculated. For simulated on Decision Control (CDC) conference in
siqnals the location of the poles were Athens, she extended this analysis to
indicative of pathological conditions, sufficient conditions for local control-
Complication in clinical EMG resulted ir, lability. Stefani is also concerned with
only slight indications oi pathology but geometrical methods and optimal methods
it was felt that the pole description of- in control theory.
fered an efficient procedure for data Professor P. Nistri is also con-
compression of neuromuscular systems. cerned with controllability, and he has
Figini said she follows closely the work studied topological methods for the glob-
of C.J. De Luca (Boston Childrens Hospi- al controllability of nonlinear systems.
tal and Harvard), who does similar work He has also developed sufficient condi-
in the US. tions for local and global 1-controlla-

Recent work by Figini has involved bility of nonlinear systems. Professor
multivariate analysis of electromyograph- P. Zezza, who has just completed a year
ic variables, and she is thinking of an- at the University of Alberta in Canada,
alyzing the effect of combining sonic has been working on fairly basic ideas
probes with electro sensing of muscle from the calculus of variations and how
signals, particularly with respect to these ideas can be extended into optimal
fatigue. Figini's activities in modeling control theory. Zezza has considered the
of neuromuscular diseases has been sum- conjugate point condition for smooth con-
marized (Figini 1986). trol sets and the connection with the

Professor S. Cerutti, a member of necessary conditions for optimal control.
the CNR System Theory Research Center, is Finally, in other activity in controls,
using Wiener filtering and Kalman filter Dr. S. Monico has reported on a sampled
techniques to analyze electrocardiograph nonlinear controller for large-angle ma-
(F:CG) and electroencephalograph (EEG) neuvers of flexible spacecraft.
signals. In a typical recent publication I also talked to Professor S. Mar-
(G. Baselli et al., 1986) Cerutti worked sili-Libelli, who is involved in process
with medical teams actively concerned control. Marsili-Libelli also conducts a
with physiological signals. He developed course in the use of microcomputers and
a parametric method for autoregressive PC's. He has an excellent PC laboratory
and auto- and cross-spectral analysis for and is in the process of writing a book
the processing of heart rate and arterial on software for process control. His
blood-pressure variability signals. The research interests are connected with
purpose of the study was to develop bet- environmental systems and water pollu-
ter diagnostic techniques for hyperten- tion, and one of his recent papers was in
sion and other heart pathologies, the 1987 Advances in Biochemical Engi-

In other publications Cerutti has 1:cering. In this paper Marsili-Libelli
reported on an optimal linear filter for discusses the modeling, identification,
the reduction of noise superimposed on an and control of the activated sludge pro-
EEG signal, studies of the clinical rele- cess. Essentially, he outlines the opera-
vance of the abdominal fetal ele.ctrocar- tional improvements that can be obtained
diogram, and the use of Kalman filtering in the wastewater treatment process by
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means of dynamic modeling and the appli- The internal CNR laboratory complements
cation of modern control theory. Another the university research program. This
interesting result in other work has been combination of university and CNR labora-
his use of fuzzy sets in the assessment tory appears to be particularly fruitful.
of crop growth and stress. The University of Firenze is especially

Since computer science in general is strong in the mathematical aspects of
of great interest to me I also took the nonlinear control. The control research
opportunity to talk to some of the re- that I reviewed at Pisa has a strong
searchers in that area. Dr. R. Pinzani American slant. Control research in Italy
is concerned with the management of large is, indeed, very strong.
data bases with an emphasis on data base
response time. Pinzani is beginning to References
consider the application of artificial Balestrino, A., and M. Innocenti, "Adap-
intelligence or expert systems in compu- tive Inverse Multimodel Following Con-
ter problems. His colleague, Dr. E. trol for Nonlinear Plants," 25thi
Barucci, has developed a software devel- Conference on .ecision and ControZ
opment system based on a macroprocessor, Athens, (Dec 1986).
a recognizer for finite languages, and Baselli, G., S. Cerutti, S. Civardi, D.
index selection in a distributed data Liberati, F. Lombardi, A. Malliani and
base. Data base systems and distributed Pagani, "Spectral and Cross-Spectral
microprocessors are the subject of re- Analysis of Heart Rate and Aerial
search of others in the department. Blood Pressure Variability Signals,"

Computer and Biomedical Research, 19
University of Pisa (1986), 520-534.

My visit to the University of Pisa Bittanti, S., and G. Guardabassi, "Opti-
was confined to Professor M. Innocenti, mal Periodic Control and Periodic Sys-
who is in the Aerospace Engineering De- tem Analysis; An Overview," 25th IEEE
partment and does research in controls. Conference on Decision and Control
The Informatics and Systems Department as Athens, (Dec 1986).
well as the Electrotechnic Institute are Figini, M.M., "Modeling Neuromuscular
also doing research in the controls area Diseases," Mathematical Modelling, 7
at Pisa. Innocenti has spent some 7 years (June 1986).
in the US and his research interests have Guardabassi, G., A. Locatelli, and N.
a distinctly American flavor. Innocenti Schiavoni, "Existence and Local Struc-
has published an article on analytical tures on the Robust Decentralized Reg-
pilot modeling techniques to be used in ulator," Conto-Theory and Advanced
display synthesis. (This is similar to Technology, Vol 2, No 2 (June 1986),
the work of R. Hess at the University of 173-190.
California at Davis.) Innocenti's other Stefani, G., "On the Local Controllabil-
main interest is in robustness and the ity of a Scalar-input Control System,"
characterization of the limits of recon- Theory and Applications of Nonlinear
figuration algorithms with various damage Control Systems, eds. Brynes and Lind-
mechanisms. Thus, given an actuator fail- quist, Elsevier Science Publishers
ure, he would like in his current re- (1986).
search to describe the limits of perform-
ance with this failure in terms of the
system singular values, lie is also in- 7/20/87
vestigating the relationship of eigen-
vector assignment and the linear quadrat-
ic problem (LQP). In a recent publication
(A. Balestrino and M. Innocenti 1986) In- A REVIEW OF NONLINEAR AND ROBOTIC CONTROLI [ ,  nocenti reports on the investigation of THEORY IN SOUTHERN ITALY

an adaptive inverse multimodel following
control for a nonlinear plant. In- by Daniel J. Collins.
nocenti's objective was to develop
variable-structure control law for a Control research is found normallyplant which was considered to be a bank- in electronics departments, informatics,
to-turn air-air missile. The control law and system theory departments. In the
is based on what is termed a hyperstable case of the informatics and system de-
variable control structure developed by partments there is a heavier emphasis on
Professor A. Balestrino and his col- the mathematical foundations of control

_ leagues while he was at the University of theory than on the practical application
Naples. of control theory. In order to charac-

terize the work being accomplished in the
Conclusions controls area in Italy, I visited three

The controls research at the Poli- universities in southern Italy--the two
tecnico di Milano is particularly strong. universities of Rome and the University
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of Naples. There are three other univer- the department. The robotics laboratory
sities capable of good work in the area consists of several robots which are
of controls in Italy which I also vis- presently being programed on an IBM-AT in
ited. These are discussed in the pre- order to obtain flexibility in changing
ceding article, page 13. control algorithms. Development of new

robotic systems with multimicroprocessors
University of Rome "La Sapienza" involving constrained tra3ectories and

The Engineering School of the Uni- associated optimization techniques is
versity of Rome "La Sapienza" has about planned. Theoretical and hardware aspects
12,000 students, and graduates about 900 of the robotic control are being addres-
a year. My host for the visit was Pro- sed in a cooperative program with other
fessor A. Isidori of the Department of institutes, among which is the second
Information and Systems. Currently, Isi- University of Rome (see below). Emphasis
dori is also the director of a national is on robotic arms with elastic or flex-
program initiated by Centro Nazionale di ible joints, and control by means of non-
Ricerca (CNR) that involves eight univer- linear dynamic feedback (De Luca et al.,
sities in nonlinear system theory. Isi- 1985). A further paper by the same
dori, who is an international authority authors is concerned with nonlinear model
on nonlinear system theory, has spent matching in the dynamic control of a
some time as a visiting professor at flexible robot. The nonlinear techniques
Arizona State University, which has an developed by Isidori find a natural ap-
interdisciplinary center for systems re- plication in the field of robotics and
search. The department of Information are being applied in the control algo-
and Systems nas 20 professors and about rithms.
150 students who are equally split be- Industrial Control. The industrial
tween computer science and system theory. control area is concerned with factory
The department research interests are in automatization and the application of
nonlinear system theory, industrial con- microprocessors to that automatization.
trol, and control of robots. Other re- Some aspects of flexible manufacturing
search in the department is in the area are also involved. Much of the work in
of informatics, operation analysis, and this area is in the development of soft-
bioengineering. Several American profes- ware--for example, in the manufacturing
sors (from California, Arizona and Har- of parts. Complete equipment is available
yard) have also recently spent time at to design a part on a computer and then
the University of Rome. have a computer-directed machine manufac-

Nonlinear System Theory. Isidori has ture the part. In fact, part of the edu-
written a well-received book on nonlinear cational system in the department con-
control systems. One of the more inter- sists of student laboratories directed at
esting recent results in nonlinear system such activity. The automatic manufac-
theory (Isidori and Moog, 1986) has been turing equipment of the laboratory is im-
Isidori's work on the nonlinear equiva- pressive, for a university.
lent of the notion of transmission zeros
which clarified come aspects in the lin- University of Rome "Tor Vergata"
earization of square nonlinear systems by The second university of Rome, which
appropriate feedback. Isidori has shown was created 3 or 4 years ago, is located
that the characterization of "transmis- on a modern campus somewhat out of the
sion zero" for a nonlinear system can center of the city. The present student
involve three different concepts, namely, population is 5000 but this is expected
a "pole" of the inverse system, zero to increase greatly. The research program
output constrained dynamics, and unob- in controls in the electronics department
servable dynamics under certain state- is similar to that at "La Sapienza".
feedback. His other recent work has been Electronic Engineering Department.
the design cf a nonlinear feedback con- Professor R. Marino of the Electronic
trol law for the attitude control of a Engineering Department, my host, was re-
rigid satellite and the matching of non- cently a visiting professor at the Uni-
linear models via dynamic state-feedback. versity of Illinois. Examples of his
The solvability of model matching depends current research interests in nonlinear

on or is related to the so-called "struc- control and singular perturbation were
tures at infinity" of the system and of presented at the recent Conference on
the model. Finally, Isidori has published Decision and Control (CDC) in Athens
an interesting survey article which con- in December 1986 (see '..' 41-9:488-492
tdins some recent results on the control [1987]). He used nonlinear geometric
of nonlinear systems by means of dynamic techniques and singular perturbation
state-feedback, methods (Marino, 1986) to design a high-

Control of Robots. The robotics gain stabilizing control for a single-
group consists of Professor A. De Luca input nonlinear system. In another recent
and Professor F. Nicol6, who is head of result, Marino applied center manifold
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theory to singularly perturbed systems. opmeilt has been the creation of a new in-
This geometric approach developed a com- stitute called CRIAI, which is funded by
posite control for a two-time scale sys- the Council for Southern Italy and also
tem. Under certain conditions the asymp- has support from industrial companies
totic properties of the singularly per- such as AERITALIA and FINSIEL. CRIAI has
turbed control system can be related to a about 66 people divided into three groups
reduced-order control system. Marino has -n the area of robotics and automation.
done further work or feedback lineari- The groups include industrial automa-

',%%~ zation in direct drive robotics with tion, software engineering, and computer
switched reluctance, vision. CRIAl is working closely with

Much of the other research activity the university and industry. The insti-
in the controls area in the department is tutu- already has uxtensive equipment and
directed at flexible or elastic robots. CAD/CAY work stations. This type of in-
I talked with Dr. P. Tomei, who, alcng stitutional setup, particularly with CNR
with Professor S. Nicosia, is actively laboratories, is very common in Italy and

v involved in the development of a robotics in my opinion leads to very productive
laboratory and a new robotics course. The r-search.
laboratory has two small robots con- Work by the robotics group has in-
trolled by an IBM-AT and a 32-bit micro- eluded an adaptive model following con-
processor. Research is directed at the trol for robotic manipulators, symbolic
application of adaptive control and model nodeling and dynamic analysis of flexible
reference methods to global strategy and manipulators, and robust control of in-
trajectory control of robots. Current dustrial robots. One of the more recent
research has considered adaptivt control publications (Sciavicco and Siciliano,
for flexible robots, dynanmic modeling of 1986) with references to earlier work
flexible manipulators, a discrete time considers the problem of coordinate
model reference adaptive system for in- transformations from the work space co-
dustrial robots, and pseudo-linearization ordi:.ates to the corresponding joint co-
techniques in feedback control of elastic ordinates. The inverse kinematic problem
iobots. is solved for robotic manipulators whose

three end effector revolute joint axes
University of Naples intersect two-by-two. The application of

The University of Naples has perhaps an integral manifold approach to control
100,000 students, of whom about 10,000 of a one-link flexible arm was recently
are in engineering. Dr. B. Sicilano, my reported at the CDC meeting in Athens
host at the Department of Information (referenced above)
and Systems, recently finished a year as Systems Application Group. The sys-
a visiting scholar at Georgia Institute tems application group consists of Pro-
of Technology. His thesis research, corn- lessors F. Garofalo, G. Ambrosino, and
pleted in 1986, deals with the kinematic G. Celentano. I talked to Professor F.
inversion of a robot manipulator. If one Garofalo, who has done some innovative
is given a final position and orientation applications of control theory to nuclear
of a robot, the problem is to calculate fusion. Garofalo will be visiting the
all the possible methods of achieving University of California at Berkeley for
this final position and orientation. The about an 8-month stay beginning in summer
trajectories may also be constrained in 1987. He plans to study the control of
some manner such as by intervening ob- uncertain dynamical systems with parame-

% ' stacles. Sicilano developed a new algo- ter variations within a fixed region but
rithm which he feels is quicker and more with uncertain statistics. While working

[ efficient. Department research activity in Munich with the European project on
*is divided into two groups: a robotic nuclear fusion, Garofalo was concerned

control group and a group referred to as with the application of modern control
the systems application group. theory to the stabilization of a vertical

Robotics Group. The robotic group plasma column in a tokamak both in the
was founded in 1980, and Siciliano joined vertical and horizontal direction. With
it in 1982 after he obtained his first his '±iieagues in Naples he has published
degree. The head of the group is Profes- an article on the design of the con-
sor L. Sciavicco; other members o the troller.
group are Professors G. De Maria and P. For the past 2 years the group has
Marino. Although the work of the group been concerned with another project on
nas been primarily theoretical, they have the, positioning of ships by cable in the
started a robotics laboratory in order to ocean. Accurate laying of pipeline from
test some of their theories. They are a large barge involves dynamic mooring
also working closely with groups in Rome w th complex anchoring positioning. Re-
and have contacts with the European Space ports on this activity were given in July
Research and Technology Center (ESA) in 1987 at the Interiational Federation of

"% the Netherlands. A recent further devel- Automatic Control (IFAC) Conference in

F " V18
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Munich and at the ship control symposium
in October in The Hague, Netherlands. Electronics
Other work by the group includes the
study of nonlinear systems with discon-
tinuous control laws by means of a model-
following controller with a view of elim-
inating undesirable chattering of the OPTOELECTRONICS AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
control signal. Finally, a dynamic con- LONDON
trol scheme capable of rejecting poly-
nomial disturbances in a single-input by J.F. Blackburn. Dr. Blackburn is the
single-output unknown plant was developed London representative of the Commerce
(Ambrosino et al., 1986) and applied to Department for industrial assessment in
process control where the plant may be computer science and telecommunications.
poorly understood.

Conclusion Introduction

Control research in Italy is of a Because of the superior transmission

very high order. There is special empha- characteristics of optical fiber it is

sis on nonlinear control systems and on rapidly displacing metal cable for trans-

robotic control. There is strong in- mission in the world's communication sys-

teraction with American scientists both tems. Research is underway in many labo-

from their visits to Italy and in sab- ratories on photonic switching, and
baticals spent in America by Italian sci- there is serious work directed toward
entists p all-optical computers (ESN 40-10:338-

341).
Professor John E. Midwinter, Univer-

References sity College London, has taken as a prime
Ambrosino, G., G. Celentano, and F. Garo- objective over the past several years the

falo, "Ultimate Boundness of Unknown development of a technology that will
SISO Plants with Pclynominal Disturb- allow the system designer to switch from
ances," IEEE 25th Conference on Deci- the optical to the electronic domain, and
sion and ControZ, Athens (Dec 1986). conversely, in order to use the best of

DeLuca, A., A. Isidori, and F. Nicolo, electronics and the best of optics in the
"Control of Robot Arm with Elastic same system.
Joints via Nonlinear Feedback," IEEE Midwinter says, "One immediate at-
24th Conference on Decision and Con- traction of all-optical switching is seen
trol, Fort Lauderdale, Florida (Dec in avoidance of the need for two opto-
1985). electronic interfaces at each network

Isidori, A., "Control of Nonlinear Sys- node. Further, in a local or campus net-
tems via Dynamic State-Feedback," Al- work, the low insertion loss and band-
gebraic and Geometric Methods in Non- width of single-mode fiber offers the
Zinear Control Theory, eds. M. Fliess possibility of truly 'transparent' net-
and M. Hazenwinkel, (Reidel Pub- works, in which the format and data rate
lishing, 1986). are set by the communicating terminals

Isidori, A., and C. Moog, "On the Non- and the routing is achieved independently
linear Equivalent of the Notion of in a way that does not require synchron-
Transmission Zeros," Modeling and ous or rigidly formatted data streams.
Adaptive Control, eds. C. Byrnes, A. Such switches may also support bidirec-
Kurszanski (1986). tional operation both within the fiber

4Marino, R., "High Gain Stabilization and and the switch. Another attribute of such
Partial Feedback Linearization," IEEE technology is likely to be the provision

5th Conference on Decision and Con- of very large communication bandwidths as
troZ, Athens (Dec 1986). well as the usual optical advantages of

* Sciavicco, L., and B. Sicilano, "Coordi- low crosstalk and distortion."
nate Transformation: A Solution Algo- He makes the point that the above
rithm for One Class of Robots," IEEE concepts apply most readily to networks
.raro on .'Jytem, Man and Cubernetics, in which data is carried from one single

* Vol SMC, No 4 (July/Aug 1986). user to another in which wideband circuit
switching without multiplexing is used.
If mutiplexing is needed the switch has
to perform a more complex function. Two
approaches are under study based on wave
division multiplexing (WDY,) and time di-
vision multiplexing (TDM) . WDM amounts
to circuit switching with dispersed wave-
lengths while TDM requires an accurately

7/ 2 ., 7timed switch structure and optical memory
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arid requires great accuracy in timing, mechanically, or the fibers themselves
There is also a growing interest in are physically moved. Such devices for
packet format transmission, initially in both multimode and single-mode operation
wideband local area networks (LAN's) but generally have low insertion loss and
later into the main network, good cross-talk characteristics but are

Key factors to consider in optical slow in operation, imprecisely timed,
switches given by Midwinter are: relatively insensitive to wavelength or

" Unidirectional or bidirectional data polarization, and are physically bulky.

flow in fiber They can be used in simple wideband se-

" Point-to-point or point-to-multipoint curity networks and for block switching

service at major network nodes where the switch

" Multiplexed or not operation is infrequent and where sim-

" Circuit or packet format data plicity and security are paramount.Another class of fiber-based switches
" Synchronous, rigidly formatted data or isobae on n fermeers o wvgie

variable bandwidth, mixed analogue and is based on interferometers or "waveguide
digital. directional couplers." An interferometer

could be formed with two parallel single-

One approach to providing broadband mode fibers fused at two points to form
services is through the use of wideband two 3-dB directional couplers. This
packet transmission. The network require- leads to a four-part coupler in which the
ment appears to be for circuit and packet transfer characteristics depend on the
switches operating directly on wideband relative phase length of the two fiber
multiplexed data streams, paths between the two couplers. Changing

In his studies Midwinter deals with one path relative to the other by a half
three distinct types of circuits: those wavelength switches the device from ex-
with passive optical paths; those with change to bypass, or conversely. Such
active optical paths; and those using a change can be induced by electrical
wavelength division routing. heating of one arm. However, thermal

drift will likely be a problem. Elements
Passive Pathway Switches of this type can exhibit extremely low

Of more interest than a two-port insertion loss and are potentially broad-
on-off switch is the three-port, which band. If the arms are of unequal length
switches one input between one of two the transfer characteristic becomes wave-
outputs, and the four-port device, which length sensitive and the device may also
operates as an exchange bypass module, be polarization sensitive. Response time
Two input ports can be connected directly is likely slow--typically milliseconds--
(bypass) or crossed (exchanged) to the and the dimensions large (millimeters to
two output ports. Key operating parame- centimeters). The devices are best suited
ters are the insertion loss, the cross- to circuit-switched video surveillance or
talk level, the wavelength response, the studio networks where switch set-up time
switching time, and precision. is unimportant.

The simplest form of array of ex- Electro-optic Devices. A different
change-bypass is the crossbar formed from class of electrically controlled exchange
a two-dimensional rectangular array re- bypass units uses the electro-optic ef-
quiring NXM units for an N input and M fect in guided wave integrated-optic form
output assembly. Other matrix designs and is usually made by titanium diffusion
are possible which lead to more complex into lithium niobate substrates.
setting algorithms, since more than one A typical exchange by-pass unit form-
crosspoint must be changed to establish a ed in this way has two diffused wave-
given circuit. Many arrangements take guides that for part of their length run
the form of a pipeline with data flowing parallel and sufficiently close for their
from row to row in a parallel pipeline evanescent fields to interact. Switching
format. All paths traverse similar num- is achieved by suitably placed electrodes
bers of crosspoints leading to closely that change the relative refractive in-
similar insertion loss characteristics dices in the two guides. Such devices
for all routes. have low insertion loss, perhaps 1 dB or

Where bidirectional transmission is more, although low-loss coupling to fiber
required to and from a terminal, a is difficult. Cross-talk can be a prob-
single-sided matrix may be desirable. In lem.
essentially all cases designs for such Fabrication of large arrays poses
requirements have been largely electronic major technical problems since the de-
rather than optical. vices are long and confined to a single

Mechanical Switches. One family of wiring plane. Up to 16xl6 may be possible
mechanical switches is based on optical on a single chip; impressive results have
fibers. Optical fibers are connected been reported for 8-8 arrays.
through micro-optic elements (lenses, Most devices are polarization-sen-
beam splitters) that are moved electro- sitive but this can be overcome by
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appropriate design. The devices can Through the use of less sophisticat-
switch in the subnanosecond range, but ed lasers of the monolithically integra-
present substantial capacitance to the ted type, up to hundreds of wavelengths
drive circuit. Design compromises must are accessible by electrical control and
be made concerning speed, polarization can be exploited by using tunable optical
sensitivity, physical size, drive volt- filters and direct detection receivers.
age, and electrical capacitance. A variety of techniques exist for making

Since a complex matrix occupies such filters using:
square centimeters of area, exploiting
the speed to synchronously reset/set is e Electro-optic directional coupler de-
almost certainly more difficult to signs
achieve than switching a monolithically * Fabrication in fibers by means of
integrated electronic cross point. How- grating structure impressed on the
ever, once the optical path is establish- waveguide
ed it offers unlimited and bidirectional * Bulk dispersive elements (gratings or
bandwidth. Small arrays of elements are prisms) interposed in the light path.
capable of very fast multiplexing or de- Nonlinear interactions in the fiber
multiplexing, given electrical synchroni- may limit performance, causing ctiss-
zation. Wavelength is typically limited talk between different wavelength
to a few percent of the center wave- transmissions. However, in view of the
length. low-power transmitter required this is

Holographic Techniques. Another pro- probably not serious.
posal is to use optically written holo-
grams in planary array to connect through In all cases the network so formed
free space a two-dimensional array of is transparent and passive and generally
in/out fibers to a two-dimensional array could be bidirectional using a single fi-
of output fibers. This appears to present ber per terminal. A variety of formats is
formidable engineering problems. possible. In principle, such wavelength-

switched networks look powerful, given
Wavelength Routing good tunable sources and receivers. The

Tunable sources and receivers allow use of tunable wavelength interfaces im-
the use of a passive guided-wave network plies optoelectronic conversion at the
in a communication mode like that of input/output ports.
free-space radio communications, with
optical frequency defining the communica- Active Pathway Switches
tion channel. By assigning an optical Switches in which the optical path
frequency to a transmitter, a broadcast is no longer transparent and bidirec-
mode is obtained. Assigning a frequency tional might involve the intervention of
to a receiver leads to a directed mode of an active bistable device, or an ampli-
communicationlike circuit switching while fier, or it might involve optoelectronic
leaving optical frequency as a freely as- conversion. Here is a scale of active
signed variable. Thus a highly versatile involvements:
network is available, supporting both
broadcast and directed communication si- e All optical, reactive bistable devices
multaneously. Such a network measured * Absorptive bistable devices
in kilometers would be a campus network, e Hybrid bistable and active devices
or, measured in meters, would be a (lasers)
switch. * Optoelectronic hybrids.

Semiconductor lasers change their
center (optical) frequency with drive Studies in nonlinear optics have led
current. This effect can be used to make to a variety of optically activated
controllably tunable sources covering a switches, mainly based on optical bista-
small range of wavelengths. Semiconductor bility, that have caused speculation on
lasers can also be made to tune by the optical computing (ESN 40-10:338-341).
use of an external cavity over a range of However, this has aroused little interest
50 to 100 nm, corresponding to more than for switching. Optical activation raises
10,000 GHz, and for those developed for new opportunities in control and inter-
communication systems, can exhibit long- connection, particularly when coupled
term optical frequency stability of more with free-space (two-dimensional) optical
than 1 MHz. With channels accessible in wiring and the possiblity of normally ad-
a typical single-mode fiber centered dressed plana; arrays of devices, since
around 1500-nm center wavelength. Tunable the wiring rapidly becomes a limiting
receivers might be achieved using optical factor in other optical matrix concepts.
heterodyne detection, so that receiver The switching speeds for optical
frequency would be controlled by a simi- logic gates range from picoseconds to
lar (local oscillatory) laser to that in nanoseconds with the reactive devices
the transmitter, switching at optical frequencies and
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absorptive devices characterized by real References
transitions involving real-time constants Midwinter, J.E., "Current Status of Opti-
usually measured in microseconds or nano- cal Communications Technology," Jour-
seconds. They all require broadly similar nal of Lightwave Technology, Vol LT-3,
switching energies. It is expected that No. 5 (October 1985).
picojoule sensitivities will eventually , "Light Electronics, Myth or Real-
be possible with bistable laser and ity," IEE Proceedings, Vol 132, Pt. J,
other hybrid devices reaching femtojoule No. 6 (December 1985).
levels. As such, they do not compare well , Photonic Switching Components:
with electronic logic. Current Status and Future Possibili-

Bistable gates are operated as ties (University College London
threshold logic elements and incur the 1987).
associated problems. Also, some of the
specific design problems of bistable op-
tical devices suggest even more intract-
able engineering problems to be solved. 7/25/87

An alternative approach is to ex-
plore hybrid optoelectronic matrices,
combining global optical wiring and con-
trol with electronic logic. This requires
good optoelectronic interface devices. Material Sciences
Recent developments on multiple quantum
well (MQW) materials suggest that photo-
detectors and electroabsorption modula-
tors made from GaAs/GaAlAs MQW's in
p.i.n. diode structure and monolithically SOME OBSERVATIONS ON HYBRID MICROELEC-
integrated hybrid circuits using such de- TRONICS IN YUGOSLAVIA
vices to switch from optical to elec-
tronic domains--and conversely--may offer by Robert Vest. Dr. Vest is the Liaison
a solution. Scientist for Electronic Ceramics and

Materials in Europe and the Middle East
for the Office of Naval Research's LondonFast Synchronous Switches - raoh Office. Re is on leave from Purdue

Some hybrid combination of electron- BranchOfc.H so ev rmPru
ic Sandophi cominaionntssee - University, where he is Turner Professoric and optical components seems most of Engineering in the School of Materials

likely to lead to the ultrafast synchro- Engineering and in the School of Electri-

nous switches required in the future. cal Engineering.
Partitioning electronic circuits into

small modules enables the true speed ca-
pability of electronic components to be Introduction
realized, and optical technology can pro- Yugoslavia is a col-rful mixture of
vide precision timing signals, zero time Yugslavia a onrlite of
skew global interconnects, and wideband peoples (5 principal r onalities), lan-
input/output as well as some useful guages (4 main ones), L.phabets (2), re-

patterns. publics (6, plus 2 autonomous provinces),
wiring and religions (3 main ones). From this

diversity it is difficult to visualize
Comments how the Yugoslavs could join together for

The preceding paragraphs are essen- a united effort, but this is exactly what
tially a summary of the third reference has happened in hybrid microelectronics.
combined with conversations with Midwin- The cooperation is partly due to their
ter. It is clear that Midwinter believes unique brand of socialism under which all
that present-day optical logic gates are enterprises are owned and operated by the
inadequate and that projected future per- people who work for them, and each unit
formance will not make them competitive must make a profit or go out of business.
with well-established electronic gates. The economic rewards for success are not
They are slower and require more power as great as in the West, but the penalty
than electronic logic gates. The apparent for failure is the same.
advantages of digital optical computers I was in Yugoslavia for a week in
arise from the optical interconnects such May 1987 during which time I visited two
as parallelism, bandwidth, zero cross of their major research institutes and
talk, and time skew. participated in their annual microelec-

For these reasons Midwinter's pro- tronics conference. This may seem like a
gram at University College London will small sample but one or more of the Yugo-
pursue versatile optical interconnects slavian scientists were with me almost
and try to achieve the advantages of op- every waking moment during that week,
tics and electronics in wafer-scale in- and they do like to talk about science
tegrated circuits, and engineering. This report discusses
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research at the two research institutes follows an Arrhenius behavior according
in Belgrade and reviews activities at the to
annual Yugoslav Conference on Microelec-
tronics. BSI = (BSm)o [I + atn exp (-E/kTa) ]  (3)

Mihailo Pupin Institute where ta and Ta are the aging time and
The Pupin Institute in Belgrade is temperature, and the other terms are con-

named in honor of the Yugoslavian-born stants. From these equations, the aging
professor who, at Columbia University in can be calculated from the equation
1894, developed the use of induction
coils which made long distance telephone Ap/p = a(GF-1.44)tn exp (-E/kTa) (4)
and telegraph communications possible.
The 1100 people at the Institute are in- The group at the Pupin Institute
volved in a wide variety of technical have subjected resistors having sheet
areas including measurement devices, con- resistivities from 10 to 106 ohms per
trol systems, and robotics. Their activ- square to aging conditions, and compared
ities range from research and development the results to the predictions of equa-
to the design of prototypes and small- tion 4. For all of these resistors they
scale production. found that the parameter n was approxi-

My host at the Pupin Institute was mately constant with a mean value of 0.6,
Dr. Ljutica Pesic, Laboratory Manager for and that E/k was also approximately con-
the Microelectronics Division. The major stant with a mean value of 5300 K. This
research project underway in his group is is the behavior predicted by theory for
a study of aging of thick film esistors these constants, which gives the group
and the effect of diffusion of metal ox- more confidence in their model even
ides into the resistors on the aging pro- though it is not a proof of its validity.
cess. Aging is the phenomenon by which In another series of experiments
the resistance and temperature coeffi- they coated some of the thick film resis-
cient of resistance (TCR) change after tors with nine different oxides prior to
exposure to elevated temperatures. Usual- aging for 22 hours at 650 0 C. The results
ly, the resistance increases and the TCR of these studies allowed them to classify
becomes more negative, but after very the oxides into three groups based on
long aging the resistance often is ob- their effect on the aging results. The
served to decrease. The group's approach first group (A1203 , RuO 2 , ZrO 2 , Nb2O5 )
to explaining the aging behavior is to had no effect on the aging behavior,
begin with a percolation-tunneling model while the second group (CdO and Cr20 3)
of charge transport where the dependence accelerated the increase in both resis-
of resistivity (p) on temperature (T) is tance and TCR, and the third group (PbO,
represented by Pb 304 and MnO 2 ) reduced the aging effect.

Their model for the diffusion effect is a
p = AT exp [4 (Tm/T) I exp (BS) (1) bit fuzzy at the present time. They pos-

tulate that some of the ions diffuse into
where S is the tunneling barrier width the glassy barrier and serve as traps for
and the other terms are constants. After tunneling electrons (e.g., Cd2+ and Cr3+)
some assumptions, most of which are rea- while others form narrow conduction bands
sonable if not justifiable, they get in the glass (e.g., Pb2+ and Pb4 + ) or

serve as resonance levels (Mn4+) . Re-
p - C(BS) 2 exp [4(Tm/T)i] exp (BSm) (2) search in this area is continuing, and

they hope to develop a quantitative model
where S, is the minimum gap distance be- for the effect of diffusion of oxides
tween grains in the resistor microstruc- into the resistors during aging. In ad-
ture and can be calculated from the dition to providing data for their basic
experimentally determined gauge factor
(GF), after assuming that the relative
change in barrier width with mechanical o .... Aft.. -

stress is equal to the longitudinal --- *°

strain and taking Poisson's ratio as
0.22. These assumptions lead to the sim-
ple relation GF = BSm + 3.44. Their as- T

sumed model of the aging effect is shown
in Figure 1, where the aging is seen to
bring about an effective increase in bar- +S1 - 4-s--i-Sll 4- SV----
rier widths. The decrease in barrier ldlt, f \.

height after very long aging is assumed 1q.P ... 9

to explain the decrease in resistivity
after long aging. They then assume that Figure 1. Model for aging of thick film
the spreading of the barrier during aging resistors.
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research for modeling resistor proper- tion, which at this stage is mostly
ties, they are also looking at the dif- spherical particles in the 3 to 10 am
fusion of materials into the resistors size range. They then ball mill this
as a possible technological process for silver powder for about 24 hours followed
trimming the resistivity or other elec- by vibratory milling; add the glass frit
trical characteristics of thick film re- and subject the mixture to vibratory
sistors. milling, planetary milling, and automatic

mortar and pestle; add the organic
Research and Development Institute of screening agents; and subject the formu-
Elektronska Industrija lation to three different mixers, the

Elektronska Industrija is one of the automatic mortar and pestle, and three-
major organizations in Yugoslavia cover- roll mills. At this point most of the
ing telecommunications, automation, com- silver is present as flake due to the
puters, medical electronics, microelec- coinage occurring during the extensive
tronics, and special electronic technol- milling and blending operations. I tried
ogies. The Research and Development Ir- to convince Milica Tomic and Nada
stitute in Belgrade was established in Lekovic, the two principal researchers in
1967 as the scientific research de- the materials laboratory, that they do
partment for Elektronska Industrija to not have to use every piece of equipment
provide technical services and develop in formulating every ink, and that in
new products for the organization. With- fact they can make better conductor inks
in a few years after the Institute was if their milling of the very ductile sil-
founded, it was decided that they would ver powder is less severe.
develop the capabilities of producing Their facilities for characterizing
thick film inks for hybrid microelectron- both powders and fired films are quite
ics, and the necessary equipment for re- extensive and adequate, although all of
search and development and small-scale the equipment is 12 years old and does
production was purchased. They have been not include improvements made later to
moderately successful in that they have such equipment. They have DTA, TGA, x-ray
been producing silver conductor inks for difraction, SEM, spectrographs, optical

* the last 10 years, primarily for use as microscopes, light section microscopes, a
electrodes on disc capacitors. For the shadow graph, several viscometers, pro-
last 5 years they have been producing fileometers, and surface area apparatus.
silver-palladium inks for thick film hy- The latter is not useful because it must
brid circuits as well as for electrodes operate with helium, which is not avail-
for multilayer chip capacitors. They are able in Yugoslavia.
having the same kinds of problems with Another group in the Institute,
their silver-palladium conductor inks as headed by Lazar Lukic, is doing research
every other producer that I know of has on ferroelectric materials for multilayer
from time to time; they have not as capacitors. An ongoing project is the
yet established the composition that will study of relationships between sintering,
optimize both solderability and adhesion. microstructure, and electrical properties
They are currently developing other thick of BaTiO 3-based ceramics. They have de-
film inks including silver-platinum con- termined the grain size as a function of
ductors, dielectrics, and resistors. sintering temperature from 1200-1400 0 C
Their goal is to have a completely in- and sintering times from 0-360 minutes,
dependent production facility where they: and have developed correlations between
make all of their own powders, including the grain size and dielectric constant,
metal, metal oxide, and glass; formulate dielectric loss, piezoelectric constants,
these into the appropriate inks; and and mechanical Q-factor. Lukic's group
characterize and perform quality control has concluded that for their applications
on the inks before going to production. a grain size in the range 10-20 am is

Whoever outfitted their laboratory optimum.
* some 12 years ago had plenty of money to

spend. The Institute has have every type MIEL-87
of apparatus that was then on the market The 15th Yugoslav Conference on Mi-
for small-scale grinding, milling, and croelectronics (MIEL-87) was held 14-16
blending; these include ball mills, vi- May 1987 in Banja Luka. This annual con-
bratory mills, planetary mills, a variety ference, which moves from city to city,
of mechanized mortar and pestles, eight has become as much of a happening as it
three-roll mills of varying sizes, and is a technical meeting. For example,
three mixers. One of the problems of there were over 300 attendees at the
having all of these different systems for opening session to hear a welcoming ad-
milling and mixing is that the personnel dress by R. Rocak, president of MIDEM,
feel obligated to use them. For example, the Professional Society for Microelec-
they are making reasonably good silver tronics, Electronic Components and Mate-
powder by chemical reduction from solu- rials, and a welcome from the mayor of
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Banja Luka. The rest of the conference used in the West. K. Milic from RC RIZ
consisted of parallel sessions, and there IETA in Zagreb discussed the applications
were rarely as many as 20 attendees at of domestic epoxy materials for encapu-
any one session. The majority of the lating hybrid microelectronic circuits.
scientists and engineers were always in He found that thick film resistor net-
the hallways and coffee shop talking to works protected by "CHROMOS SL," their
fellow scientists they had not seen since domestic epoxy, gave satisfactory perfor-

% last year's microelectronics conference. mance during thermal cycling, humidity,
The influence of some processing and burn-in tests as long as they first

% parameters on the properties of diamond- applied a silicone coating to the resis-
like carbon films was discussed by A. tors. D. Rocak if the Jozef Stefan Insti-
Balasinski from the Institute of Electron tute in Ljubljana discussed the packaging
Technology in Warsaw, Poland. The primary of a hybrid circuit in an intergral sub-
processing parameter studied was deposi- strate package with a ceramic lid. They
tion time. The films were deposited by RF studied the packaging of naked silicon
plasma techniques on silicon substrates, chips using different polymer adhesives
and elipsometrical measurements enabled and glass for the attachment of ceramic
the determination of the refractive index lids for the hybrid substrates. This
and the thickness of the layers. Elec- packaging approach gave environmental
trical parameters such as effective di- isolation equivalent to that provided by
electric thickness, charge density, and a potted chip carrier mounted on the sub-
dielectric constant were deduced from strate.
high-frequency capacitance-voltage curves A comparison of the properties of
and current-voltage plots measured for the silver palladium ink developed at the
metal-carbon-silicon structures. It was Research and Development Institute of the
found that during the growth of the car- Elektronska Industrija in Belgrade with
bon, the surrounding plasma may enhance silver-palladium ink T-2785 from Engel-

0 the refractive index from 1.40 to 3.15 hard was reported by Milica Tomic. She
and reduce significantly the effective reported studies of adhesion, sheet re-
charge density in the layer. The optical sistance, solder leaching, solderability,
and electrical dielectric constants and migration. Her conclusions were that
changed in opposite directions, but the the homemade silver-palladium ink was not
values of electrical and optical film quite as good as the Engelhard material
thickness were in very good agreement. On but was satisfactory in all of the cate-
the basis of the measurements, Balasinski gories tested. The infrared (IR) firing
suggested that during plasma processing of homemade thick film conductors and
the quantity of polymer phase in the lay- resistors was discussed by M. Hrovat of
ers decreases and at the same time the the Jozef Stefan Institute in Ljubl3ana.
diamond-like phase quantity increases. The properties of the thick film conduc-

Application of the diamond-like lay- tors were similar alter IR firing com-
ers was discussed by J. Szmidt, also of pared to conventional firing, but for the
the Institute of Electron Technology in resistors used the sheet resistivities
Warsaw, Poland. He discussed the use of were different and the TCR's were higher
diamond-like coatings formed by the re- compared to conventionally fired resis-
active pulse plasma (RPP) method as tors. A lively discussion followed this
quarter-wave antireflective (AR) coatings paper, which tried to reconcile the re-
to improve the efficiency of solar cells. sults due. to the shorter time at high
The RPP method was shown to be applicable temperature with the theoretical proc-
at temperatures sufficiently low that the esses of microstructure development. The
silicon solar cells were not degraded best paper in the hybrid session of the
during application of the coating. A conference from a scientific point of
theoretical analysis was conducted to view was that given by Pesic of the Pupin
determine the layer thickness to give the institute on his theoretical model for
greatest increase in solar cell efficien- aging in thick film resistors. This re-
cy, and the calculated values of refrac- search is discussed above.
tive index and reflectance were checked All-in-all, the papers on hybrids at
against experimentally determined values; MJEI,-87 we re not outstanding with regards
good agreement was found. The improvement to their technical content. However,
in efficiency of the solar cells due to the re was a very extensive interchange
the diamond-like AR coating was calcu- of research results among the people at-
lated to be 40-45 percent, and expci-l- tendlog the confe.rence. These exchanges
mentally they observed a 30-45 percent took place, i, the con ridors and the
improvement. cut fee shops where far more data were

Several ot the thick film papers shown than in the, te chnical sessions. It
presented by the Yugoslav scientists dis- seems that ever,ont brought alonq their
cussed studies which compared the perfor- most rc,.nt tesults and wore very willing

. mance of homemade inks to those commonly to shir,, them with yes,, rchers from other
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institutes, universities, and industries scheduled a special session for me to
in Yugoslavia. The conference was very deliver a lecture and answer questions.
successful in its stated goal of fos- To say that the Yugolsavian scientists
terin g dissemination of information deal- are interested in the basic research in
ing with research, development, produc- hybrids being conducted in the US is a
ti-mn, and application of microelectron- gross understatement.
Ics. The method used to accomplish this
was a bit unconventional, but the results
were satisfactory.

S wama r y
Research and development activities

in hybrid mircoelectronics are very vi-
brant in Yuaoslavia. The quantity of ENGINEERING CERAMICS: A ONE DAY MEETING
work is surprisingly large compared to IN THE UK
the population (23 million) while the
quality covers the full spectrum. There b4 .?cuis artz. Dr. Cartz is the Liaison
are two main factors which impede re- £cientzst for Materials Science in Europe
search and development in microelectron- and the Midd7e East for the Office of Na-
ics: the penalty imposed on poor perfor- a Fesearch's Tondon Branch Office. He
mance by the social system and the short- is c. Zeve until June 1988 from Mar-
aqe of hard currency. The first factor c:te tc niversity, CoZege of Engineer-
discourages high-risk, potentially high- i.g, Miwaukee, Wisconsin.
return research. They are much irore in-
cined to wait until a technology has
been proven to a certain extent before A 2-day meeting on engineering ce-
initiating their R&D efforts. Copper ramics was held at the University of War-
thick film technology is a good example wick, Coventry, UK, 1 July 1987. About
of a reluctance to take risks; several 100 UK scientists participated. The goal
groups in Yugoslavia are very interested of the meeting was to bring together a
but none have been willing to commit the wide range of workers of different dis-
resources required until more positive ciplines--mechanical and electrical eng-
results are available from other coun- ineers, physicists, metallurgists, ceram-
tries. The shortage of hard currency is ists, and material scientists from UK
beginning to have a severe effect on industry, governmental agencies, research
the basic research programs because very institutes and universities--to forge a
little of the capital equipment needed link and common purpose in developing the
can be purchased with dinars. Some of use of ceramics in high-technology in-
the research institutes have not been dustries. Another aim of the meetin§ was
able to purchase any capital equipment to contrast the behavior of ceramics
for more than a year, and the quality of with that of metals and to consider the
the research will suffer significantly if changes necessary when a metallic compo-
this situation continues. nent is replaced by a ceramic component.

It is often said that the success of The organizers, M.H. Lewis (Univer-
the program at the Office of Naval Re- zity of Warwick) and T.F. Page (Univer-
search Branch Office, London is due to sity of Newcastle-upon-Tyne), arranged
quid pro quo between its Liaison Scien- two sessions, one titled "Engineering
tists and the European scientific commun- Applications and Property Requirements,"
ity, and that philosophy was amply de- the other, "Ceramic Engineering Materi-
rmonstrated during my visit to Yugoslavia. als: Properties and Limitations." All of
I obtained the information included in the papers presented were general reviews
this report, but I gave them at least as by invitations, each paper dealing with a
much information in return. While making separate topic. No arrangements have been
arrangements for the trip, Dr. Pesic made to publish the proceedings of this
asked if I would be willing to give a meeting.
seminar. I agreed and sent him two pos-sible topics--he promptly accepted both, Engineering Applications and Property Re-

scheduled them on successive days in Bel- quirements
grade, and had announcements placed in The morning session was highlighted
the local newspapers. In addition, he by a discussion by R. Slee (AE Develop-
srheduled a roundtable discussion on ments, Rugby) on the use of ceramics in
thick film formulations at the Research reciprocating engines. The use of alumina
and bevelopment Institute of Elektronska spark plugs dates back almost 100 years,
Industrila, which can be best described and there were some experiments in the
as 2 hours of intensive consulting. After 1940's in Germany on the use of ceramic
arrivirnq in Banja Lunka for the MIEL-87 cylinders in diesel engines. One seri-
conference, I was told that they had ous problem is the sorption of gases into
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ceramic components. Fuel plumes from the M.P. Hitchiner (United Ceramics,
fuel injector cause problems with absorp- Stafford) reviewed ZrO 2 -based ceramics.
tion in the ceramic component. It is These are used as thermal barrier coat-
necessary to avoid all open-porosity, and ings and also as toughened engineering
only closed pores may be present in the monoliths. Special methods of preparation
ceramic. Slee commented on the need for are required for each use. The surfaces
nondestructive testing to examine for of ZrO 2 thermal barriers can be at 1001C
pores in the ceramic components. above the temperature of the underlying

D. Brandon (The Technion, Haifa, metal substrate. Surface temperatures
Israel, and the Department of Metallurgy, are limited to about 1400 0 C. Typically,
Oxford) discussed the design of ceramic a superalloy substrate is sprayed with
components for heat engines. In particu- nickel, chromium, and aluminum to over-
lar, and because of their poor reliabil- come the thermal expansion mismatch on
ity, a large safety factor (x8) has to be which ZrO 2 is plasma sprayed. The ZrO 2
used in the design calculations; more layer will contain pores and microcracks
needs to be known about the failure modes which are found to improve the thermal
of ceramics. Brandon pointed out that shock characteristics. Surface thermal
there is no standardization in test meth- barriers have been successfully used with
ods used for ceramics. The three impor- lifetimes >103 hours. There are diffi-
tant properties that Brandon stressed in culties with destabilization of the coat-
ceramics are wear, thermal shock, and ings by some fuels in aircraft engines,
mechanical strength. in obtaining the ideal thickness of ther-

The use of ceramics, in particular mal coatings, and in spraying into holes
the sialons for machine tool applica- and around corners. Hitchiner described
tions, cutting tools, dies, and welding the advantage of partially stabilized
system components, was described by N.E. PSZ, ZrO 2 , with MgO, and also with Y203.
Cother (Lucas-Cookson-Syalon, Solihull). There are some particularly interesting
Many of these are in current use (e.g., recent developments using 12- to 14-wt-
A.K. Sandvik cutting tools). Cother said percent CeO 2 as the stabilizer. This is
that the ceramic part must be re- a most promising material where the mono-
designed--it cannot be just a simple re- lith behaves almost like a metal as far
placement of the metal component by a as fracture is concerned; the stress
ceramic component. He said that, for ex- strain curve does not show an abrupt
ample, sharp corners must be eliminated failure mode but is reminiscent of that
and replaced by smooth shapes; and that, of a metal. The system PSZ-CeO 2 is under
in a particular component, an indent for further investigation.
an O-ring should not be made in the ce- G. Partridge (GEC Research, Staf-
ramic part but instead the indent should ford) described glass-ceramics. Various
be cut into the surrounding metal casing. silicate glasses become crystalline if
Again, Cother described the use of ceram- heated to one temperature to induce nu-
ic dies inside a metal restraining ring cleation, then to a second higher temper-
so that the ceramic die is under compres- ature to induce crystallization. These
sive forces, glass ceramics are not, in general, high-

ly refractory, and are usually restricted
to temperatures under 1000*C. The glass

Engineering Ceramic Properties ceramics are harder than metals, but
In the second session, the topics undergo creep. Their thermal expansion

reviewed were SiC and Si 3N4 monolithic properties are similar to some metal
ceramics, ZrO 2-based ceramics, glass- alloys, and for some glass-ceramics, the
ceramics, composites, surface modifica- thermal expansion coefficient can be ap-
tion by ion implantation, and metal- proximately zero. Uses for the glass ce-
ceramic joining. ramics include electromagnetic window ma-

E. Butler (Rolls-Royce) discussed terial, where the crystallite sizes are
the properties of SiC and Si 3N4 mono- kept to ",50 nm, so that there is no scat-
lithic ceramics and reviewed the advan- tering of the wavelengths much longer
tages and disadvantage of each type of than 50 nm.
ceramic processing: hot press sintering R.W. Davidge (Atomic Energy Research
(HPSN) , sintering with additives (SSN) , Establishment [AERE]) reviewed ceramic
reaction bonded (RBSN) , sintered reaction matrix composites (Davidge, 1987). He
bonded (SRBSN), hot isostatic pressing said that either short fibers (0.1-10 am
(HIP-SN), and chemical vapor deposition thick and 10-1000 am in length) or long
(CVD-SN). The ceramics SiC and Si3 N4 do fibers (1-100 am thick and infinitely
not sinter without special aid because long) can be used for the composites. For
they are covalent bonded; sintering aids structural applications, glass fiber com-
have to be used, and these have important posites, carbon carbon, and SiC-SiC com-
consequences on the final ceramic behav- posites are available. The stress-strain
ior. characteristics should be compared to
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those of wood rather than to those of microscopy (HREM) have shown no inter-
ceramics. The temperature limitations of facial phases to be formed though other
use depend on such intrinsic factors as studies by optical microscopy have shown
the melting point or on decomposition Al 2 0 3/NbO./Nb at the interface. The
effects; for example, Si 3N4-Si and N2, joining of alumina to nickel in air is
MgO solid-gas, ZrO, phase transition, believed to be due to an interface con-
microstructure coarsening. Limitations sisting of A1 20 3 /AI 2 NiO 4 /Ni. Bonding
are also due to extrinsic effects such as strength and fracture toughness measure-
chemical attack (for example, oxidation ments have been carried out by Derby on
of SiC in air). The properties of these interfaces of Pd/ZrO 2 , Ni/ZrO 2 , Al/ZrO 2
composites are very dependent on the be- and Zr/ZrO 2.
havior of the interface and also on the
dirference of the thermal expansion co-
efficients of the fiber and the matrix. Discussion
In general, Young's modulus, KIc and the This 1-day meeting was intended to
work of fracture are increased in the bring together workers in many different
composite, with an increase of tolerance discipline to aid in the planning of fu-
for local and general stresses. There ture joint investigations. Representa-
are not many continuous ceramic fibers tives of UK government agencies were
available, SiC fiber being the most fre- present, but their participation was pas-
quently used. The composite materials sive, waiting for the people from indus-
are not notch sensitive, so that methods try and universities to suggest programs,
of testing are different from those for rather than encouraging the deliberate
monolithic ceramics. planning of future work.

The surface property modification of Some specific points were made con-
ceramics by ion implantation using cerning problems arising when metals are
50-300 keV ions was discussed by T.F. replaced by ceramic materials.
Page (University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne).
He described the different effects of ion
fluencies from 1016 to 1018 ion cm - 2 , at * Sharp corners must not be present inthe ceramic component so that rede-
which point the surface becomes somewhat signing is essential.
plastic; Young's modulus, Kic and hard- signingis esential.
ness increase with fluence, and there is Ceramics absorb gases and liquids, andalso a change in the degree of absorbed precautions must be taken.
also y achage aison the degreeofabsord Catastrophic failures in ceramics do
humidity. Page also described the for- occur so that a very large safety
mation of amorphous surface or subsur margin must be used in the de-
face layers on such diverse ceramics as sign.
a-alumina, MgO, and ZrO 2 , e There is no standardization in the

A very interesting review was given testing of ceramics.
by B. Derby (Oxford University) of ce- tin of ceramic
ramic-metal joining. He described liquid It is best if the ceramic compo-
phase brazing, direct active-metal bra- nent can be held under compressivezing, and diffusion bonding. Massive forces.
zing, an deveson atonhinterface due 0 It can be very difficult and expensive
stresses can develop at the to obtain precise shapes of ceramic
to differential thermal expansion ef- components; the use of diamond grind-
fects. It is often necessary to coat the g is very expensive and should be
ceramic to produce wetting. Traditional- avoidedn if exposie.
ly, Mo/Mn/glass frits are used or the
vapor deposition of Ti, Zr, or Ni. The
non-oxide ceramics are more difficult to A very promising ceramic material is
braze; vapor deposition of titanium is PSZ stabilized by 12- to 14-wt-percent
used on Si 3N4. Alternatively, the ther- CeO 2.
mal decomposition of Si 3N4 gives rise to Some future meetings were announced.
silicon, which forms a eutectic with "Materials '88," being organized by the
nickel. Another brazing system for Si3N4  Institute of Metals and the National
uses a reaction with molydenum oxides and Physical Laboratory, will be held on 9-13
TiO 2 powder to give Mo-MoSi 2-TiN nitride May 1988, at the University of Sheffield.
interface layers. A "ceramic testing" meeting to be held on

Derby also reviewed diffusion bond- 11-12 April 1988 (location to be an-
ing, which requires pressure, elevated nounced) is being organized by the High
temperatures, and special atmospheres. Temperature Mechanics Testing Committee.
Strong bonding can result where alloying This meeting is to consider the necessity
can be used to allow for the thermal ex- of improvement in ceramic testing tech-
pansion mismatch. Derby described the niques, and to draft standards; further
joining of A120 3-Nb, which have the same details of this meeting will become
thermal expansion behavior. He said that available from B.F. Dyson, National Phys-
some studies by high-resolution electron ical Laboratory, Teddington, UK.
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Reference Surface films can protect surfaces
Davidge, R.W., Composites, 18 (1987), up to certain relative velocities and

97. loads, above which the surface films are
broken; this effect also depends on tem-
perature. Roberts described the use of

8/1/87 soft metals and polymers as lubricants
and noted that behavior of polymers
varies depending on whether the polymers

MATERIALS MEETING IN LONDON, UK, MAY 1987 are with or without fillers, and that
wear factors can vary by 101. Surface

by _ouis Cartz. properties are changed by coatings which
can range in thickness from 10- " mm to

The UK's Institute of Metals held a 1 mm and vary in hardness from that of Fe
meeting, Materials '87, in London from 11 to that of diamond. TiN coatings, in par-
through 15 May 1987. About 400 people ticular, are very effective in increasing
attended the meeting, most from the UK, surface hardness; these coatings contain
with about 15 from Sweden, 15 from Ger- dense arrays of dislocations, imposing a
many, 10 from the US, 10 from Italy, high degrees of hardness.
10 from Japan, and 10 from the low- Roberts gave several examples from
countries. Representatives from 20 other bioengineering and from satellite tech-
countries, mainly Western Europe and with nology. In the latter case, the satellite
a few from Hungary and Poland also at- moving parts need to have a lifetime >10
tended. Extended abstracts were provided years, and thin films of Pb (<l 4m in
at the meeting, but it is not the prac- thickness) have been found to be very
tice of the Institute of Metals to pub- effective to lubricate moving parts.
lish proceedings of meetings. Roberts discussed UK governmental

Invited speakers reviewed the fol- programs of research, and said that the
lowing subjects: tribology of materials, 3-year Plasma-Assisted Coating Technology
surface engineering and substrate devel- (PACT) program sponsored by the Depart-
opment, plasma-spraying of ceramic coat- ment of Technology and Industry (DTI),
ings, transformation-toughened zirconia and involving over a 100 different com-
ceramics, ion implantation and micro- panies, was recently completed. A new
structure, and WC-Co cemented carbides. program to assist UK industry in the
Summaries of the presentations are given application of tribological surface
below, modification techniques is being set

up by DTI; the range of projects in-
Surface Tribology of Materials volves:

The subject of tribology of materi-
als--the science and technology of sur- o Friction control through surface en-
faces in relative motion--was reviewed gineering
by W.H. Roberts (National Center of Tri- o Reducing wear in high-stress abrasive
bology, Risley, UK). In particular, he and corrosive environments
discussed friction, wear, lubrication, o Reducing wear in low-stress abrasive
and surface coating, giving several prac- environments
tical examples during the course of his * Optimization of substrate heat treat-
talk. He also gave some details of UK ment for physical vapor deposition
government support programs of studies (PVD) coatings
in this field. * Improvements in tooling for difficult-

Surfaces are not smooth, but are to-handle materials
covered with asperities. Friction is * Surface treatments and coatings for
related to these asperities, to surface reducing friction and wear at elevated
damage, wear resistance, and hardness, temperatures
Lubricants may be liquid, solid, or gas- * Research and development of quality
eous, and the true contact area of the control techniques and specifications
two surfaces depends on the load. The for PVD coatings
lubricdnt thickness relative to the di- 9 Preservation of sharp edges.
mensions of the asperities gives rise to

* different lubrication effects. Wear char- The Importance of Substrate
acteristics depend on a wide range of T. Bell (University of Birmingham,
parameters: iutrication, temperature, UK) gave an invited paper on surface en-
load, relative velocities, environment. gineering and substrate development which
The types of wear may be due to adhesion, discussed the importance of the substrate
abrasion, surface fatigue, corrosion, or and its correct preparation in relation
other factors. Abrasion has a most im- to any surface treatment. Surface coat-
portart effect, and Roberts gave as at ings and treatments can vary from 10-1 4m
extreme example of this the case of min- in thickness by (ion implantation) to
eral extraction equipment. 102 4m thickness (by plasma nitriding) to
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5 10 3 Lm (by carburization). To illus- effect measurement techniques have been
trate his talk, Bell gave as an example, developed in his laboratory over the past
the failure in torsion of a transmission 10 years to determine velocities, surface
rod; failure had occurred at the inter- temperatures, and Biot heat transfer num-
face between the hardened surface and the bers.
substrate. Such a failure could have All particles do not splat in the
been avoided by increasing the thickness same manner. The particle choice is im-
of the surface treatment or by adequate portant: milled, fused particles are rel-
preparation of the substrate steel. The atively dense; sintered particle densi-
stress distribution in the substrate must ties depend on the temperature of sin-
be considered--particularly near the sur- tering; agglomerates of tiny particles
face-treated interface--in relation to have very good heat transfer characteris-
the strength characteristics of the sub- tics. In some cases, coated particles do
strate. The plasma nitriding of steels not decompose.
can be carried out on an alloy steel or The splat characteristics can give
on a hardened steel which results in an rise to patterns of exploded droplets in
even hightr hardness level at the sur- the form of flowers or into a variety
.ace. Thus, TiN on an untreated substrate of pancake flower shapes. These shapes
may give rise to a totally unsatisfactory have importance in the behavior of the
product, whereas TiN on a treated sub- final ceramic coatings, and heat treat-
strate may 'ye rise to d valuable prod- ments may be required. The surface may
uct. Bell pointea out that abrasive wear- be water-cooled during the coating pro-
resistdnt cuatinas of carbides and ni- cess. Fauchais gave the example of A120 3
trid+s can be prpared having values in where a coating of thickness 0.3 mm at
excess of 2000 V1 -kers hardness, but that 1400 K may give rise to cracking parallel
such cerrri, .- itngs need very careful to the surface. It may be necessary to
qubstra-t s,-tc ti'c work is in progress cool the front surface and to prevent the
on duple *' t where plasma hi- gas jet from hitting the surface. Thus

ics is followed by for A1 2 0 3 , with no airblast cooling of
, d .PV. the front surface, the surface tempera-

ture is 1300 K, and 20 percent a phase
Plasma Ci aCeramic Coatings is formed; using airblast cooling and

The i.,ited Lapr on this topic was keeping the substrate temperature to
giver P. Fauchais (University of 300 K, only 1 percent a phase is formed.
Limoges, France). He reviewed the subject Fauchais concluded that there are very
in a most Intiuresting and useful fashion definite optimum conditions for plasma
(see Boch et al., 1985; Vinayo et al., spraying. These involve knowledge of the
1987). Solia particulates are introduced heat transfer characteristics of the
into a (d.c.) plasma dt temperatures ap- plasma and of the momentum of solid par-
proaching 6000 K, aria prolect forward ticles; plasma torch design and jet shape
with velocities of up to 500 m/s to splat also need to be understood. The pow-
onto a surface to form a lamilla struc- der morphology is critical; for example,
ture. Very careful control has to be ZrO 2+Y20 5 requires fine particles with
undertaken to avoid nonmelting of the homogeneous dispersions. Here, knowledge
core of the ceramic particles. Again, is necessary of the cold carrier-gas
oxygen should be avoided since it ionizes characteristics, the lamella formations
at about 4000 K and in so doing cools from shock wave, and the pancake pattern
the plasma. The hottest central part of of splat; the cooling of the deposits;
the plasma is surrounded by cooler gas at and the postspray treatments, including
temperatures 3000 K, and increasing the machining. Fauchais pointed out that the
gas flow may simply increase the flow of adhesion of the coating is mainly mechan-
this cooler gas; optimum flow rates of ical.
-20 liter/min are typical. The shape of
the sprayer nozzle determines the jet
shape, and there is an optimum condition Transformation-toughened ZrO2-based Ce-
of use in each case. ramics

Ceramics have low thermal conduc- R. Stevens (University of Leeds,
@1tivities and the condition may arise UK) gave the keynote lecture, entitled

where the outside of the ceramic particle "Effect of Thermal Treatment on Ce-
is evaporating while the central core is ramics," in which he reviewed transfor-
not yet molten. Hydrogen gas has better mation toughening of ZrO 2-based ceram-
heat transfer characteristics than argon, ics (Stevens, 1986). Monoclinic ZrC: (M)
so a mixture of gases is used. Fauchais transforms to tetragonal ZrO7 (T) at
described his extensive work to charac- 1170 0 C with a volume decrease, and
terize the plasma temperature distribu- ZrO 2 (T) transforms to cubic ZrO: (C) at
tion and powder temperature distribution 2370 0 C. ZrO 2(T) can exist as a meta-
measurements. Spectroscopic and Doppler stable phase at room temperature if the
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grain size is sufficiently small. The creases from 10 to >20 MPam . The
metastable tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase CeO 2-PSZ is highly sinterable at lower
transformation is induced at room temper- temperature than Y203-PSZ, can have a
ature by the presence of the stress field wide range of grain sizes, and is a
around a crack tip. It is the volume toughened monolithic ceramic.
change and the shear strain developed by
this phase transformation which opposes Ion Implantation and Microstructuia
the increasing of the crack and so gives The effects of ion implantation on
rise to the phenomena of transformation the microstructure and the tribolog} of
toughening. ceramics was discussed by T.P. Page (Uni-

Stevens discussed the microcracking versity of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK). Ir-
induced around ZrO 2 particles by the vol- radiation by 50- to 500-keV ions causes
ume change of the transformation T-M, and compositional and microstructural changes
how the presence of such microcracks near the surface. The ions are deposited
tended to cause a crack, propagating under a Bragg-shaped curve within approx-
through the ceramic body, to become bi- imately 200 nm of the surface. The damage
furcated, thus increasing fracture re- curve is displaced from that of the de-
sistance. A toughening mechanism is also posited ions curve. The surfaces of many
introduced by the elastic tensile stress materials are observed tc become plastic
around a propagating crack which, by re- with irradiation. Describing work on
leasing matrix stresses around metastable SiC, Page said that at 1016 ion/cm 2 the
ZrO 2 (T) particles, permits the T M trans- surface remains crystalline, while at
formation to occur with a volume increase 1018 ions/cm 2  an amorphous layer is
>3 percent and a shear strain <7 percent. formed; the surface is studied by Ruther-
This represents extra work for the crack ford backscattering and electron micro-
to move through such a region, hence scopy. Page discussed how materials such
an increase in toughness and strength. as SiC,Si 3N4, GaAs, A1 20 3 , ZrO 2, MgO and

4 Stevens also discussed the compressive WC become amorphous by metal ion irradia-
surface layers that develop in zirconia- tion. He discussed A120 3 irradiated by Ti
based transformation-toughened ceramics. ion, and also MgO irradiated by Ti ions

" These compressive stresses develop from when a pseudo-plasticity is developed by
. spontaneous T+M transformation of ZrO 2  the surface, and the H20 absorption char-

near the surface, caused by absence of acteristics are modified. The irradia-
* surface hydrostatic constraints. Stevens tion of sapphire by Y gives rise to small

described partially stabilized zirconia bubbles. Page summarized his findings
PSZ and, in particular, MgPSZ--that is that irradiation by 1017 ion cm2 of Ti,
ZrO 2 with 3-wt-percent MgO, when lens- for example, can give rise to changes in
shaped ZrO 2 (T) precipitates can be urface hardening, remove the H20 layer,
quenched in. These precipitates have and can control the friction properties
been observed and studied by transmission of surfaces (see Burnett and Page, 1987,
electron microscopy. Stevens concluded and Bull and Page 1987).
that one can control the properties to a
limited degree by the microstructure of WC-Co Cemented Carbides
the zirconia ceramic. The topic of one of the sessions was

M.A. Hepworth (T&N Materials Re- Hard Materials. Papers presented by E.
search Limited, UK) discussed partially Lassner (Wolfram, St. Peter, Austria) arid
stabilized zirconia PSZ ceramics, using S.B. Aronsson (Sandvik, Sweden) described
CeO 2 . Submicron ZrO 2 powders <2-4m par- the WC-Co system. Lassner pointed out
ticle size with average particle size how the subject of powder metallurgy had,
-,0.8 Lm containing <10 mol percent CeO 2  in a way, grown up with the WC-Co system
sinter well to >95-percent theoretical over the past 80 years. The production
densities TD in the temperature range of WC-Co cemented carbides starts from

z 1350-15001C, 97-percent TD has been ob- yellow or blue W0 3 powder (either doped
tained. At the triple points of the sin- or undoped) , which is reduced in H. to W
tered ceramic, a silicate glass forms powder. This is mixed with carbon black
because the ceramics contain Si and Ti using a bali mill or a mixer, a.nd the
impurities to ,1500 ppm. Hepworth gave a carburization is carried out in H- atmos-
demonstration of the cracking of a ZrO 2  phere or under vacuum to form WC powder.
ceramic with 12-mol-percent CeO2, when This is milled with Co powder, with thce
cracking noises could be heard as the ce- addition of wax and solvent, followed by
ramic piece was slightly distorted with- isostatic compacting. Heatinq _ thoen
out catostrophic fracture occurring. The carried out to remove the wax, followt-d
ceramics are characterized by a meta- by a presintering treatment and Thon a
stable tetragonal phase which transforms full sintering to form the composite
as a crack propagates. As the sintering WC-Co. The W powder used is ot i Iine
temperature is increased to 1500'C, the grain size, usually <1 um. The WC par-
indentation fracture toughness, KIC, in- ticle sizes and those in the final WC-Co
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sintered condition are essentiully the tion was made of the fact that the tools
same, a typical value beino 2 Lm. The do have a layered structure--an outer
parameters that are important are: the hard surface, below which there is a
compacting method used, the sintering softer, ductile substrate layer on a
condition, the carburization, and the harder substrate (the soft subsurface
WC+Co milling conditions, layer is for the surface to be able to

The influence of carburization tem- adapt to microcracks). One comment in-
perature was illustrated by considering a dicated that there might be an interest
6-4m WC grain powder. At 1650'C, WC in fiber composite structures to rein-
grains of average size 6.5 4n are ob- force some of the more brittle WC-Co
tained. At 1800'C, 10. 4-4m WC grains are grades. Other questions were asked about
formed. When these two powuers are sin- the ball milling of the WC with Co and
tered under the same condition (6-percent whether a lubricant was used. Several
Co, 80 nin, 1480'C) the average WC grain lubricants were mentioned, including al-
size is 3.3 4m for that carburized at cohol, cyclohexane, polyethyleneglycol
1650'C, and 5.3 4m for that carburized at and sonte trade-name lubricants. Another
1800oC. The larger grain size at higher question concerned competitive materials
sintering temperatures is due to the fact when diamond coatings on WC-Co compacts
that at the higher temperatures the im- were suggested. The question was raised
purities are volatilized, and it is the as to whether milling introduced oxygen
impurities that act as inhibitors to into the system; it was pointed out that
grain growth. Lassner stated that many any oxygen present comes off as CO2
factors are still not understood in the during sintering with excess C; and that
production process. any uptake of oxygen comes from H20 and

Aronsson pointed out that there is not from the air. The question o the
no standardization of the WC-Co process, purity of WC was discussed; WC is always
and that it is very difficult to re- less pure than the W used, the contamina-
late the complex application requirements tion arising from the carbon black. Im-
to basic physical properties. However, purities give rise to a fine grain size

r grain-size control, for example, is much by controlling grain boundary motion.
better today (to within 0.03 mm) than 10 Sintering is carried out in C atmosphere
years ago (when it was to within 0.3 mm). to reduce decomposition, so that impuri-

The performance of the cemented car- ties are always present. No systematic
bide depends on several intrinsic proper- studies have been carried out of the ef-
ties, such as elastic constants and fect of impurity levels on performance.
thermodynamic and chemical properties. Indeed, in earlier days when less pure
However, the microstructure is important materials were used, there was very
in determining fracture toughness, hard- little problem of localized grain growth;
ness, and creep, which all depend on now that materials are purer, there is
grain size. Defects determine the trans- sometimes a problem with local growth.
verse rupture strength (TRS) , and data is
available of TRS versus defect size and References
versus porosity. The overall performance Boch, P., P. Fauchais, D. Lombard, B.
of the cemented carbide depends on the Rogeaux, and M. Vardelle, "Plasma-
intrinsic properties, on the microstruc- sprayed Coatings," Advances in Ceram-
ture, and on the defects present, as well ics, 12 [American Ceramic Society]
as on other factors such as the surface (1985), 488.
region, residual stresses, the homogene- Bull, S.J. and T.F. Page, "The Effects of
ity, and the testing conditions. Good Ion Implantation on Adhesion in the
wear characteristics of a tool depend on Friction and Wear of Ceramics," Jour-
the contradictory properties of hardness nal of Materials Science (1987), in

% of the surface, but also on the elastic press.
deformability of the surface, so that a Burnett, P.J. and T.F. Page "The Friction

%E compromise is necessary. Different types and Hardness of Ion-implanted sap-
of wear to the cutting tools such as cra- phire," Wear, 114 (1987), 85-96.
ter wear, flank wear, rake wear, etc. are Stevens, R. "An Introduction to Zirconia
now recognized. The defects depend also and Zirconia Ceramics," Magnesium
on the trace elements present: oxides, E.ektron Ltd., UK, second edition
phosphides, sulphides, and silicates (1986).
("I00 ppm). Aronsson concluded that the Vinayo, M.E., F. Kassabji, J. Guyonnet
performance of cutting tools is very com- and P. Fauchais, "Plasma-sprayed WC-Co
plex and that there is only a fragmentary Coatings," oournaZ of Vacuum Scienceunderstanding of the process. nd Technology (1987), in press.

Panel Discussion on Cemented Carbides
Aronsson and Lassner answered ques-

tions during the panel discussion. Men- 8/.1 8;
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STRESS RELIEVING AFTER WELDINC: -.A.- .... ,. v'-r:adr.g, grnd-
EUROPEAN APPROACHES :. t : rical stress-
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The annual AssterL'" 7 .: t. ".- ,t:.ses stresses can
..tona i n situte at elding ;1W) w. . .. rr-. *. t u/wantrd metallurgical
ed 1 i Sofia, bulgaria, fr-m 4 thr<,u4r:-. " , .s :. 4 rb ittlement, sensitiza-

11 Zuly 1987. I, :orunct ,!r, wit! " h' .r., 1oss 0 strn.-qth, etc.
00:-oa! ew,.rki m,<tinqs - th'- curr is- The subject .- r-,sidual stresses and
sions, I s.rrposium, "Stress , 11 t. 1 rg their et! ect on weldment integrity has
Hteat "lreatm<nts of Welded Steel Cmistruc- bee. unider investigation by Commission IX
tion"--a topic of keen interest to the US of the 1.W for several years. The sympo-
Nac'--was heid. Since over half of the slunm papers represented a distillation of
paper- ir. this symposium discussed East- this work.
ern European research and applications, The proceedings of this symposium
arcnc sirce their approaches to the subject can be obtained from the publisher:
appear to be quite different from ours, I Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview
have highlighted the papers and the dis- Park, Elmsford, NY 10523 (ISBN 0-80-
cussion of them in this article. In addi- 035900-0).
tion to discussing stress relieving by
conventional heat treatment, the papers
discussed mechanical stress relieving and General Assessment
a new heat source for processing non- Before presenting the details of the
metals (intense microwave radiation). symposium, I want to emphasize that the

Eastern European countries use mechanical
Background methods of stress relieving in place of

During fusion welding, transient thermal techniques to a much greater ex-
thermal stresses are formed which inter- tent than is the standard practice in the
act with the reaction stresses caused by US. In many instances, described below,
the external restraint on a weldment. mechanical stress relieving offers advan-
This interaction results in complex tages over the standard thermal treat-
three-dimensional residual stresses in ments used in the US. It is my opinion
weldments which can cause many different that we should consider mechanical stress
types of cracking and shape distortions, relieving much more often and also that
Sometimes it is more damaging to a struc- more research is required to understand
ture to attempt to remove or reduce these the mechanisms of stress relief by these
stresses than to leave them in. The topic mechanical means. There is no doubt that
of stress relieving--how and when to do the techniques will reduce the residual
it--requires a thorough knowledge of both stress, but there is still controversy
the physical and mechanical metallurgy of over the mechanisms effecting the stress
the specific weldment and the effects of relief.
the service environment on these proper-
ties. Symposium Highlights

Postweld heat treatments (PWHT), Three invited papers were presented.
e.g., stress-relieving treatments, are The honor of the Portevin Lecture (pre-
usually performed in order to: sented annually) was given to the IIW

president for 1987-1988, R.V. Salkin
" Relieve and reduce residual stresses (Cockerill Mechanical Industries, Bel-" Improve dimensional stability gium), president of the IIW for 1987-" Decrease the weld heat affected zone 1988. The title of his lecture was

(HAZ) hardness by promoting the decom- "Stress Relieving Heat Treatments." Two
position of martensite other invited review papers were pre-

" Increase resistance to corrosion, es- sented: V.A. Vinokurov (USSR National
pecially stress corrosion cracking Welding Communication) , "Mechanical As-

" Improve fracture resistance. pects of Stress Relieving by Heat Treat- I
ment and Non-heat Treatment" and Academi-

Many papers in the symposium convin- cian I. Hrivnak (Welding Research Insti-
cingly showed that many of the above im- tute, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia) and
provements can be effected by mechanical, K.A. Yushchenko (Director of Research,
rather than thermal, stress relieving. E.O. Paton Institute of Electric Welding,
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Kiev, USSR), "Principles of Mechanical search Institute, Bratislava) concluded
Stress Relief." that if a PWHT is required, the thermal

In addition to these review papers, cycles must be designed to avoid the co-
30 other papers, 19 of which were from herent precipitation of Nb(C,N). For this
Soviet bloc countries, were presented. study, this meant that the postweld heat

A New Heat Source for Materials treatment temperature had to be less than
Processing. An unexpected highlight of 600'C. Bosansky found that even 5500C was
this meeting was a paper by B.E. Paton et sufficient to promote a substantial re-
al. (Paton Electric Welding Institute, duction in residual stress. In a careful
Kiev, USSR) on the use of electromagnetic transmission electron microscopy study of
(microwave) radiation generated by a gy- the dislocation-precipitate substructure,
rotron for the heat treatment and joining he found that when a loss in notch tough-
of nonmetallic materials, particularly ness occurred during PWHT of this steel,
ceramics, it was due to the formation of a<100>

In summary, the authors explain that dislocations. These are sissile in the
because electromagnetic radiation causes body-centered cubic material and thus act
bulk heating in dielectrics and semicon- as barriers to dislocation moment. No
ductors, heat treatment and joining can discussion on how to avoid the formation
be effected without the presence of sig- of these sissile dislocations was of-
nificant thermal gradients, the cause of fered; he only found a coincidence be-
cracking in these materials during proc- tween their occurrence and a loss of
essing. notch toughness.

The Paton Institute has developed a J.G. Blauel and W. Burget (Fraun-
heat treatment and joining facility cen- hofer-Gesellschaft fUr Werkstoftmechnik,
tered around a 30-kW gyromonotron which Freiburg, West Germany (see 40-5:157-
generates electromagnetic waves at 83 162 [1986]) found that PWHT submerged arc
GHz. Centimeter, millimeter, and sub- weldments of TTSL E3C (on offshore steel)
millimeter waves can be oscillated with pipe had a lower toughness than the pho-
this power. Plans exist to develop a ton samples commonly used for laboratory
similar device in the near future with test acceptance of the actual pipe welds.
capability of power in the hundreas of The laboratory tests resulting in frac-
kilowatts. These high-power microwave ture toughness (CTUD) comparable to that
oscillators operate with an efficiency of the pipe welds in the as-welded condi-
of above 40 percent (much higher than tion, but a large discrepancy existed
lasers). The radiation is emitted in the after PWHT--the pipe welds having a lower
form of a beam whose shape is controlled toughness than the laboratory welds. Al-
by the use of metal mirrors. The beam can though these results are important with
be transported many meters, introduced respect to the validity of laboratory
into chambers with any gas atmosphere certification of welds, no exploration
composition and pressure, and can be fo- for the discrepancies could be deter-
cused to a minimum diameter on the order mined. However, it is my opinion that the
of its wavelength, differences must be due to a difference

Ceramic materials have been joined in the changes in the residual stresses
by the gyroton radiation at the Paton in each of the welds, since the CTOD
Institute. Structural SiN-based ceramics toughness was the same before PWHT.
up to 15 mm thick were joined by heating Residual Stress Generation. Many pa-
to 13001C in a pressurized nitrogen at- pers dealt with this topic and a related
mosphere. Heating time to 1300 0 C was only topic of Tocal stress relief by local
3 seconds and the total process required heat treatment, but the only paper worth
only 12 minutes. mentioning was presented by P. Seyffarth

Other applications include: (1) et al. (Wilh-Piech-University, Welding
welding metals using an energy-absorbing Department, Rostock, East Germany, and
dielectric (a welding flux), (2) sur- coauthors from the Shipbuilding [nsti-
facing metals with ceramic coatings, (3) tute, Lenningrad, USSR) . They report
enamelling, and (4) sintering of ceramic that, if properly controlled, the resid-
powders. To my knowledge, this is a new ual stresses in a weldment can actually
development that deserves very serious be reduicc- by the volume expansion that
consideration by researchers in the US. occurs when austenite transforms to mar-
The potential number of applications for tensite. Although the thermal cycle
the use of microwaves in the processing caused by welding induces tensile resid-
of materials would seem to be quite ual stresses, which are always detrimen-
large. tal, control of the thermal cycle, under

Metallurgy of Stress Relieving. some conditions, leads to a reazuct ot in
Nothing new or exciting was presented on residual stress. They used a 0.1-per-
this subject. Only two papers are note- cent-C heavily microalloyed steel in
worthy. In a study of PWIT on Nb micro- their study. Their results have a bearing
alloyed steels, Bosansky (Welding Re- on whether to preheat or not because they
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found that preheating up to 300 0C can few times. There does not to seem to be
cause an increase in the residual of up any argument that the techniques work,
to 100 MPa because the cooling rate is but there is considerable debate over the
decreased, promoting the decomposition of micromechanism that causes the local
austenite at a high temperature where the plastic deformation responsible for the
volume expansion is accommodated by plas- reduction of the residual stress. Sedak
tic deformation. If the transformation (Institute of Welding, Glivice, Poland)
occurs at lower temperatures (more rapid attempted to show that the stresses gen-
cooling) then the strength of the materi- erated by the resonant vibrations are not
al is higher and the volume expansion large enough to promote the plastic de-
results in a compressive stress that formation required. He proposed a mecha-
counteracts the normal tensile residual nism where the vibrations produce a state
stresses caused by differential thermal in the material whereby low temperature
expansion of the weldment. microcreep is enhanced, causing a redis-

These results are of interest be- tribution of the local stresses after
cause one normally believes that pre- vibration. However, I believe, as do
heating will reduce residual stresses; many others, that the resonant frequency
these authors have shown that this is not vibrations do cause the strains on a very
always the case. local scale to become plastic, thereby

Mechanical Stress Relieving. Based reducing the residual stress.
on the content of the papers presented by Jesensky (Welding Research Insti-
Eastern European authors, I would say tute, Bratislava) presented a paper which
that this topic is actively researched very convincingly showed that residual
and widely used in Eastern Europe. I stresses due to welding are reduced by up
believe that these techniques should re- to 80 percent by the resonant vibratory
ceive more attention both in the research techniques described by Hrivnak. The
laboratories and in practical applica- figures below illustrate the reduction
tions in the US. There are many instances (in three dimensions) of the residual
where thermal stress relieving will pro- stress in a submerged arc welded 30-mm-
duce undesired metallurgical changes even thick steel plate caused by the resonant
though the residual stresses may be re- vibrational techniques.
duced. Several papers in this symposium Obviously the reduction in residual
showed that, in many instances, mechani- stress in the longitudinal direction
cal stress relieving can reduce the re- (along the weld) is the greatest, reduced
sidual stresses by up to 80 percent with- from 300 MPa to about 140 MPa. The over-
out any metallurgical changes. all trend is to smooth out the residual

An excellent review of the state of stress distribution and thus increase the
the art was presented by I. Hrivnak dimensional stability. This result is
(Welding Research Institute, Bratislava) typical of those presented by most of the
and K.A. Yushchenko (Paton Institute, papers on this topic. Jenensky also re-
Kiev). They review four different mechan- ported that in addition to the reduction
ical stress relieving methods that are in
common usage in Eastern Europe: overload-
ing, vibration, grinding, and peening.
The most important point that I can make
on this topic is that all of these tech- - .M2 D
niques are widely used with what appears
to be excellent success.

In addition to avoiding undesirable
metallurgical changes, mechanical stress
relief is often much less expensive than
heat treatment methods. Hrivnak reported R'N")

the results of using overloading tech- W s= 20 3M

niques on heavily weld-repaired, large
(18.5-m dia), thick-walled (35 mm) petro- I
chemical gas storage tanks. The proximity
of other tanks in use precluded the use
of thermal techniques for fear of explo-
sions. Three overpressurizing cycles up
to 2.85 MPa pressure (causing a permanent Figure 1. The course of measured three-
volume increase of 4-8 m 3) reduced the dimensional residual stresses in X30
residual stresses in the welded regions welded joint of Fe 430 D/CSN 41 1449.1/
from 240 MPa to 140 MPa. steel. a=as-welded, b=vibratory stress

Several papers dealt with vibratory relieved specimen, Rx=along the weld,
methods of stress relief. This technique R =normal to the weld, and R, = along
usually involves vibrating a structure weld thickness, /+/ tension, /-/ pres-
through several resonant frequencies a sure.
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in residual stress, the ductile to brit- and Related Topics was held from 27
tle fracture transition temperature de- through 30 April 1987 at Ecole Centrale
creased somewhat (improved), and both the de Lyon (ECL), France. The purpose of the
fatigue and the JIc (elastic-plastic workshop was to bring together experts in
fracture toughness) improved as a result the field of combustion from both the ac-
of the vibratory stress relief. ademic and industrial sectors to discuss

Explosive methods for stress relief the state of the art in the modeling of
after welding are also widely used in combustion phenomena including mathemati-
Eastern Europe. The mechanism of the cal models, numerical simulations, and
stress relief is similar to that for the industrial applications. Originally the
vibratory method in that the stress wave meeting was proposed to the National Sci-
passing through the material combines ence Foundation through their cooperative
with the local residual stresses to in- Science Program with Western Europe and
duce plastic deformation in the regions was intended to summarize the results of
of the highest residual stress, thus collaborative mathematical studies at
lowering the overall residual stress. Cornell University, ECL, the Los Alamos
Plastic explosives are carefully shaped Scientific Laboratory, and the Universit6
in order to control the magnitude and de Paris-Sud (Orsay). Ultimately, how-
direction of the stress wave created by ever, the scope of the meeting was en-
the explosion. larged to include a broader range of com-

bustion problems, approaches (including
Summary experiments), and contributions from

In all, very little new information other organizations and countries.
was presented, but the paper from the The meeting attracted approximately
Paton Institute on microwaves as a heat 125 participants of whom approximately
source for materials processing and those 100 were from France, 12 from the US, six
on mechanical stress relief are note- from the UK, and the remainder from the
worthy. They indicate that Eastern Europe other NATO countries plus Switzerland,
investigators studying stress relieving and the USSR. Of particular interest
are using somewhat different approaches were: high Mach number combustion, deto-
to the commonly encountered problems than nation theory, turbulent combustion, pre-
the investigators in the West. mixed flames with multistep kinetics, nu-

Also, although very limited detailed merical simulation of combustion in re-
information is released by Eastern Euro- ciprocating engines, and combustion sta-
peans at this meeting, it is usually bility.
worthwhile for the West to participate During the 4-day meeting, 36 papers
because it is one way of following the were given, 20 of which were from France,
research trends in these countries. 10 from the US, and the remainder from

Spain, Germany, and the USSR. The regular
sessions were complemented by 11 poster
presentations, the majority of which were

7/29/87 from France. Only very brief (one or two
paragraph) abstracts were made available
at the meeting. A complete proceedings
will eventually be published by Springer-
Verlag in Lecture Notes in Physics.

Mechanics
Flame Structure

The process of combustion whether
* laminar or turbulent occurs in thin re-

gions across which there are rapid
NATO WORKSHOP ON MATHEMATICAL MODELING IN changes in temperature and chemical com-
COMBUSTION position. This places great demands on

computational schemes. It is therefore
by Eugene F. Brown. Dr. Brown was the not surprising that a good deal of atten-
1.iaison Scientist for Fluid Mechanics in tion was given to the behavior of solu-
Europe and the Middle Fast for the Office tions in the vicinity of flame fronts and
of Naval Research's London Branch Office detonation waves and the development of
until September 1987. He has now returned computational methods for handling these
to the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and discontinuities. In these studies geo-
.tate University, where he is a Professor metrical complexities were ignored. In-
of Mechanical Engineering. stead, attention was focused on the lo-

calized behavior and structure of flames
and detonation waves which, for the most

The NATO Advanced Research Workshop part, were modeled by inviscid equations
on Mathematical Modeling in Combustion in a single spatial dimension.
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global grid refinement procedures had fuel consumption layer 0 (6)
been used. If, in addition, simplified preheat zone
reaction models such as those suggested 00p ) one
by Williams were adopted in addition H C0-oxidation layer

to the adaptive-mesh schemes, Smooke's 2(E

methane-air diffusion flame calculations
could be made on a Cray X-MP in as little CH .4 H2 . COnonequilibrium
as 15 minutes compared with the 4-5 hcurs \e
required for a simulation using complete C0
chemistry and a uniform computational a

grid.

Laminar Flame Calculations 0 x
A. Lifian (Polytechnic University of

Madrid, Spain) presented his calculations Figure 1. A schematic diagram of Inner
of the distance between the base of a Flame Structure.
burner and the beginning of the flame.
This necessitates a solution of the flow
in the region at the base of the burner if accurate simulations of reacting flows
where the initial mixing of the fuel and are to be constructed. To assure that
air streams takes place as well as the adaptive gridding procedures provide a
region where the combustion begins in the sufficiently fine mesh in such regions,
fuel-air mixture. An important aspect of it is useful to have an estimate of the
these calculations was the proper treat- thickness of the flame front structure.
ment of the boundary conditions on the This was the purpose of the paper
burner lip. The standoff distance is not presented by N. Peters (Rheinisch-West-
determined by a simple balance between f~lische Technische Hochschule, Aachen,
the local flame speed and the fluid ye- West Germany) entitled, "Grid Require- 6
locity but rather depends in a relatively ments Due to The Inner Structure of Pre-
complex fashion on the reactivity of mixed Hydrocarbon Flames." Figure 1
the fuel-air mixture. Special cases of shows a schematic diagram of the flame
both constant temperature and adiabatic structure which resulted from his cal-
burner-tube wall boundary conditions were culations. Four separate zones were
investigated, identified--a preheat zone, a fuel con-

In certain situations such as dust sumption layer, an H2-CO oxidation layer,
explosions, gaseous premixed combustion and an H 2-CO nonequilibrium layer. These
occurs in a region which is seeded with results were obtained using a three-equa-
inert particles. G. Joulin (University tion methane-air global reaction model.
of Poitiers, France) described his cal- Peters showed that if the overall flame
culations which included the effects of thickness is on the order of 0.1 mm, the
particle radiative heat transfer in pla- fuel consumption layer is on the order of
nar and weakly curved laminar flames. The 0.01 mm, and the oxidation layer on the
method of matched asymptotic expansions order of 0.03 mm. In addition, he ex-
was used to examine both steady and un- amined the effect of combustor pressure
steady flames. and preheat temperature in the range of 1

The numerical simulation of a con- to 30 atmospheres and 500-7000 C, respec-
fined methane-air diffusion flame, in- tively. As the combustor pressure in-
cluding nonequilibrium effects, was pre- creased, Peters found a sharp decrease in
sented by B. Rogg, (University of Heidel- the thicknesses of the flame front.
berg, West Germany). The solution was
carried out with a primitive variable Turbulent Flame Calculations
modification of Smook's implicit/adaptive The calculation of turbulent flames
grid technique. In comparing the results is much more difficult than the calcula-
of a 25 reaction model with a reduced tion of laminar flames because of the
mechanism consisting of four global re- lack of reliable turbulence models and
actions good agreement was obtained with because of the strong nonlinear interac-
available experimental data. With only a tion which occurs between chemistry and
simple one-step overall reaction model, turbulence.
however, discrepancies arose which indi- Recently it has been proposed that
cated that the accurate numerical predic- improvements in the understanding of tur-
tion of confined laminar diffusion flames bulent flows and their modeling might be
requires specification of a more complete obtained by means of dynamical systems
reaction mechanism, analysis and the theory of chaos. B. Nic-

As previously mentioned, careful olaenko (Los Alamos National Laboratory,
gridding in the region of the high-tem- New Mexico) presented his study of the
perature gradients associated with com- Kuramoto-Sivashinski equation which mod-
bustion processes is absolutely essential els small thermal diffusive instabilities
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Typical of such papers was the pres- used involving (1) local enrichment and
entation by F. Williams (Princeton Uni- (2) an interacting scheme in which the
versity, New Jersey) in which a combina- nodes were moved in order to keep up with
tion of large activation energy asympto- the advancing flame front. It was found
tics and small perturbation theory was that the local enrichment scheme was far
used to postulate the structure of ozone easier to implement than the interacting
decomposition, and of premixed hydrogen- scheme and that use of implicit time
halogen, and hydrogen-oxygen flames. The stepping resulted in a 100-times faster
flow was assumed to be steady, spatially calculation than when the previous ex-
one-dimensional, and describable by the plicit procedure was used.
ideal gas equation of state. His results Another presentation dealing with
suggested that the flame consisted of the problem of temporal stiffness was
preheat, reaction, and recombination that of D. Gerasimov (Keldysch Institute
zones. He concluded that, at least for of Applied Mathematics, Soviet Academy of
the determination of flame structure, Sciences, USSR) , who described a number
such "old fashioned" methods as large of industrially oriented codes developed
activation energy asymptotics and simpli- in the Soviet Union not only for handling
fied reaction schemes still had a lot of large systems of stiff ordinary differ-
mileage left in them and offered an at- eiitial and algebraic equations, but also
tractive alternative to full numerical packages :or the solution of the incom-
simulations of such problems. pressible Navier-Stokes and Euler equa-

J. Buckmaster, (University of Wash- tions. As examples of these two programs
ington, Seattle) was interested in shock- he showed the calculation of the flow
induced combustion. By means of the one- over a circular cylinder, the computa-
dimensional Euler equations he investi- tional grid on a Space Shuttle geometry,
gated the mathematical cnaracter of the and the flow over the nose of a Shuttle-
blow-up (infinitely large values in fi- like reentry vehicle. Although allowance
nite time) of postshock deflagration must be given for the industrial orienta-
waves. The evolution of the blow-up sin- tion of the code, I was struck by the
gularity was also studied by Beberness fact that there was no evidence of so-
(University of Colorado, Boulder) , who phisticated grid generation procedures
considered separate models for both solid (body-fitted grids, for example) and no
and gas-fueled ignition. J. Clarke (Cran- evidence of grid refinement or adaptive
field Institute of Technology, Cranfield, procedures having been used. In addition,
UK) was also concerned with the behavior in the case of a normal-shock wedge in-
of shock-induced combustion, including teraction problem, there seemed to be a
the role which compressibility plays in good deal of shock smearing taking place
the steady and unsteady aspects of such in the calculations. In the Euler code
problems. there seemed to be a capability for in-

Related work was reported by S. cluding combustion, although these re-
Stewart (University of Illinois, Urbana) , sults were not shown. These codes ap-
who was concerned with the modeling of peared to be primitive counterparts of
thermal explosions by means of the reac- the PHOENICS and FLUENT codes currently
tive Euler equations. Of particular con- being marketed in the US.
cern to Stewart was the existence of Returnlrg to the topic of mesh re-
local heterogeneities produced by either finemerit, F. Rable (Institut Francais du
material defects or hydrodynamics singu- P6trole, France) and J. Noel (ECL) also
larities which give rise to time scales made presentations devoted to numerical
considerably shorter than those associ- schemes for handling the regridding re-
ated with homogeneous flow. quired by advancing two-dimensional wave

fronts and providinq a self-adaptive pro-
Mesh Refinement cedurt' for concentrating mesh points in

A. Dervieux (INRIA, Sophia-Antipo- tin ' e ' t: of one,-dimensional discon-
lis, France) described his 'goup'" finite ( :uti
element combustion calculation. The prob- , (, ,t convincing demon-
lem of interest was the simulatlon o. : . t srtance of adaptive
two-dimensional f]ame propagation in coI- to, n: 1,.::t win Tivenl in the presen-
pressible inviscid gaqs mixtures. The t. 1 , 1 .sok (Yale University, New
flow was modeled by the reactive Euler Haven, Cun-;ecticut) , in which he consid-
equations anid, to handle the temporal ectlt' nurIU11iC~a1 solutilon of strained
stiffness produced by the widely dispar- premix(e, _,id diffusion flame problems
ate flow and chemicil time scales, a with omp!,]x chemistly. fie showed that a
nonoscillating flux-splitting technique 4Q-poi nt ,t i y-mesh solution for the
was used. In order to overcome the spa- t 1 . rogn-ai diftusion flame
tial stiffness produced by region5 ,! I : t i:,, 83 0-( ,nt uniform mesh
large temperature, I r' t ,nt , in 0! -ii t . pi 1,ormanrc, could
dients, adapt iv, , . o. dur - .: . . . , , ,caI rathter than
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in laminar flame fronts. By using iner- the form of a poster on an experimental
tial manifold theory he demonstrated that and numerical study of a strongly h,-ted
this model is strictly equivalent to a annular turbulent jet. Measurements of
finite dimensional dynamic system. He the mean and fluctuating velocity com-
investigated the impact of fundamental ponents in the jet agreed reasonably
group symmetries on the cascade of bi- well with simulation of the flow based
furcations and their role in the genera- on the k-e turbulence model. The tem-
tion of chaos. perature profiles were in poor agreement,

In a related study, M. Marrion (Uni- and Brun hypothesized that the assump-
versit4 de Paris-Sud, France) examined tion of constant turbulent Prandtl num-
the existence and dimension of attractors ber was at fault.
for the model of constant density combus- A more fundamental study of the na-
tion. She found for the model of thermal ture of turbulence (but at present with-
diffusive instabilities which she used out combustion) is also being carried
that there exists a maximal attractor out at ECL. The facility is too new for
which describes the long-term behavior of any publications to be available so I
the solution. Moreover, she found that took advantage of a break in the pro-
the dimension of the solution space is ceedings to visit the laboratory where
finite and that the maximal attractor was these experiments were being carried out.
bounded in fractal dimension by a func- Dr. J. Gence is in charge of these ex-
tion which depends on the spatial dimen- periments. They involve examining the
sion, the Lewis number, the order of the structure of turbulence behind a 6-6-mm
reaction, the Damkdhler number, and the wire grid by means of laser-induced
reduced activation energy. fluorescence. Experiments are being con-

J. Whitelaw (Imperial College, Lon- ducted in a small (7x7 cm2) water channel
don, UK) has been involved in experiments at a velocity of 0.5 m/s, corresponding
on turbulent premixed combustion for many to a grid Reynolds number of approxi-
years. He described his experiments on mately 600. At present, these experi-
disk-stabilized flames in which he made ments (using rhodamine dye) have employed
detailed measurements of the velocity, single point illumination to determine
temperature, and concentration fields the power spectral density of the tur-
using both laser velocimetry and digital- bulence downstream of the grid. The in-
ly compensated, small-diameter thermo- tention is tc verify Batchelor's predic-
couples and gas sampling probes. By means tions of turbulence decay. With this new
of temperature-conditioned velocity sam- equipment Gence is able to obtain 100
pling he was able to show that the re- times the frequency response (and spacial
actants move much faster than the prod- resolution) of his old conductivity probe
ucts. Such nongradient diffusion phenom- measurements (Bennani, et al., 1985).
ena has important implications for turbu- Although no chemical reactions are pres-
lence models for gas turbine combustors ent in the experiments, his future plans
since it means that models exploiting include experiments with two dyes which
Lewis number similarity to calculate the fluorescence at different wavelengths and
temperature field from the kinematics which react sufficiently fast that the
of the flow are fundamentally incorrect, course of the reaction can be followed
He also looked at a series of experi- in the time permitted by the length
ments with bluff-body-stabilized p~emixed (approximately 1.5 m) of the test sec-
flames in ducts and examined the acoustic tion.
properties of the oscillations. This Finally, H. Bockhorn (Techniche
work is being done under ONR contract and Hochschule, Darmstadt, West Germany) pre-
is directed toward obtaining an improved sented his work on the modeling of H2 -air
understanding of combustion instabilities and CO-air turbulent diffusion flames
in ramjets. with detailed chemistry. He used the k-r

Similar ramjet-related experiments turbulence model and the probability of
were carried out by S. Candel (Ecole density function (PDF) approach to model
Centrale de Paris). His experiments were the interaction between turbulence and
with V-gutter stabilized flames (V. .. combustion. In order to produce accurate
41-3:156-175). In support of his ex- and reliable predictions of temperature
periments he developed a two-fluid, flame and species concentrations throughout the
sheet model to represent the combus- flame, he took into account 42 elementary
tion process. In his presentation he re- reactions involving 10 species in one
ported on the results of his calculations case and 72 elementary involving 15 spe-
and on the results of experiments con- cies in another. His calculations, ob-
ducted in a model ramjet combustor under tained by means of a Patankar-Spalding-
various conditions of acoustic excita- type integration procedure showed that
tion. temperature variations have a pronounced

At ECL itself (the location of the effect on the mean turbulent reaction
meeting) work by G. Brun was reported in rates.
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Conclusion equipment is used both in research and
This meeting was a "tour de force" teaching. Two other professors, U. Kos-

application of mathematical methods to chel and A. Beylich, about 15 students,
combustion, with presentations ranging eight research assistants and 25 diplome
all the way from dynamical systems and engineers are associated with the in-
chaos to asymptotic models for ignition stitute. About 50 percent of the fund-
processes and flame structure. It was ing for the laboratory is from the
clear from the presentations and from school, the other 50 percent comes from
private discussions with the presenters industrial contracts with the Deutsche
that Europe has a large number of fine Forschungsgemeirischaft (DFG) , Verein
applied mathematicians and engineers Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) , and Volks-
making important progress in obtaining an wagen, among others. The laboratory is
understandinq of such problems. also used by the Steam and Gas Tur-

bines Institute directed by Professor G.
Reference Dibelius.
Bennani, A., J.N. Gence, an,.. Mathieu, Research is primarily directed to-

"The Influence of a Grid-Generated ward investigation connected with tur-
Turbulence o:i the Development of Chem- bines and axial and radial compressors.
ica1 Reaction ," ' ;:Y ,nZ' 2rzi, Vol. Ihe students' research projects, largely
31, No. 7, Jul'. (1985), 1175-1166. experimental, are based in part on the

use of the latest experimental laser
measurement techniques. The projects
also have a solid foundation in numerical

S"calculations of the flow fields being
measured. Facilities are available for
research on subsonic, transonic, and su-
personic flows in cascades and stages.

SHOCK/BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION, VORTEX Theoretical work is also going on in the
FLOW, AND PROCESS AUTOMA T ION RESEARCH AT development and application of two- and
PWTH AACHEN three-dimensional calculation methods for

steady, unsteady, inviscid, or viscous
r>, c . r o is the flows in turbomachinery.

r A4 . r, ut t r F'u r - One of the recent publications on
S pS ,t , ''r th:e ' analysis (Broichhausen and Gallus, 1987)

.,7 ' )jce. involves the influence of shock and
j:r ,7 u- *, 'ror the boundary-layer losses on the performance

" .: ,.u:t .- c hC re h,- i. a of highly loaded axial flow compressor
" :~r:~-a : r n( , blades. The paper concludes that in ad-

dition to using the commonly used loss
correlations one needs to consider bow-

The Rheinisch-Westfalische Technische shock-induced losses, additional shock
Hochschule (RWTH) Aachen is a large tech- losses due to increased back pressure,
nical university (3000 researchers with shock-induced separation, and blade pas-
graduate degrees) organized along the sage and loss-induced choking. The theo-
typical German Institute lines. Each of retical analysis of Broichhausen and Gal-
the many institutes are headed by a sen- lus is complemented by experiments (J.M.
ior professor, who over a number of Henne et al.,) on the unsteady sub-,
years, has developed the research and trans-, and supersonic flow in stators of
teaching program of the institute. The axial compressors. The stator flow is
faculty of Mechanical Engineering, one of measured by semiconductor (kulite) probes
10 departments at Aachen, has some 27 mounted in the blades and in probes.
institutes. There are in the department, Spark schlieren techniques were used in
some 6800 students and 53 professors plus the flow field visualization. Some very
another 175 scientific staff. I visited excellent flow field visualization was
three of its institutes; the Jet Propul- achieved. This type of measurement is
sion and Turboengines Institute, the currently being supplemented by laser
Aeronautics and Astronautics Institute, Doppler anemometry (LDA) measurements and
and the Control Technology Institute. laser sheet measurements which are to be

applied to a supersonic cascade.
Jet Propulsion and Turboengines Institute In another theoretical and experi-

The head of the Jet Propulsion and mental effort secondary flow measurements
Turboengines Institute is Professor H. E. in a turbine cascade were compared with a
Gallus. The turbomachinery laboratory, parabolic computational code. The inci-
which occupies the entire ground floor of dence of the blades was varied from +10
a large building, is quite impressive and degrees to -10 degrees, which varied the
is well equipped both in basic equipment intensity of the secondary flow. By means
and in modern data reduction devices. The of hot-wire probes 3-D measurements close
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to the end walls were obtained which were methods or modeling of flows with free
then compared with analytical results, vortices. Also considered is the study

In order to contribute to a better of vortex bursting, with particular ref-
understanding of unsteady viscous flow in erence to delta wings. I saw some excel-
a subsonic axial compressor, H. Honen and lent photographs of bursting vortices
H.E. Gallus made detailed measurements of which illustrated the effect of confinina
the separated hub boundary-layer. This the flow.
was thought to aid the mathematical mod- In the second project area work is
eling of the phenomena. Other work with- directed at the growth and decline of
in the past year involves the application vortices in wakes. Studies are directed
of a laser-density gradient technique and at the strong unsteady vortices generated
stroboscopic schlieren method to the in the flow behind elastic rotor blades
characterization of movement of a self- and at the interaction of the flow con-
excited blade in transonic flow and to taining the vortices and shockwaves. Vor-
the excitation of a transonic cascade. tex structure near the speed of sound and
Further measurements are being made on wake flows involving vortices in unsteady
the unsteady shock and viscous flow ef- flows are also being studied.
fects in order to be able to predict the In the third project area, investi-
occurrence of aerodynamically excited gations are being made of the effect of
blade vibrations in transonic compressor winglets on mechanical load structure and
and turbine cascades. Finally, using dye lift of wings. Essentially, this is a
injection, photographs were obtained on study of the modification of tip vortices
the airfoil and end-wall boundary layers of a wing by means of modifing the wing
in a subsonic compressor stage. Coupled tip--i.e., winglets. A stronger element
with other measurements of turbulence of structure analysis of the wing and
energy and a frequency analysis of the airplane is contained in this last pro-
velocity fluctuations, a good chdracter- ject area. Specific studies are also
ization of the boundary layers was ob- conducted on agricultural aircraft and
tained, also on the spin behavior of aircraft.

The turbomachinery laboratory is one Because the institute is interested
of the best I have seen in Europe or in the development of new methods of
America. Excellent work of a high order-- measuring flows, I was introduced to Dr.

*, both theoretical and experimental--is C.G. Stojanoff, who is in the Forschungs-
being conducted in Professor Gallus's gebiet Hochtemperaturthermodynamik at
institute. Aachen. Stojanoff was until recently at

the Desert Research Institute in Nevada
Aeronautics and Astronautics Institute where he specialized in holography. At1 The Aeronautics and Astronautics In- present he has 10 students working on
stitute is headed by Professor R. Stauf- multipulsed holography and on laser
enbiel. My host for the visit was Dr. speckle interferometry as applied to flow
Neuwertti, who is one of the principal field analysis. I have reported on these
assistants of Staufenbiel. The institute techniques before but what I find
has seven other professors associated most interesting in Stojanoff's work
with it, with about 200 students in its is his development of highly efficient
classes and 16 diplome engineers. Inter- (97 percent) holographic optical elements
estingly enough, all the researchers have (Windeln and Stojanoff 1985). Since pub-
a PC fui their own use. Althouch I have lication of that 1985 report, further
found no lack of computer equipment in work has been done on holographic lens,
Germany, this is one of the few insti- notch filter, and filter stacks. I saw a
tutes that follows, essentially, the very impressive dual-focus lens element.
Americdn idea of each person having his This work is similar to that in Denmark
own computer. The institute has some which I reported (ES!"' 41-7:390-395
very fine experimental equipment, par- [1987]), but high efficiency is a key
ticularly its water tunnel, which is de- factor in the success of this particular
voted to the study of vortex flows on approach.
delta wings. This facility has a two- Clearly, the main focus for the re-
color LDA which is used in measuring the search in the Aeronautics and Astronaut-

2 velocity components of the flow. The LDA ics Institute is on all aspects of vortex
apparatus is also being used in an inves- flows. The institute has some fine exper-
tigation of free jet turbulence struc- imental equipment for this research.
ture. The resedrch in the institute is
heavily oriented towards all manner of Control Technology Institute
vortex fiows, with the work divided into The Control Technology Institute is
three project areas, headed by Professor H. Rake. I alsoSin the first project area work is talked to Dr. U. Hoffman, who is one
directed at the study of the development of the chief engineers of the institute.of le ading edge vortices and numerical The institute is located in the new
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campus for RWTH Aachen which is on the have some kind of activity in the area
outskirts of the city. The facilities of robotics.) Another project in this
are quite good with adequate computer area is concerned with the application
equipment which includes a MODCOMP Clas- of automatic control concepts to energy
sic 7870, a hybrid computer, and an ana- and material savings in process con-
log computer. There are quite a few mi- trol.
crocomputers and an interface to the RWTH System Identification. System iden-
Aachen central computer. About 15 diplome tification is concerned with the applica-
engineers work in the institute. tion of the usual identification methods

There are four areas of research: to industrial processes. Also under this
category is included the stability super-

" Automating industrial processes vision of the control system. A current
" Designing control systems project which was also reported at the
" System identification 1987 Munich IFAC meeting is an investiga-
" Developing software and hardware. tion of whether the evaluation of fre-

quency response from stochastic signals
A large part of the activity appeared to can be improved by means of randomly sam-
me to be concentrated under automating pled signals. Results will be compared
industrial processes, and there is some with estimations made with constant sam-
overlap between the different areas. pling intervals. A further investigation
Thus, the design of a sewage plant or a will be directed at the use of not di-
ventilation system might be considered rectly measurable state variables and
either under the first or second area. parameters in the supervision and diag-

Automating of Industrial Processes. nostics of manufacturing processes. Since
Under automation of industrial processes the friction forces are a good indication
is included the modeling and simulation of faults and damages in the manufac-
of the process and the use of computer- turing process, the immediate application
aided control on the process. Applica- of the research is to the estimation of
tions include chemical engineering and the friction forces of manufacturing
heating and air conditioning. A current processes using hydraulic drives.
project in this area is concerned with Developing Software and Hardware. In
heating and ventilating and air condi- this area, software is being developed
tioning systems under varying flow con- for process computers and microcomputers
ditions which might, for example, be dic- and for simulation of dynamic systems.
tated by energy savings considerations. Automatic control is also being accomp-
They have been testing some of their lished by microcomputers and process con-
theories on the heating and ventilating trol systems. A project in this area is
system of the large new building they the modeling and control of complex
occupy. A nonlinear model has been devel- event-driven processes. A system of simu-
oped for a water-heated crossflow heat lation and analyzing of complex control
exchanger which will be used in simula- systems is to be developed based on the
tion and verification of control con- mathematical description of Petri nets.
cepts. There will also be tests conducted This work was reported in the Munich IFAC
on the building ventilation system. Work 1987 meeting. Further work has included
in this area was reported in the Interna- the development of a software package for
tional Federation of Automatic Control the optimal control of a glass cutting
(IFAC) conference held in July 1987 in plant. In cooperation with an industrial
Munich. Other applications under inves- company, software developed for the proc-
tigation in this area include control essing of cotton into card strips has
concepts for a sewage works and a concept been converted to hardware components,
for the automatization of a coal proc- and these hardware components are used
essing plant. in the manufacture of the cotton card

Designing of Control Systems. The strips.
designing of control systems involves the The Control Technology Institute ap-
application of discrete time control, pears to be very strong in the area ofadaptive on-off control, gain scheduling, process control, as indicated by the many

odand state controllers and observers. On- direct applications of control theory to

adaptive control along with parameter industrial processes.
estimation techniques is being applied to
the heating and ventilation systems dis-
cussed above. One of the projects in References
this area is concerned with coordinating Broichhausen, K.D., and H.E. Gallus, "In-
path control of robot arms. Methods of fluence of Shock and Boundary-layer on
process identification and adaptive con- the Performance of Highly Loaded Su-
trol are used in the optimization. (In personic Axial Flow Compressors,"
this respect it is worthwhile mentioninq AA<>, t " urcnc Proceeding, 401 (Mar
that almost all control groups in Europe 1987).
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Windeln, W., and C.G. Strjanoff, "Devel- multispectral data. The group is small,
opment of High Efficiency Holographic but it includes a few people such as
Solar Concentrator," SPIE, 562 (1985), Spitzer who have an excellent record in
67-74. previous activities of this kind.

The Hydraulic Laboratory
My visit to the Hydraulic Laboratory

7/8/87 at Delft was a little different from most
other visits made there, since I concen-
trated on the estuarine and coastal as-
pects of the laboratory. Dr. Robert Uit-
tenbogaard, research engineer in strati-

Ocean Sciences fied flows, showed me around the physical
facilities of interest--in particular,
the physical hydraulic model of the
Rhine-Meuse estuary and the laboratory
tidal flume.

MARINE SCIENCE AT THE NETHERLAND'S HY- The Rhine-Meuse model has a horizon-
DRAULIC LABORATORY tal scale of 1:640 and a vertical scale

of 1:64. It is very well instrumented
by Jerome Williams. Professor Williams and computer controlled, so it is partic-
is the Liaison Scientist for Oceanography ularly well suited to tidal motion, sa-
in Europe and the Middle East for the linity intrusion, and pollutant disper-
Office of Naval Research's London Branch sion studies. With the recent populari-
Office. He is on leave until December zation of computer models, many physical
1987 from the US Naval Academy, where he models have fallen on hard times, but the
is Associate Chairman of the Oceanography Dutch are not giving up on the physical
Department. models completely without something de-

monstrably better to take their place.
The Delft Laboratory's plan appears to be

Remote Sensing to gradually phase out the use of physi-
While in the Netherlands I visited cal models as the computer models be-

with Dr. Daniel Spitzer, who is head of come reliable enough for operational use.
the newly created section on remote Housed in a large, well-constructed
sensing within the Tidal Waters Division building, the Rhine-Meuse model will be
of the Ministry of Transport and Public more than adequate as long as the staff
Works. The objective of this section is wants to use it.
to determine the remote sensing tech- The tidal flume is an interesting
niques that can best be applied to the device used primarily to study estuarine
assigned tasks of the division. Initially sediment transport and stratified flows.
they will be working in three specific As may be seen from Figure 1, a model
areas which include: "sea" is connected to a long flume in

such a manner that tidal motion can be
" The use of current-measuring radar, simulated and sediment can be injected

primarily for sediment transport stud- into the system at either (or both) the
ies ocean or river end of the system. The

" Use of electromagnetic bathymetry sys- flume consists of 21 replaceable sec-
tems, including both microwave (syn- tions, making a maximum length of 130 me-
thetic aperture and side-looking aer- ters possible, which allows simulation of
ial radars) and laser techniques, not a complete tidal cycle. The width and
only to measure water depth but also height of the flume are both 1 meter, a
to obtain information about the opti- tidal range of 0 to 15 cm with periods
cal properties of the water column ranging from 30 seconds to 1 hour can be

" The development of improved methodol- produced, and sediment concentrations of
ogies to enhance interpretative skills up to 3000 mg/l are possible. A special
in the analysis of passive sensor data information system was developed to con-
from systems such as the Thematic Map- trol sea and boundary conditions and to
per. sample, store, and process data using a

VAX 730 as a central facility. The sys-
At the present time the group ap- tem is designed so that data collection V.

pears to be concentrating on the effec- is initiated as soon as the flume reaches
tive use of data obtained from sensors the required experimental conditions. It
flown from aircraft. In particular, they is possible to measure water level at
are attempting to develop algorithms that 15 positions along the flume as well
will improve the utility of both micro- as vertical profiles (10 to 20 points)
wave and laser instruments and allow for of salinity, velocity, and silt con-
the extraction of bottom information from centration. These data are continually
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Figure 1. Top and side views of the tidal flume.

monitored by the VAX 730 to insure ade- part of the effort involves the develop-
quate data quality, and only those data ment of methods to facilitate the assimi-
meeting predetermined criteria are stored lation of satellite data, especially IR
for final processing by the laboratory's data, into their models. In this effort
main computer, a VAX 750. they are being funded by the European

The Delft Hydraulics Laboratory is Space Agency (ESA) as part of the ERS-l
run by the Ministry of Transport and Pub- verification program.
lic Works, and it includes the following Studies in Fine Cohesive Sediment
divisions: estuaries and seas; water re- Problems. Although he was just about to
sources and environment; rivers, naviga- move to a new job with the Department of
tion, and structures; harbors, coasts, Public Works, Mr. W. Van Leussen took
and offshore technology; cutting and time to discuss the Hydraulic Labora-
dredging technology; industrial hydrody- tory's program in fine cohesive sediment
namics; hydrosurveys; and research and problems with me. These problems develop
information technology. Of these, I was as a result of dredging and erosion,
primarily interested in the work of the and have pollution connotations as well
estuaries and seas division, which fo- as more basic ramifications. Various
cuses on mixing, sediment transport, and studies involving sediments are underway
pollution studies. at the laboratory involving transport,

The Estuaries and Seas Division. using the tidal flume described above;
This division is heavily involved in the bottom layer processes, using a specially
development of mathematical models to designed bed model; and settling proc-
support the mixing, sediment transport, esses, using the laboratory's settling
and pollution studies, and has a large column.
battery of computers (Cray-l, Cyber 205, The settling column is slightly over
and several lesser VAX, Sperry, and IBM 4 meters high and 30 cm in diameter. It
units) available for their use. Dr. Her- contains a series of oscillating wire
man Gerritsen of the division's coastal grids which serve to maintain a minimum
seas oceanography group filled me in on turbulence level in the tube (see Figure
some of the ongoing work in storm surge 2). This turbulence, which will tend to
modeling of the northwestern European increase the frequency of particle colli-
continental shelf. This area, with a sions and therefore enhance flocculation
flushing time of several years, is ex- as well as increase the shear stress
tremely important to all of Western (tending to limit floc size) is continu-
Europe. The model has a grid size of ally monitored by the use of a laser
3x5 nautical miles and has been used pri- Doppler turbulence meter. Experiments to
marily for ship routing, but it has re- determine the change in settling rates
cently been extended for use in modeling with large and small palticles present in
the subgrid tidal circulation. So far large and small conce:rtrations were per-
the investigators have found a strong formed. It was fours tL._t settling pro-
dependence on bottom topography and a ceeded more rapidly u,&i ,: conditions of
marked disparity between vorticities de- high concentrati:- (1000 ma 1) than low
termined at the small grid scale and (50 mg/l), probal ly doe to higher floc-
those associated with larger grid sizes. culation rates. I . addition to measure-

Another modeling project is con- ments of verti(_ai vt iocity and sediment
cerned with fronts in the North Sea. concentration made at various points in
They are using a combination of thermal the column, movies have also been made
and haline stratification in an effort to which show very c.learly the effect of
develop a model that can be used for pol- increasing particle size due to floccula-
lution dispersion prediction. An integral tion.
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Oft e "OLLAdo their job, and I got the distinct im-
pression that they were well aware of the
quality of this support.

7/20/87

OCEANOGRAPHY ON THE FRENCH RIVIERA--LABO-
_M TK IsosawRATOIRE DE PHYSIQUE ET CHIMIE MARINES

by Jerome Williams.

The marine science laboratory of the
LAWN 0fmt Universit4 Pierre et Marie Curie of Paris
V9 , METERis located in a suburb of Nice called

9SLLAT94 Oft -sVillefranche-sur-Mer on the Mediterranean
Icoast. It is the major French oceano-

graphic laboratory devoted to scientific
n Estudies, including a physical-chemical

group, a geophysical group, a biological
group, and a very well equipped electron-
ic instrumentation laboratory and work-
shop. The Laboratoire de Physique et

Figure 2. The settling column, showing Chimie Marines has a staff of 160 peo-
many of its components. ple, including 80 professionals, and is

headed by Andr6 Morel, who also directs
the activities of the physical-chemical

Laboratory column studies have been group. It is housed in a series of re-
supported by other laboratory studies and conditioned waterfront buildings that
field work in addition to some modeling seems to be more than adequate for the
activity and by an active interest in the program underway. In addition to the
chemical uptake properties of sediments. land-based physical facilities, the lab-
These have been pursued both from the oratory has two large vessels available,
point of view of pollution prevention and one 24 meters (78 ft) long dedicated to
the possible use of specific tracers for geophysics studies, and the other 19 me-
sediment tracking. There is also some ters (62 ft) long used for physical,
interest in larger size particulates chemical, and biological studies.
(sand) , particularly with regard to the
stability of coastal sand beaches. Wave The Physical-Chemical Group
effects on beaches and the stability of Since Morel's major interest lies in
sand slopes are just two of the topics the area of optical oceanography the
under consideration, major effort of the physical-chemical

group, as might be expected, is in this
Conclusion area. A rather complete image analysis

The Hydraulics Laboratory at Delft facility has been available to the lab
is a very impressive facility. It is very for the last 3 years, and much work in
large, very modern, very well run, and the analysis of coastal zone color scan-
very well maintained. The Dutch have a ner (CZCS) and thematic mapper (TM) im-
long tradition of world class excellence ages has been accomplished in that
in this area, aiid i saw ample evidence period. This group has been very success-
that they intend to maintain world lead- ful in the development of atmospheric
ership. The fact that physical and nu- correction algorithms suitable for use in
merical models are both being used, each water types common to European waters,
for solution of the most appropriate and they intend to continue their efforts
problem, indicates an understanding of with CZCS and TM, in addition to at-
the nature of the real world which many tempting their luck with the French SPOT
other labor,..ories do not share. The and the Japanese MOS satellites. It ap-
level of technology demonstrated by this pears that coastal area images from both
institution is impressive, but what is these satellites will be amenable to the
really impressive is the uncanny ability analysis techniques developed at Ville-
of these people to employ this technology franche.
as effectively and efficiently as they Most of the color analysis work has
do. The people at Delft are well sup- been directed toward the remote determi-
ported with exceptionally good tools to nation of either the diffuse attenuation
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I coefficient, k, or chlorophyll concentra- laboratory is toward rifted continental

tions. There is also other work at the margins. Examples of this type of margin

laboratory in the area of bio-optics. The formation exist in the Central Atlantic

optical properties of algal cells, in- (Bay of Biscay), North Atlantic (around

c luding the measurement of absorption Spitzbergen) , and the Equatorial South
spectra of differing types of phytoplank- Atlantic (around Nigeria and Mozambique),
ton, is proceeding. Along with this, a along with some of the basins in the Med-
sister study of the thermodynamic charac- iterranean. Although most rifted conti-
teristics of phytoplankton is underway, nental margins are of either the diver-
including determinations of photosynthe- gent or convergent type, Mascle and his
sis energetics and specific quantum group are particularly interested in the
yields for various species. In support rift form typified by transverse motion
of these activities, there is an elabo- of adjacent rocks. They are using seis-
rate phytoplankton culture facility ano a ic reflection techniques for data ac-
well-equipped laboratory for the study of quisition with pneumatic sound sources
light scattering. and multifrequency outputs from both sin-

A large portion of the effort ir. gle and multichannel transducers. Addi-
this group is devoted to geophysical tional sensors include a multibeam sonar,
fluid dynamics and numerical modeling. A a gravimeter, a magnetometer, and a sub-
total of about 10 people are involved in bottom profiler. The laboratory also has
large-scale dynamics under the leadership two research submersibles at its disposal
of C. Frankignoul and in mesoscale circu- for bottom investigations. A number of
lation studies led by L. Prieur. They are scientists from this group have been ac-
looking at oceanic variations on scales tively engaged in the Ocean Drilling Pro-
of months to decades, with particular gram, including two scientists acting as
attention being directed at the air-sea chief scientist on specific legs of the
interaction problem and with emphasis on operation. A major US connection has
feedback effects in the tropical ocean, been forged between the US and France as
The El Nino phenomenon is being addressed a result of this program.
as attempts are being made in conjunction
with some people at NASA to fit tempera-
ture data into general circulation models Th- Marine Biology Laboratory
(GCM). The mesoscc.le effort is centered Station Zoologique de Villefranche-

* in the Mediterranean with attempts being sur Mer is the oldest component of the
made to assimilate SEASAT altimeter data oceanographic complex at Villefranche.
into locally developed circulation mod- Plankton research was started here in
els. There is also a strong interest in 1809, but it was not until 1885 that a
frontal dynamics, as both frontal genesis formal laboratory was created by a group
and frontal profiles are being investi- frcn Russia. Occupying an old prison
gated. Residence times for various parts buildinq, this Russian laboratory existed
of the Mediterranea- are also being ux- unti t ne Russian revolution in 1917. It
amined. wais abandoi.ed until 1932 when it was

Marine chemistry has many facets at tsken over b', the French Ministry of Edu-
Villefranche. There is, for example, an cation. The old prison still stands and
ongoing study--as part of the larger is presently in use as the main building
Global Ocean Flux Study (GOFS)--of dis- o: the Station Zoologique. Other build-
solved carbon dioxide off the coast of ings have been added, and today there are
Peru. As at many other laboratories, some laboratories, classrooms, dormitory quar-
attention is being given to the problem ters, and all the other facilities such
of determining suitable natural tracers as extensive seawater constant flow tanks
in the ocean, as well as experimenting that go to make up a completely equipped,

'Kwith some manmade materials that have modern marine biology field laboratory.
been suggested for this purpose. There The work that is being done here is
is also some work going on in the analy- basically concerned with the characteris-
sis of heavy metals, both in suspended tics of organisms and the relationships
and dissolved states, as a tool in the or these organisms to their environment,
study of geochemical time scales. A hut the emphasis is on energy pathways
"superclean" laboratory is available for lrcm ,uttacu phytoplankton to the deeper
extremely delicate analyses, such as for water organisms within the Mediterranean
dissolved lead. Sea . Estimates are constantly being made

.P ,the total phytoplankton population and
The Geophysics Group the st ructure of plankton blooms using

The geophysics group--the Labord- hoth', .,methods, such as fluorime-
toire de Geodynamique Sous-Marine--in- ar, and remote oensing techniques em-
cludes a total of 25 to 30 people, mostly ji:' . .sible color images. They are
oeologists working in geophysics, ard is ± .s. ' x1s.'i.etinq with acoustic devices
directed by J. Mascle. The focus o: this :t ,su, Inkton populations.
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The portion of the Mediterranean Tracer Characteristics
closest to Villefranche contains cold Two types of proposed experiments
core rings (off the island of Corsica), involving purposefully released tracers
fronts (as close as 10 miles from the were described by A.J. Watson of the Ma-
laboratory), and depths as great as 200 m rine Biological Association, UK. He in-
almost immediately off Villefranche, with dicated that releases of sulphur hexa-
2000 m depths only 10 to 15 miles away. fluoride and perfluorodecalin had been
Thus, an almost ideal natural laboratory used to measure wind-driven flow in the
is at their doorstep. With the data in English Channel and diapycnal mixing in
hand, and working in close collaboratior the Santa Monica Basin. The comparative
with marine scientists of other disci behaviour of these two tracers was dis-
plines at Villefranche, a numerical eco- cussed within the context of the experi-
logical model is being constru'ted. Spe- mental objectives. With this as a back-
cial efforts are being mact to fill ground, Watson discussed the experimental
knowledge gaps such as thosp ,aviLng to do designs for the studies involving the use
with zooplankton distributic,. dnd popula- of these two tracers. To successfully
tions. accomplish the experiments, it will be

necessary to perform a series of further

determinations of diapycnal diffusivitiesThemar Lbroin the open ocean along with making some
The Laboratoire de Physique et measurements of air-sea gas exchange

Chimie Marines of the Universit6 Pierre rates in a shallow sea.
et Marie Curie at Villefranche-sur-Mer is Trace metals in the ocean vary wide-
the major marine science laboratory in ly in their geochemical behavior and res-
France. It is well staffed, well equip- idence times, and therefore in their po-
ped, and appears to be well supported. It tential usefulness as tracers. J.D. Bur-
is energetically directed, with purpose ton (University of Southampton, UK) ad-
and warmth, so that the staff appears to dressed these characteristics of possible
be highly motivated and the work they tracers, using manganese and aluminum as
produce is of high quality. The type of examples. Distinctive signatures of spe-
work being done is directed at prob- cific materials arising from localised
lems that are of great interest, and the sources may be seen in the plumes of es-
methodology used to approach these prob- tuaries and in surface ocean waters re-
lems is often innovative and insightful. ceiving inputs from atmospheric aerosols.
Although the facility is small by Ameri- They also arise at the seabed through
can standards, the quality of work being diffusion from sediments and hydrothermal
done here is such that Villefranche is sources, particularly at mid-ocean ridge
making its mark on the international spreading centers. Even though many
scene, metals show markedly nonconservative be-

havior, distributions can be qualitative-
ly related to transport and mixing proc-
esses. Manganese is of particular in-

7/20/87 terest because of the diversity of its
sources and its pronounced concentration
gradients in areas of input from hydro-
thermal vents, reducing sources at ocean
margins, and from processes in the upper
ocean.

TRACERS IN THE OCEAN-A SMALL INTERNATION- Another problem associated with the
AL MEETING use of trace metals as tracers is that

detailed knowledge of their scavenging
by Jerome Williams. rates (removal to sediments by uptake at

the solid/solution interface) under the
range of oceanic conditions is lacking.

A meeting to consider the past, M.P. Bacon, Woods Hole Oceanographic In-
present, and future usage of tracers in stitution (WHOI), Massachusetts, sug-
the ocean was held at the Royal Society gested the use of specific tracers to
in London, 21 and 22 May 1987. About 40 measure these chemical scavenging rates,
participants from the UK, US, West Ger- since results have shown that scavenging
many, and France discussed the use of removal times are similar to within-basin
both natural and anthropogenic tracers in lateral mixing times. It would therefore
a wide variety of studies. Abstracts of be expected that distribution of scav-
the presented papers are available now enged tracers should be related to the
from the Royal Society, which also plans spatial distribution of their sinks, and
to publish a complete record of the this has been observed, especially in the
meeting, including discussion comments, case of 2 10 Pb. The distribution of 2 1OPb
in the near future, suggests a strong reliance on intensified
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uptake at boundaries, especially at ocean Elderfield (University of Cambridge, UK).
margins. Studies with isotopes of thori- Because of the unique chemical character-
um, on the other hand, show that delivery istics of this group of elements (the
of this element to the sediments is due lanthanides), they can provide important
to the local flux of settling particles, information as oceanic tracers in a num-
Thus, two scavenging transport pathways ber of different ways. For example, the
are readily apparent, one with a strong neodymium (Nd) isotopic composition of
horizontal component due to intensified seawater reflects the relative importance
uptak at the margins, and the other with of continental and oceanic crustal
a strong vertical component due to the sources for seawater constituents. In
flux of settling particles. Separation of addition, Nd isotopic inhomogeneities
these two mechanisms is necessary since throughout the oceans are indicative of
important large-scale chemical fractiona- its oceanic residence time and may be
tion takes place by differential parti- useful in defining the effect of vertical
tloning of elements between the two path- particle flux on trace metal profiles.
ways. Since concentrations of rare earth ele-

ments are affected by interaction with
Biochemical Processes both the marine biogeochemical cycle and

Some models of chemicals cycling in chemical scavenging, we fina cerium anom-
the oceans were considered by J.L. Sar- alies occurring in response to oceanic
miento (Princeton University, New Jersey) redox conditions while europium anomalies
with special emphasis on the carbonate result from variations in hydrothermal
cycle. He attempted to include the ef- input.
fects of biological processes, even
though he considered their quantification Air-Sea Interactions
to be the major stumbling block in oce- Geographical and seasonal variations
anic chemical cycling modeling. For ex- of the assumed ocean-atmosphere gas
ample, he calculates that atmospheric transfer coefficient were evaluated by
carbon dioxide would increase by a factor J.F. Minster and his colleagues at Group
of three to four over a period of 100 de Recherches de Geodesi Spatiale, Tou-
years if all oceanic living organisms louse, France, by using the Liss-Meriivat
were to disappear. Attempts are being parametrization in conjunction with cli-
made to improve present models by in- matological wind and temperature data.
cluding ecosystem processes, development The coefficient was found to be quite
of a source-sink function for phosphate, small (usually less than 5 cm/hr) except
and combination with circulation models, in latitudinal bands located in the trop-
The carbon cycle is probably much more ics and near 500 north and south. Varia-
dynamic than has been previously thought, tions typically on the order of magnitude
with other processes for moving carbon of a factor of five occurred within these
vertically still to be considered. It bands, and these variations seemed to
appears that the indiscriminate use of correlate quite well, both seasonally and
carbon as a tracer is fraught with prob- geographically, with the few existing pCO
lems. data. By comparison with the global aver-

A review of the use that has been age value deduced from 14C decay it was
made of oceanic tracers in modeling the suggested that the correspondence seems
ocean uptake of man-made releases of car- to be the result of high-latitude pumping
,on dioxide was presented by A.J. Crane and tropical upwelling degassing.
of the Central Electricity Research Lab- The use of tracers in the determina-
oratories in Leatherhead, UK. He noted tion of transfer velocities (air-sea ex-

6 that the atmosphere-ocean system is ap- change coefficients) was addressed by
* parently in equilibrium with respect to P.S. Liss of the University of East

carbon dioxide with about 17 percent of Anglia, UK. He noted the difficulty us-
the total CO2 in the atmosphere and 83 ually experienced in the determination of
percent in the ocean. The question Crane this parameter and described some of the
posed was whether this steady-state con- tracers that have been used. These in-
dition was due to air-sea exchange rates clude 14C, 22 2Rn, and sulphur hexafluo-
oi internal oceanic mixing. This turns ride. In experiments using Radon, it ap-
out to be very difficult to answer since pears that wind speed is the controlling
diffusion is different for differing factor in the determination of the magni-
tracers with dissimilar reservoirs, major tude of transfer velocity, so that mass
input geophysical processes, and equilib- exchange rates are probably strongly af-
riuri rates. In addition, there appears fected by wind speed as well.
to be a large variation in air-sea inter-
change coefficients at different lati- Physical Processes
tudes. A number of papers reporting on the

The oceanic chemistry of rare earth use of tracers to track oceanic circula-
.ler(.rt5; as tracers was discussed by H. tion were presented at this meeting, the
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first being by W.J. Jenkins (WHOI). He concentrations. Shepherd believes the
described a dating technique using an- two problems are not equivalent. It was
thropogenic tritium and 3He, which is a not clear to him whether the standard
measure of time elapsed since sample con- methods of generalized inverse theory are
tact with the atmosphere. Times between applicable to the more difficult "real"
2 months and 10 years may be reliably de- problem, or, if they are not, what other
termined by this method as long as there methods might be used. It appears that
is not an excessive amount of mixing. By if solutions to the "real" problem can be
using subtropical North Atlantic data found, they would be more informative.
Jenkins demonstrated that mixing is not a The Arctic and Mediterranean seas
problem for those density surfaces whose are both typified by thermohaline circu-
wintertime outcrops lie within the region lation with a strong advective component
of Ekman convergence. In those regions and deep ventilation processes. The na-
where mixing is important, the two tra- ture of these circulation and ventilation
cers must be interpreted as being indi- processes was studied by H.S. Livingston
vidual but coupled. (WHOI) using cesium and strontium tra-

Using tracer data from three areas, cers. The major input to the Arctic is
three different oceanic processes were from the Norwegian Atlantic Current,
studied. In the first exercise ventila- while input waters to the Mediterranean
tion rates for isopycnals shallower than derive from the Norwegian Coastal Cur-
27.1 were found to be several times rent. These two different source water
greater than rates implied by Ekman pump- masses contribute strongly to the ob-
ing alone. Jenkins interprets this as an served differences in circulation and
indication that wintertime convection and ventilation of the two regions.
topography effects during the winter are Another type of tracer--the conser-
largely responsible for ventilation under vative chemical type--was suggested by
these conditions. In the second exercise, G.R. Bigg (University of East Anglia,
the tritium- 3He age technique was used to UK), and P.D. Killworth (Hooke Institute,
estimate the oxygen consumption rate be- UK). The authors believe that the use of
low the euphotic zone. From these esti- this type of tracer leads to a better
mates a vertical carbon flux was calcu- determined system of constraints to the
lated which is substantially larger than flow and may result in knowledge about
that usually assumed by biological ocean- mixing processes as well as current sys-
ographers for oligotrophic waters. No tems. They are particularly interested
explanation was offered for this discrep- in conservative combinations of nitrogen
ancy. In the third exercise, the relation or phosphorus with oxygen (NO or PO) as
between 3He and nitrate was used to esti- suggested by Broecker, since it may be
mate the upward flux of nitrate into the possible to obtain a large data set be-
euphotic zone, thereby obtaining inde- fore other tracers have been adequately
pendent measures of "new" production. sampled in space and time.
This result was consistent with values Also describing some proposed work
obtained from oxygen utilization rates was C. Wunsch (Massachusetts Institute of
below the euphotic zone. Technology). He indicated that much data

Using the same tracers (tritium and involving the distribution in space and
3He), W. Roether and G. Fuchs of Heidel- time of steady tracers such as salinity
berg University, West Germany, studied and oxygen already exist, along with more
the circulation of the main thermocline recently derived anthropogenically de-
in the northeast Atlantic. In general, rived transient tracer data. The extrac-
they found a southward drift of this tion of quantitative information is not
layer. straightforward, however, primarily due

The entire problem of the meaningful to irregular coverage and the existence
utilization of tracer data was addressed of large spatial and temporal data gaps.
by J.G. Shepherd, Ministry of Agricul- When used in conjunction with dynamical
ture, Fisheries and Food, Fisheries Lab- measurements and constraints, control I
oratory, Lowestoft, UK. He offered no theory provides a useful context in which
solution, but merely described the prob- to pose the problem of extracting infor-

4 lem in some detail. In attempting to mation about the ocean from tracers.
apply inverse methods to the interpreta- Wunsch plans to use a region in the upper
tion of tracer data, solutions to the layers of the eastern north Atlantic
flux divergence equations, involving the Ocean to demonstrate a synthesis that
exchange coefficients (Q) and concentra- also leads to a quantitative measure of
tions (C) as a function of the sources the relative importance of different ob-
and sinks (S), are required. The solu- servations.
tions result in values for S. However,
what is really required is a set ot Conclusions
values for the elements of Q which will Organized by H. Charnock (Univer-
give a satisfactory prediction of the sity of Southampton), J.E. Lovelock
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(University of Reading), P.S. Liss (Uni- vited talks describing the status of

versity of East Anglia), and M. Whitfield American and Japanese work, and panel

(Marine Biological Association), the discussion on European policy and initi-
meeting attracted some of the better - ives.
known names in ocean modeling and in the The general response in most Euro-

use of tracer data in models. Consequent- pean countries to the challenge presented
ly, the discussion was quite lively at by the new high Tc superconductors has
times. Even though various tracers have been to organize interdisciplinary groups
been used for years, it was obvious from to provide a large range of sample prep-

the discussion that many very basic ques- aration and characterization techniques.

tions remain unanswered. I got the im- Many members of these groups have little

pression that no one at the meeting had previous experience in superconductivity,
reached the stage where they were willing their expertise being in metal oxides,

to make any unqualified statements re- perovskites, and other relevant fields.
garding circulation or ventilation based Most of the presentations of research re-

solely on tracer data. On the other hand, sults at the workshop were in the form of
there was very little pessimism regarding posters, there being about 100 of these
the potential value of tracer data and out of a total of about 150 contribu-
techniques. Certainly among the partici- tions. In many cases virtually identical
pants at this meeting, the use of tracers work was presented independently by sev- N
in the ocean remains an important tool eral groups, with mutually consistent re-
for obtaining increased understanding of sults. There was no representation from
oceanic processes and phenomena. the USSR, and almost none from Eastern

Europe.

7/22/87 Ideal Structures
There is now general agreement on

the structures of the two classes of su-
perconducting compounds exemplified by
BaLa2_XCuO4_y and YBa 2Cu 3O 9 _Y, having
transition temperatures Tc near 40 and
92 K respectively. The essential roles
of 0 content and Cu valency were demon-
strated by many groups, which described
changes in particular properties as sam-

1ST EUROPEAN WORKSHOP ON HIGH T, SUPER- ples underwent compositional and struc-
CONDUCTORS AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS tural transitions between superconducting

and normal phases. These transitions
by Rau Kaplan. Dr. KapLan is a member of could be achieved reversibly by annealing
the Electronics Technology Division of and cooling in 0 or inert gas atmos-
the Naval Fesearch Laboratory, Washing- pheres. Details of temperature, pres-
ton, DC. lie has been on sabbatical at sure, cooling schedule, etc. all affected
Imperial College, London, for the past the outcome. In the case of Y-Ba-Cu-O,
year. for example, appropriate annealing in 0

yields the black, slightly O-deficient,
orthorhombic, mixed Cu valency supercon-

The first European Workshop on High ducting phase.

Tc Superconductors and Potential Applica- Several presentations dealt with the
tions was held in Genoa, Italy, from 1 location of the 0 vacancies essential to
through 3 July. Its goals were to review the superconductivity. For example, F.
European progress in this field and to Baudelet and coworkers (LURE, France),
formulate strategy and policy for the used extended x-ray absorption fine
direction and support of future work, structure (EXAFS) to determine the aver-
both in basic research and technological age distance and number of nearest
development. There was sharp awareness 0 neighbors for Y and Cu atoms in Y-Ba-
of the competitive nature of work in this Cu-O. Measurements at the Y K-edge showed
field, and the need to at least keep pace no change with deoxidation by annealing
with advances in the US and Japan. The in inert gas atmosphere. However, the Cu
outlook was intended to be European, K-edge results indicated a decrease in
rather than national, with the EEC fos- the number of surrounding 0 atoms. This
tering and to some extent supporting demonstrates that the superconductivity
strong intra-European cooperation. Pres- is associated with the appearance of
entations on materials preparation and 0 vacancies in the basal planes of the
characterization occupied slightly more structure, which contain square planar-
than 1 day of the workshop, and applica- coordinated Cu 2+ atoms. In these planes
tions the second day and evening. The the Cu and 0 atoms form chains along the
last day's activities included two in- b-axis. Complementary results concerning
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the location and ordering of 0 vacancies ticularly serious in the case of thin
were obtained by electron microscopy by films.
M. Alario-Franco (Faculty of Chemical
Sciences, Spain) and others. In general, Ti > 92 K
the structures of the ideal high Tc su- This subject was of major interest
perconductors seem to be reasonably well and concern, but the workshop produced no
understood, unambiguous evidence for higher super-

conducting transition temperatures than
Structure Defects those already known. A number of partic-

A general theme permeating discus- ipants described observations of Tc's in
sion of nearly all measured properties the range 100-120 K, all in materials
was the role of grain boundaries, and the based on the Y-Ba-Cu-O system, but the
related problem of twinning. Put another results were erratic, usually appeared in
way, one wonders whether measurements are multiphase samples, and could not be
indicative of bulk or surface/intergrain ascribed to an identifiable phase. Among
effects. That the composition, and there- these results, Y1 .Ba 0 8CUO 4  was re-
fore the structure of the surface and ported by A. Aresti et al. -(University
interior of the grains differed strongly, Dip. Scienze Fisiche, Italy) to lose its
was demonstrated for Y-Ba-Cu-O by scan- resistance around 110 K with a relatively
ning Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) by narrow transition width (for these mate-
R.O. Toivanen et al. (Helsinki Univer- rials) of 1 K. Samples showed a Meissner
sity, Finland). Clean surfaces were ob- effect, specific heat anomaly, and x-ray
tained by ion sputtering, scraping, or diffraction peaks which indexed to a su-
breaking in vacuum. Compositional maps perposition of two different orthorhombic
for the four constituents mimicked some phases. In a study which attracted con-
features of the granular topography, and siderable interest, D. Djurek (University
showed great irregularity. The altered of Zagreb, Yugoslavia) found that use of
"surface" compositions seem to extend a pulsed electric field in sample prep-
hundreds of Angstroms into the grains. aration altered the resistance vs. tem-

No one seems to have observed single perature curve, shifting the onset of
crystals of Y-Ba-Cu-O free of twinning, resistance loss to higher temperature,
The twins appear upon transition to the and yielding structure in the curve at
orthorhombic structure. Measurements in around 240 K. This work was still in
an electron microscope by M. Marezio and a preliminary stage and details were
his group at France's National Center for sketchy. During heat treatment, 10 msec,
Scientific Research indicated a twin size 1-10 watt electric field pulses were ap-
and resultant domains of order 500- plied with a 10- 3 duty cycle, to plates
1000 A. Heating in vacuum by means of pressing on a Y-Ba-Cu-O charge in a ca-
the electron beam used for imaging caused pacitorlike configuration. The field
reduction of the sample and domain wall strength was adjusted for changes in sam-
changes, indicating the relation between ple resistivity in order to keep the
O content and twinning. The orthogonal power approximately constant. Djurek
orientations of square planar Cu-O units suggested that the effect of the field
in neighboring domains could be observed might be to cause local heating at grain
in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) contact, or to enhance ionic diffusion.
photos. A suggestion was later made by S. On the subject of fluorine-substi-
Amelinckx (SCK/CEN, Belgium) that growth tuted material there were several pres-
under stress might yield untwinned single entations and comments, but much skepti-
crystals. This is important since with cism was expressed. The latter was based
twinned samples, investigation of the a/b on several unsuccessful attempts to re-
anisotropy in the basal plane is diffi- produce the results reported earlier, on
cult. suspicion of contact effects, and on the

Many other classes of structural facts that the role of the F, its loca-
defect have been observed in otherwise tion in the unit cell, and apparently
"good" crystalline regions of samples. even its very presence in the material
Some examples by B. Raveau (University of after processing, have yet to be estab-
Caen, France) are: regions of order 100 A lished. Nevertheless, reports of in-
with larger or smaller 0 content causing creased T c after processing of Y-Ba-Cu-O
altered structure inclusion; sections of with BaF 2 as a starting material, were
extra planar units which cause bending of presented. In what appears to be the
the surrounding planes; shifts of regis- most thorough study (though still incom-
try of the La and Ba, or Y and Ba planes. plete), four samples with Tc in the range
These show up clearly in SEM photos. 110-120 K were obtained (J. Als-Nielsen,

Finally, there were many references Haldor-Tapsoe Research Laboratory, Den-
to aging of the materials, even at 300 K, mark). The samples had narrow super-
due probably to changes in 0 content and conducting transitions and were clearly
metal ion migration. This seemed par- multiphase; no Meissner effect work had
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yet been done. It is still probably too and modest temperature rise and appear
early to form definite conclusions re- to age even under controlled conditions.
garding the effects of processing with
BaF 2 . Finally on this subject, reviews of Applications
work in the US (R.J. Cava, Bell Labora- About one-third of the papers pres-
tories) and Japan (H. Takagi, Tokyo Uni- ented orally, and a smaller proportion of
versity) provided no grounds for expect- the posters, were concerned with poten-
ing Tc's substantially above those pro- tial applications. Major emphasis was
vided by the Y-Ba-Cu-O family in the im- placed on heavy industrial applications,
mediate future. However, rumors per- perhaps reflecting one of the major
sisted. In Japan, where apparently over sources of support for the workshop. As
100 separate groups are engaged in re- it turned out, concern for large-scale
search on high T c materials, the latter mechanical and electrical applications
are referred to as USO's, or "unidenti- appears to be quite premature. In the
fied superconducting objects." short term, the new high-T c materials

probably will have most impact on elec-
Theory and Superconductivity Mechanisms tronics and, perhaps, magnets. The fol-

The workshop included very little lowing comments apply to superconductors
theoretical discussion and no new results having T, around 100 K, thus requiring
in this area. Most theory thus far seems liquid nitrogen cooling. Clearly the
concerned with LaBaCuO 4 and related mate- advent of room temperature superconduc-
rials. According to T.M. Rice (IBM tors would alter all of the views sum-
Zrich) this may in fact be the more dif- marized here.
ficult material to deal with, since its In his paper, F. Schauer (Institute
ground state appears delicately balanced for Technical Physics, West Germany) said
between a large number of possibilities-- that large-scale applications divide into
for example, metallic, charge density three general categories. First are sys-
wave, and charge ordered, dimerized, fer- tems requiring superconductivity, such as
roelectric and antiferromagnetic insula- fusion reactors. For these, the cryogenic
tor. However the theory for the Y-Ba-Cu-O portion of the cost is a small fraction
compounds is said to be more complicated, of the total, and a switch to liquid ni-
The relatively high value and temperature trogen cooling would not offer very sig-
dependence of the resistivity and non- nificant rewards. Second are applica-
Drude optical behavior in the normal tions in which the cost of cryogenics is
state of La-ba-Cu-O materials are not a large fraction of the total cost (as,
typical of metals, hence the conclusion for example, scientific instruments, mag-
that a strong coupling interaction is nets for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
responsible for both the superconducting scanning, and accelerator magnets. In
and normal properties. The model pres- this case the new materials might effect
ented was essentially that of Anderson, a significant cost reduction, but the re-
but several other possibilities were con- sults would not be revolutionary. Third
sidered; there is no resolution yet. are cases where superconducting competes
Experimentally the situation is confused with nonsuperconducting technology, as
by the contradictory nature of the re- for electrical power installations, power
sults so far, some implying the need for transmission lines, transformers, and
strong phonon coupling and others its levitated transportation systems. In many
unimportance. For example, the well- cases, elaborate studies have already
documented absence of an isotope effect been made for applications involving
in LaBaCuO4 (shown by R.J. Cava) leads liquid helium cooling, and some proto-
either to the conclusion that electron- types have been constructed. In general
phonon coupling is not responsible for it seems that replacement of liquid he-
the superconductivity, or to ingenious lium with nitrogen is not remarkably ad-
arguments for avoiding this conclusion. vantageous. Gains from use of the latter
But preliminary work from Bell now might include, in addition to reduced
shows a 25-percent isotope effect for construction and operating costs, greater
Y-Ba-Cu-O. Are the mechanisms for super- reliability and simpler design.
conductivity in the two known classes of C. Benvenuti of the European Organi-
high T c materials different? zation for Nuclear Research (CERN) and H.

In a rather curious talk laced with Desportes, Saclay, provided instructive
references to the designs of Mother Na- examples by applications to high-energy
ture, C.F. Van Bruggen (Groningen, Neth- accelerators. In its upgrading to 90 GeV
erlands) suggested that the classes of the CERN electron-positron collider will
materials under consideration are in fact use 256 superconducting rf cavities for
metastable. Indeed, the question of long- particle acceleration. These will pro-
term stability is crucial to applications vide about five times greater efficiency
but has received little attention as yet. than the normal Cu cavities. The super-
Present samples are sensitive to moisture conducting lining of the cavities must
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have a defect-free surface, without gran- ament. The only successful method thus
ular structure, and its properties must far entails compaction of superconducting
be stable against thermal cycling and ra- powder inside Ag tubes followed by draw-
diation damage. Similar considerations, ing out and annealing in 0 atmosphere.
and, in addition, the question of criti- The latter can be provided by inclusion
cal current, I., are relevant to the su- of a substance which releases 0 upon
perconducting magnets used by accelera- heating, or by using a tube which is both
tors; the SSC would use more than O-permeable and O-resistant and heating
10' magnets. in an external 0 atmosphere. Results seem

Discussion of applications elicited scattered; nevertheless, a wire which
a list of required properties as, for ex- yields Ic of about 103 A/cm

- 2 at 77 K was
ample, those cited by G. Gobner (Siemens, described. Problems include O-loss, for-
West Germany). These included: I, in the mation of amorphous material, lowered
range 103-10 A/cm- 2 , structural rigid- density of superconducting phase, and
ity, small bending radius (for wire), thick nonsuperconducting outer layers on
environmental stability (thermal, atmos- the grains. Since the properties of the
pheric, radiation), good surfaces, and material Ire strongly anisotropic, a
simple fabrication. Clearly, present ma- method for aligning the grains to yield a
terials do not approach these require- common crystalline orientation would be
ments; the crucial question is whether useful.
they can do so with further development. Summary

The repetition of industrial inter- A panel discussion following the
ests prompted an unscheduled contribution technical presentations was concerned
by G. Donaldson (Strathclyde University, with summarizing progress to date, and
UK) suggesting a rich field of "small considered short- and long-range goals,
scale" electronics applications. These and the role of the EEC in nurturing the
included circuit interconnects which European effort. It was generally agreed
could be fast, lossless, and dipersion- that research in the following areas was
free, antenna structures of length much essential: true single crystal prepara-
smaller than the wavelength for which tion and analysis, microstructure and
resistive losses usually predominate, texture characterization, role of grain
microwave cavities for high power and boundaries, mechanical properties, sta-
high Q operation, magnetically screened bility and aging, understanding super-
spaces from small equipment enclosures to conductivity mechanisms, chemistry, and
rooms and buildings, Giaever and Joseph- conductivitymmechanismsechemisrs andson unn l j nct on evi es, SQU DS, and phase diagrams with a view towards find-
son tunnel junction devices, SQUIDS, and ing other families of materials with pos-
perhaps computers. SQUID fabrication and sibly more attractive properties. Pro-

operation was in fact described in sev- sibsnmore tcte proti Pro-gress is needed in the growth of films,
eral contributions C.E. Gough (University which so far seem to exhibit inferior
of Birmingham, UK, and G. Donaldson, properties (e.g., lower Tc's, broader
Strathclyde University) . Results on mm superconducting transitions, and insta-
wave tunneling devices up to 560 GHz were bility). Interface reactions will be
presented by T. Claeson (Chalmers Univer- critical, in view of the intimate contactsity, Sweden). These used E band wave- between film and substrate, wire fila-
guide, 1.5-3-mm cross section, in which ments and sheath, and superconducting and
an area in the broad side was replaced insulating or metallic layers. Interfaces
with Gd-Ba-Cu-O. This was contacted in- may be troublesome, in view of the high 0
ternally by a Nb wire or another high- and metal atom mobilities and reactivity.
temperature superconductor ground and In particular, the nature of supercon-
etched in HF to a point approximately ductor/normal-metal contacts has not re-
20 microns in diameter. Operation was ceived attention; experiments rely ex-
at 4.2 K. Tunneling characteristics were clusively on conducting paint and epoxy
obtained but results were preliminary; or In solder for contacts, which display
upon thermal cycling it was found neces- high resistance and age badly. Obtaining
sary to remake contacts, high values for Ic and the upper critical

A general view was expressed that, field H,2, good mechanical properties and
as tho, material-,, improvod with further stability are clearly essential for suc-research, many new appiication would cessful applications.
appear. Regarding EEC policy, among the ac-

Wires tions suggested were aid to intercommun-
ication, data banks, unfettered support

A number of prese.ntations (for ex- for basic research, increased accessibil-
ample, those by R. Flukiger, [Institute ity of major test and research facili-
for Technical Physics, West Germany] and ties, and training programs-
P. Dubots [Laboratoire de Marcoussis CR-
CGE, Frince]) dealt with superconducting
"wires," both single strand and multifil- '/'/87
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QUANTUM OPTICS RESEARCH AT NAPLES UNIVER- a sophisticated multi-ionization appara-
SITY tus which utilizes a time-of-flight mass

spectrometer as a detector of both
by PauZ ;oman. Dr. Roman is the Liaison parent- and fragment-ions. The most de-
Scientist for Physics in Europe and the tailed studies concerned multiphoton res-
Middle East for the Office of NavaZ Re- onant ionization and fragmentation of
search's 'ondon Branch Office. He is on benzene. A strongly focused, tunable la-
assignment until September 1988. ser beam with very high peak intensity

was used to tune in a number of reso-
nance-enhanced ion yields, corresponding

When a country is on its way to suc- to 2 to 4 (or more) resonant photon ab-
cessfully building up its capabilities sorption processes. In this way, a high-
for front-line research in some particu- resolution multiphoton ionization spec-
lar area, it is quite possible that a trum was determined, under varying ex-
monitor pays close attention to work at perimental conditions. Using a rate-
the prominent national centers but over- equation approximation for the benzene
looks smaller units, even though work, level populations and a Gaussian approx-
quietly done at such places, may be imation pattern for the focused laser
equally important. But there is also beam, the spectrum measurements permitted
another reason why this kind of mistake an accurate numerical evaluation of the
must be avoided: in countries with de- photo-ionization yields. (More recent
veloping technologies there is often a work discards the Gaussian approximation
rapid shifting-around of key personnel, and actually determines the focal-plane
and it may 'very well be that a scientist, pattern in the re-expanded beam: this
today at a minor university, will sudden- is done with a 128-element CCD detector.)
ly become a national leader in his field. The results can be used to calculate a

A case in point is the physics de- rather accurate two-photon ionization
partment of the University of Naples. cross section (relative to the IB2, ex-
While good work, in many areas, has been cited state of the benzene), which so far
done there for quite a number of years, was not known better than within a factor
the more recent and rather rapid growth of 104.
of Italian quantum optics, optoelectron- A related line of research studies
ics, and laser research changed the pro- effects of the laser pulse transverse
file and level of work at Naples consid- spatial distribution on multiphoton ioni-
erably. Actually, the changes were cat- zation processes. In particular, the
alyzed by two events. First, in line two-step photoionization of benzene was
with current governmental guidelines the investigated from this point of view. In
faculty decided to do away with the tra- addition, the role of an effect from a
ditional "institute" structure of re- constant phase shift between different
search and join all physics institutes laser modes was also investigated.
into one, centrally administered Physics Analysis of dissociation processes
Department. (The unification process is through interferometric studies of vibra-
just being completed.) The Head of the tional-translational relaxation times in
powerful and big department is Professor polyatomic molecules is another area of
B. Preziosi, a vigorous, mature, and concentration. A strong single-mode He-Ne
noted theoretical condensed-matter physi- laser beam was used for detection, and
cist. The second major event in boosting a phase-fluctuation optical heterodyne
physics research was the recent appoint- technique was employed. The setup was
ment of Professor M. Inguscio (formerly based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
at the University of Pisa) as a co-leader (The gas in the cell in one arm of the
of the quantum-optics and laser research interferometer was excited by a CW-
laboratories. The other leading figure operated Q-switched CO2 laser, or by a
in this group (and its originator) is tunable TEA CO2 laser.) In most experi-
Professor S. Solimeno, a native Neapoli- ments the material used was SF6 . One of
tan, with a degree from Stanford. the particularly interesting effects so

In this article I give an overview far seen is that the onset of the dis-
of some areas of quantum optics research sociation processes causes a strong de-
at the Physics Department that particu- crease of the vibrational-translation
larly caught my attention, relaxation time. This decrease is seen,

Lespecially, at laser frequencies that are
Multiphoton Processes in Molecules, Dis- strongly red-shifted and broadened if
sociation, and Ionization compared to the linear IR absorption

This work is led by Solimeno; other spectrum of the SF6 molecules. The re-
prominent members in the effort are Drs. sults indicate that, in specific experi-
R. Bruzzese, N. Spinelli, and R. Velotta. mental conditions, the relaxation process

A typical investigation in this area is characterized by two different rates.
was begun in 1985. The researchers built The first is related to the occurrence of
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partial dissociation of the highly ex- exact numerical solution for the case of
cited molecules. The scientists are also a steady-state regime was produced. In
studying the (apparently significant) both cases, good agreement between pre-
influence of the presence of some buffer dicted and experimentally measured values
gas on the relaxation process. was obtained.

Interferometric studies of nonlinear
relaxation processes in vibrationally Optogalvanic Effect
highly excited SF6 molecules are further Actually, it was earlier cooperation
material for study, and recently led to in this topic between Drs. E. Arimondo,
the tentative formulation of a simple, M.G. di Vito, and A. Sasso of Naples on
phenomenological model which actually the one hand and, on the other, Inguscio,
assesses the influence of dissociation on then still at Pisa (and previously well-
the nonlinear relaxation time. recognized for his results in unusual

laser-spectroscopic methods in the far-
Liquid Crystal Optics infrared region), that eventually brought

Drs. E. Santamato and A. Sasso are the latter to accept Preziosi's invita-
the leading figures in this area. tion and became a new attraction for

Continuous transfer of angular mo- younger researchers to join the Naples
mentum from light to a nematic liquid group.
crystal in the mesophase is the subject One of the earlier studies, begun in
of a current study that was presented in 1984, concerned laser cooling of a di-
the fall of 1986 to the FCOOSA conference rect-current atomic discharge. In fact,
in Florence. The researchers experimen- the researchers demonstrated light-
tally demonstrated that a circularly po- induced heating and cooling of a positive
larized laser beam, normally incident on column discharge by combining the opto-
a homeotropically aligned nematic film, galvanic effect with optoacoustic detec-
can transfer continuously angular momen- tion. Phenomena were observed with laser
tum to the sample. This transfer is evi- radiation that was resonant with several
denced by a collective procession of the Ne and He transitions. A somewhat over-
liquid crystal molecules along the propa- simplified energy model was derived, and
gation direction of the incident beam. it accounted reasonably for the observed
The effect is observed only if the laser effects.
beam intensity is above the threshold of Later, direct evidence of heating
the so-called optical Freedericksz tran- and cooling in the optogalvanic effect's
sition. energy balance was found. The dependence

The optical-field-induced first-or- of the effects on different discharge
der Freedericksz transition in nematic parameters was (and still is) investi-
liquid crystals was actually another area gated meticulously, and comparison with
where first results could be presented at an extended energy model for transitions,
the same ECOOSA conference. In particu- both involving and not involving meta-
lar, the Naples researchers produced evi- stable levels is attempted.
dence for two new nonlinear optical ef- Optogalvanic investigations in the
fects, arising when two laser beams in- cathodic region of a neon glow discharge
teract incoherently in a homeotropically are still in a preliminary stage. So
aligned liquid crystal film. The first is far, analysis of the spatial behavior of
a remarkable optical transistor action, the fluorescence intensity enabled the
and the second is the demonstration of a Naples physicists to obtain detailed in-
mirrorless optical bistability phenome- formation on the laser-undisturbed dis-
non. charge. The current-voltage tube dis-

In the spring of 1987, research in charge characteristics could be well un-
both areas described above continued. In derstood in terms of the discharge-
particular, it has been shown that the maintenance mechanism through the second-
angular momentum transfer from light to ary electron emission from the cathodic
the liquid crystal medium is intrinsical- surface by the impact of ions, metastable
ly bistable. In regard to the two-beam atoms, and VUV photons. In addition, the
optical bistability processes, the pro- laser-induced perturbation of the second-

* gress consisted in the careful determina- ary emission has been understood to act
tion of hysteresis loops. In addition, a as the main mechanism responsible for the
simple theoretical model was proposed for optogalvanic production in the given dis-
the explanation of the observed bistabil- charge configuration.
ity. Actually, two different approxima- The current status of the Inguscio-
tions of the theoretical model have been led research is hard to assess. As
explored. One is a linear time-dependent is always the case when a new, major
approach, the other a stationary nonlin- laboratory is constructed, much of
ear analysis. In particular, an analytic the effort is concentrated on actual
solution was found for the case of small equipment purchasing, local manufac-
angles of molecular reorientation, and an turing, and installation. As a former
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science-administrator, I was excited to time-dependent frequency. He also noted
see how quickly and how efficiently this an interesting analogy with the propaga-
procedure evolved. And, knowing the tion of a paraxial beam through a self-
"players," I am sure that Inguscio's focusing fiber.
group will be often heard of in the fu- In a sequel to this work, Solimeno
ture. and associates proposed an algebraic

method to study the optical propagation
Free Electron Laser Theory in an inhomogeneous medium with a quad-

While it is not a central line of ratic profile of the index of refraction.
research at Naples, I found it remarkable The crux of the study is the observation
how much Solimeno and Dr. A. Cutolo are that the Wei-Norman algebraic procedure
involved in theoretical work related to may be used to establish an analogy be-
free electron lasers (FEL). (Incidentally tween the evolution operator and the op-
Italians, in general, are rather enthusi- tical propagation matrix.
astic about FEL work, and, apart from the
now reasonably well-functioning major FEL Concluding Remark
at Frascati, many less-well-known labora- Some people may think Naples Univer-
tories also do smaller-scale FEL experi- sity as "provincial," but watch out: we
ments.) can expect first-class work from the

Last year, the Naples quantum-optics quantum optics and laser-application peo-
group published two papers in FEL theory ple in the Physics Department.
(see Niucear Instruments and Methods in
Physics Research, A250 [1986], 293-295;
413-417). The first analyzed problems 8/24/87
encountered in the alignment of an FEL
optical cavity. In particular, a new
method, based on the synchronous detec-
tion of the spontaneous radiation, was
proposed as an alternative method for News and Notes

- aligning and tuning an optical cavity. News _andNotes

The second paper was devoted to the study
of guiding laser light by FEL amplifiers.
The linearized Boltzmann equations are
the basis of this study, and an approach STAFF CHANGES AT ONRL
based on the WKB solution of the trans-
verse mode equation allowed investigation As you may already know from the
of the eigenvalue structure in terms of biographical notes preceding their arti-
the prescribed electron beam transverse cles, Drs. Eugene F. Brown and Robert
distribution. W. Vest have completed their tours at

Alignment and performance of almost ONR London and returned to their respec-
concentric resonators for low-gain FEL's tive universities. Happily, we are still
is one of the current interest of Soli- running articles by both of them.
meno and his associates. He is investi- Reporting in September is CDR
gating the propagation of mismatched and Richard H. Taylor, who will be responsi-
misaligned laser beams bouncing back and ble for Undersea Systems. His most recent
forth between the mirror3 of an almost assignment was as US National Representa-
concentric resonator. In addition, he tive to Commander Northeast Mediterra-
analyzes the excitation of the cavity nean, Ankara, Turkey.
modes by the spontaneous radiation of a We will be joined in October by Dr.
linear undulator. Alan F. Clark, who will report on super-

conductivity and electromagnetics. He
Other Theoretical Studies in Quantum Op- comes to us from the National Bureau of
tics Standard's electromagnetic Technology

As a one-time theoretical physicist, Division in Boulder, Colorado.
I cannot resist the temptation to briefly
call attention to purely theoretical work
in optical wave propagation theory done C.,. Fox
at Naples by Solimeno and his associates, )/9/87
a group who are (as I hope is clear from
the preceding) well-versed in broadbased
experimental work.

In late 1986 (see Physical .'eview A, UK CREATES NEW ADVISORY BODY ON SCIENCE
34 [1986], 2646-2653) Solimeno announced AND TECHNOLOGY
work on algebraic time-ordering tech-
niques in relation to the study of the In its White Paper, Cizij Resch
evolution of quantum states ruled by a and 7,zIopment, released in July 1987,
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian with a the UK Government announced creation of
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the Advisory Council on Science and Tech- Admiralty Research Establishment (ARE)
nology (ACOST) . ACOST has absorbed and Portland.
replaced the former Advisory Council for Flextensional transducers as u::der-
Applied Research and Development (ACARD), water acoustic projectors were discussed:
and will advise the government (including J.R. Oswin of British Aerospace demon-
periodic meetings with the Prime Minis- strated in a new design for a 3-khz ap-
ter) across the whole of scientific and plication the potential of using tht.
technological endeavor. magnetostrictive rare-earth iron alioy

Sir Francis Tombs, chairman of ACARD Terfenol-D, a material developed Lv Art
from 1985 until 1987, has accepted the Clark of the Naval Surface Weapons Cer-
Prime Minister's invitation to chair ter, White Oak, Maryland. J.L. Butle:r,
ACOST. In accepting, Sir Francis said Image Acoustics Inc. (Marshields, Mas-
that ACOST's terms of reference "...are sachusetts) presented a desk-top compu-
wide-ranging and should allow advice to ter program in BASIC, called FLEXT4A for
be offered in a much more comprehensive the rapid analysis of the shell membrane
and coherent manner than has been possi- mode and the quadrapole and octopolte
ble in the past. I have greatly enjoyed flexural modes of a Class IV flextension-
my period as chairman of ACARD and am al transducer array by using a baffle
honoured to be entrusted with this impor- model. This work was sponsored by ti
tant extension of that work. I therefore Naval Underwater Systems Center, New Loi.-
willingly accept the appointment and look don, Connecticut, and Butler compared his
forward to making a contribution in this prediction with the results obtained
vitally important area." from the British Aerospace ceramic-drive

CiviZ Research ard Deveiopment, units. The exchange of data has been
which is the government's full response valuable in validating the computer anal-
to the First Report of the House of Lords ysis, and the program is now available to
Select Committee on Science and Technol- other users upon request.
ogy: 1986-87 Session, is available from Another type of low-frequency pro-
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 519 Elms jector was discussed by A.M. Young of
Lane, London SW8 5DR. Cost is 132.20 NRL-USRD, Orlando, Florida. The concept
(about $3.75). of a Helmholtz resonator was applied to

the design and fabrication of a 250- to
500-Hz source that is not limited by
operating depth and produced a sound

C.J. Fox pressure level of over 200 dB re 1 IPa.
9/14/87 W.J. Wood of Universal Sonar Ltd.,

Loghborough, UK, also presented the de-
velopment of a 16x8 element dual array.
The array consisted of 16 channels, each

CONFERENCE ON "SONAR TRANSDUCERS--PAST, capable of delivering l-kW power. It
PRESENT, AND FUTURE" operated at 40 kHz, but had a wide band-

width of 30 to 50 kHz. The steered beam
A special conference "Sonar Trans- had a width of over 3O.

ducers--Past, Present, and Future," was J.N. Decarpigny of the Institut Su-
held on 14 and 15 April 1987 at the Uni- perieur d'Electronique du Nord, Lille,
versity of Birmingham, UK. The conference and his French colleagues contributed a
was jointly sponsored by the university paper on finite element analysis of low-
and the UK Institute of Acoustics (IOA), frequency sonar transducers. A finite
and is the fifth such conference on the element code called ATILA was developed
subject of transducers organized by the to perform modal analysis of both axisym-

Underwater Acoustics Group of IOA. Seven- metrical and fully three-dimensional pie-
teen papers were presented. The 2-day zoelectric projectors for their imped-
program was organized into two categor- ance, near- and far-field pressure,
ies: sources for the first day, and re- transmitting voltage response, and direc-
ceivers for the second. tivity pattern under radiation loadinci.

Frank Massa, a long-time US Navy The code was written for both IBM an( VAX
contractor in Boston, Massachusetts open- computers. The authors also gave severa,
ed the conference by presenting an in- analysis examples, including TeI.Pi 
vited review on sonar transducer develop- transducers, a deep submergence ring and
ments during WWII and beyond. He de- a low-frequency flexterisional p oTto
scribed the developments of Navy trans- In a separate paper later in the pI<n ,
ducers such as the TR208A and TR44, and they also discussed the applictbillav o
the evolving application of piezoelectric this finite-element code to t! m- i:
ceramics, replacing early materials such of a pressure-gradient caidiei ,
as Rochelle salt and ADP crystal. Some phone.
British sonar transducers of the 1950's Two contributions c,-me om , r V "
were also reviewed by R.J. Gale of the University of Birmingham. JP. Dtl:. .
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discussed the problems related to the ing to a displacement resolution of
design of spherical-cap transducers that 2.41x10-9m.
provide constant bandwidth over the fre- The application of piezoelectric
quency range of 27 to 54 kHz for deter- polymer PVDF in transducers was discussed
mining the target strength of fish. The by Q.X. Chen and P.A. Payne of University
design was based on that of Rogers and of Manchester in the design of an ultra-
Van Buren of NRL-USRD, but modified for sonic imaging transducer operating in the
improved sensitivity response. B.V. Smith range of 20 to 40 MHz. The time and fre-
and others from Birmingham described a quency domain response of this small de-
technique for active electronic control vice using 50-4m PVDF film to a 50-ns
of the response of a composite transducer pulse was predicted and compared with ex-
consisting of a drive ceramic disk and a perimental results. R.Y. Ting of NRL-
control ceramic disk. The passive control USRD, Orlando, Florida, showed examples
was achieved by loading the control ce- of using PVDF thick-films in large-area
ramic with a variable inductor, but has a hydrophone applications, and pointed out
complicated frequency dependence. In the the inter-element coupling problem in the
active control mode, predetermined volt- array of these PVDF hydrophones. As an
ages were supplied to the control disk, alternative, a piezoelectric polymer-
and high efficiencies were achieved with ceramic composite material was used to
rather simple electronics. Both control fabricate large-area hydrophones. It was
methods were demonstrated to be effective demonstrated that this ceramic-dispersion
for tuning the transducer from 250 kHz to in polymer matrix has a great potential
750 kHz. in passive sonar applications. The ma-

The second day of the conference terial development was the result of ONR-
concentrated its program on the subject funded research at the Materials Research
of underwater acoustic receivers. G. Hay- Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University
ward of the University of Strathclyde (PSU/MRL), University Park. The proper-
Glasgow, UK, opened with an invited lec- ties of other types of piezoelectric com-
ture by reviewing the various linear posite were also reviewed by D. Cannell
electrodynamic models such as the Mason of Unilator, Wrexham, UK, at this confer-
and the KLM models. By drawing the force/ ence. The review was mainly based on the
voltage and the velocity/current analo- previous work of PSU/MRL.
gies, he discussed the advantages and the
disadvantages of the equivalent circuit Summary
approach to the thickness mode and the The 2-day conference on sonar trans-
multidimensional analysis in piezoelec- ducers stimulated many discussions. From
tric transducers. By using linear sys- the WWII design concepts and ceramics
tems approach, he was able to better de- technology, the sonar transducer commun-
scribe the physical mechanisms involved ity has evolved to today's use of finite-
in transduction. element analysis models, modern-day elec-

L. Lipscombe of DBE Technology, Al- tronics and computers, and new piezoelec-
dershot, UK, addressed the reliability tric materials. More than 100 people
issue in the engineering design of broad- from 14 different countries attended the
band hydrophones. He described the DBE meeting. Dr. B.V. Smith, the Organizing
Technology design program in aclLeving Chairman for IOA, noted that in the past
long life, low noise and omnidirectional such conferences had an average attend-
response up to 150 kHz in a 14-mm-diame- ance of only about 70. It was a good in-
ter PZT-4 hydrophone. Z. Jagodzinski dication that the field of sonar trans-
from the Technical University, Gdansk, ducers is well and active. The US Navy
Poland, also discussed the efficiency of was represented at the conference by NRL
receiving action of hydroacoustic trans- and NUSC personnel.
ducers and the mechanism for the forma-
tion of the directivity pattern.

V.J. Hughes of the Cambridge consul- R.Y. Ting and A.M. Young
tants Ltd., UK, presented an interesting Naval Research Laboratory
new concept for a particle velocity hy- Underwater Sound Reference Detachment
drophone utilizing an optical measurement 6/15/87
technique. The device consisted of a
thin leaf coupled into the acoustic wave
field, an optical fiber sensor contain-
ing signals at two wavenumbers, visible SCALES OF HYDROGEN-BONDING--AN ONRL WORK-
and IR, to detect fiber displacement, SHOP
and a signal processing unit. Prelimi-
nary results indicated that the tech- About 25 chemists took part in the
nique may be applicable from 10 Hz to ONRL-sponsored workshop, "Scales of Hy-
1 kHz. The author also claimed a "sensi- drogen-bonding," held in London from 1
tivity" of 135 kB re 1 uPa, correspond- through 3 July 1987. The purpose of the
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gathering was to discuss current activi- important area. A final report is avail-
ties in setting up scales of both solute able at no charge from me, Dr. Michael
and solvent hydrogen-bond strength. H. Abraham, Department of Chemistry, Uni-

R.M. Doherty (Naval Surface Weapons versity of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey
Center, White Oak) and J.W. Grate (Naval GV2 5XH.
Research Laboratory, Washington) both
lectured on the importance of solute hy-
drogen-bond scales in the understanding
and prediction of effects in such diverse Vichael H. Abraham
areas as solubilities in water and in Department of Chemistry
blood, water-solvent partition coeffi- University of Surry
cients, toxicological studies, and the 8/f/87
response of chemical microsensor coatings
to vapors. Fortunately, work on scales of
solute hydrogen-bond acidity and basicity
is well advanced, as was indicated by
four other speakers. Most of these scales UK SILICON TECHNOLOGY--A NEW USER'S GUIDE
are based on log K values for hydrogen-
bond complexation in dilute solution-- The Directorate of the UK's Alvey
that is, they are nearly always Gibbs program (see ONRL Reports R-1i-84 and
energy related scales. Theoretical work C-8-85) has issued a new publicetion,
by I.H. Hillier (University of Manches- AZvey VLS[: A User's Cuide to New .i~ion
ter, UK) has demonstrated that such Technology. Its aim is to provide infor-
scales are likely to be more easily han- mation on the availability and accessi-
dled than scales based on enthalpies of bility of the advanced silicon semicon-
complexation. It was clear from the lec- ductor processes being researched within
tures and the subsequent discussion that the Alvey VLSI Program. The document was
there is considerable overlap between the one ot several publications produced by
main workers in this field, and the par- the Alvey Directorate during 1987 to in-
ticipants agreed to work together in an form the many potential Alvey technol-
attempt to arrive at scales that would be ogy users of the opportunities now of-
generally approved. fered for the commercial exploitation of

Not so much work is ongoing in the this national collaborative research pro-
area of solvent scales, and what work gram.
there is seems to be exclusively oriented Very large scale integration (VLSI)
to solvent hydrogen-bond basicity. P.-C. is one of four key enabling technologies
Maria and J.-F. Gal (University of Nice, supported under the Alvey Program. Its
France) described their multivariate objectives are to carry out the research
analysis that leads to an angle --, de- necessary to establish by the late 1980's
scriptive of the electrostatic:covalent internationally competitive VLSI process
ratio in the base:reference acid complex. technologies within the UK and make these
M.H. Abraham (University of Surrey, UK) available to a wide base of users via the
showed that it was possible to demon- provision of advanced computer aided de-
strate the virtual equivalence of a sol- sign (CAD) tools.
ute scale and a solvent scale of hy- Some important areas of the Alvey
drogen-bond basicity for nonassociated VLSI Program in which commercial ex-
compounds, provided that the reference ploitation is already taking place are
acids in each case led to 0 values that highlighted in the brochure. They in-
were almost the same--around 650. It was clude:
agreed that C. Laurence (Laboratoire
de Spectrochimie Moleculaire, Nantes, * The first Alvey-researched VLSI proc-
France) would examine a solvent scale of ess already in production (1.25-micron
basicity on these lines, and would then bulk CMOS, STC Footscray).
liaise with Drs. Abboud (Instituto de * Plans laid for the production of five
Quimca Fisica Rocosolano, Madrid, Spain) further UK VLSI process technologies
and Abraham and other interested workers, before the end of 1988.
using the Kamlet/Taft 6/c formulation * Successful development of several ad-

* where appropriate. vanced semiconductor process equip-
A notable feature of the workshop ments and their introduction on to the

was the extent of animated discussion, market.
leading to reasonably general agreement e Support for CAD standards in design
as to the way forward. The workshop was (ELLA) and data interchange (EDIF) to
thus very successful in bringing together enhance user access to UK technology.
chemists and in encouraging them to col-
lectively approach the problems of hy- Copies of the "guide" are available
drogen-bond scales. The eventual outcome from The Press Office, Room 723, Depart-
could lead to major steps torward in this ment of Trade and Industry, 1 Victoria
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Street, London SWlH 0ET. (No price is flo as is being done, for example, in a
given.) water tunnel in Aachen for the German

automobile industry.

Laser Doppler Anemometry
-J. Fox The LDA effort at Fiat is based on

3/ '4/87 the Wigley-design apparatus from Aus-
tria's AVL company (.', 41-3:163-164
[1987]). Fiat purchased a single-channel
system in April 1986 and, in cooperation

FIAT RESEARCH CENTER AT TURIN with C. Vafidis at Imperial College, Lon-
don, UK, has already reported on some in-

The Fiat Research Center, one of the let flow measurements in a diesel engine.
independent companies making up the Fiat The special, Fiat engine that is being
group, has been in existence for about used in these experiments is also being
10 years and employs about 600 people. studied by Dr. Coghe at the Technical
U.ithough originally involved in general University of Milan, and a somewhat mod-
energy research (windmills for example), ified version (see '.c,%'40-11/12:436-440
the emphasis in the past 3 years has been [1986]) by J. Whitelaw at Imperial Col-
on research on improvement in automobile lege.

* performance. There may be a tendency to The codes used to analyze the re-
think of automotive research as somewhat sults of flow measurements for this anal-

% pedestrian; however, future advances in ysis are based on the work of A.D. Gosman
engine technology require sophisticated at Imperial College and extended by
techniques. Dr. Cipolla, the research R.J.R. Johns, his student. Thus, the
director, indicated to me that perform- origins of both the Fiat computational
ance improvements of 10 to 20 percent work and that at AVL goes back to Imperi-
were fairly easy in the 1970's but that al College.
now fundamental understanding of the in- The Fiat Center retains F.V. Bracco,
ternal aerodynamics of the internal com- Princeton University New Jersey, as a
bustion engine will be needed to obtain consultant, and he and H.C. Gupta have
performance increases of i to 2 percent. developed a series of codes for the mod-
I also had an opportunity to discuss the eling of combustion in internal combus-
research program of the laboratory with tion engines. There are thus strong ties
Dr. Rinolfi, the head of the Center. he with both the US and the UK in Fiat's
expressed an interest in obtaining some current research effort.
practical results from, for example,
applying the more advanced techniques of Tribology
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) in the Over 10 percent of the energy losses
laboratory. I am certain that he was in an engine are due to internal fric-
aware of the difficulties involved. tion. If it were possible to reduce these

losses by 50 percent a fuel saving of 2
Test Cells percent would be realized. There is a

I visited the engine test cells, but JRC and EEC program on measurement of
since I have not made a similar visit to these losses and an experimental setup at
such US facilities it is difficult for me Fiat devoted to determining oil pressure
to make comparisons with US technology, and film thickness in bearings. Again,
Fiat's test cells are all computer con- the computer codes for prediction and
trollcd. One of the first test cells con- design of these experiments are based on
tained a standard Fiat engine on which work in the US--by Booker, at Cornell
control strategies were being determined University.
on a programmable Bosch controller; in-
terest here was in pollution control and Injection Sprays
fuel efficiency through a variety of auto For diesel engines there is a large
scenarios. Control studies such as I experimental effort in Europe on analysis
viewed on a four-cycle racing engine are of fuel injection sprays. University work
reported through the Joint Research Com- in sprays is going on at Milan, Pisa, and
mittee (JRC [Volvo, Fiat, VW, Renault, Naples. Spray investidations usually rely
etc.]) which, among it's other functions, on the latest laser techniques. At Fiat,
serves as a center for exchange of ad- one investigation used flash photography
vanced research ideas. In another test to obtain shadowgraphs and schlieren pho-
cell, detailed heat transfer measurements tographs of a Weber injector and other
were in progress. Only straightforward nonconventional inj -ctors. At present,
though cleverly applied technology was Fiat is installinq a commercial laser
being used to characterize the cooling spray detector, which is based on light
system of an engine. No effort was being diffracted from the par t i (]'s. To hear
made to determine the interior coolant of spray studies such as this I sometimes
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wonder if anyone ever reviewed the work ACOUSTIC LEVITATION OF CERAMIC SPHERES
of the 1950's. In 1955 I worked for Aero-
jet, who then had an active spray program Interesting work is in progress in
in liquid rockets, but with different Karlsruhe, West Germany, in the European
conditions. Institute of Transuranium Elements (EITE)

on ceramic materials at temperatures
Lasers in the Assembly Line above 3000 K. A group of workers have

A rather large effort (25 people) is constructed a laser-autoclave-acoustic
devoted to the application of lasers to levitation system for containerless heat-
the Fiat assembly line. This started in ing to temperatures of 6000 K and pres-
1976 when a large AVCO welder of 15 kW sures of 1000 bar. Solids can be heated
with a 0.6- to 0.7-mm-diameter spot size to above their melting point, and the
was acquired. At the center there are molten material remains levitated and
now several commercial CO 2 welders in the stable in position.
range of 5 kW that are fairly advanced-- There are very many interesting fea-
with five-axis cutting systems. The tures to this system, though it is the
welders are used for deep welding and acoustic levitation which is of special
heat treatment of interior cylinder sur- note and which I describe in this note.
faces. The application of CO 2 welders in- r aser-Autoclave for High Temperatures and
volves the use of robotic arms and vision High Prersuees
systems which are parts of a flexible Tgh Pressures
manufacturing system. The integration of The apparatus at EITE consists of
these concepts into automatic manufac- pulsed multibeam laser heating of spheri-
turing requires mathematical models of cal specimens, under pressurized inert
factories and assembly lines. The Fiat gas atmosphere with acoustic levitation.

center has an active program in this The system is shown in Figure 1. Acoustic

area. levitation suppresses any need for a con-
tainer for the specimen. Temperature

Auto Electronics measurements are carried out using a

The interference effect on the elec- multiwavelength pyrometer and density

tronic systems in the automobile is an measurements using a microfocus x-ray

important study recently begun at Fiat. shadow technique. All of the systems

Fiat has just finished constructing Eur- have been constructed at EITE and are in
opes first anechoic chamber for investi- working condition. Measurements can begation of electronic interference effects carried out on solid and molten forms.
gtin oolectronic isnterfernche eeces The vapor pressures of solids and melts
in automobiles, and is now in the process can be determined as well as temperature
of calibrating it. In this particular cang o denit, at caacteseandcase I have a direct comparison with changes of density, heat capacities, and
Aecase fahave tied;rehe comparrson wird emissivities. The materials to be ex-
American facilities; the chamber at Ford amined are U02 , UN, PuN, and (U,Pu)N.
(US) is some two to three times as large
as the Fiat facility. Background to Acoustic Levitation

Magill et al. (1987) reviewed the
Conclusion various possible methods of levitation

Other activities at Fiat include: before choosing acoustic levitation as

o Investigations of turbocharged engines the most suitable for the their applica-

(which can result in an increase in tion. The other methods of levitation

performance of up to 15 percent) are electromagnetic, electrostatic, opti-
o Advanced research in materials and cal, aerodynamic, ferrofluid, and dielec-

ceramics trophoretic.

o Finite element analysis of mechanical
and thermal effect in cylinder blocks ,

o Aerodynamic investigations of the
rear-wing aerodynamic contour on the
Lancia racing car to keep it solidly _

in contact with the ground.

In the part of the center that I
visited it is clear that Fiat's research
is more applied than basic. There appears
to be excellent contact between the cen-
ter and workers in Italian universities,
and there are strong interactions with
work in the US. I,

a r r 7 J . Figur- 1. Set-up ()f laser autoclave tech-
7/ /37 nLqu , wltt 7-U ic levitation (EITE).

'Ile
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Gorkov (1962) has shown that the
force, F, on a small dense sphere in an
acoustic standing wave is given by

F a D2PV2(OTD/;) sin (4rz/X)

where D is the diameter of the small
sphere, p is the density of the gas, Vo
is the maximum velocity of gas displace-
ment, X the wavelength, z the distance of
the sphere from the origin. Levitation
occurs when this force is equal to the
gravitational force on the sphere.

Some of the optimum and typical con-
ditions discussed by Magill are:

" The maximum diameter, D(max), of a
sphere to be levitated is given by Figure 3. Four spheres are leviated, one
D(max)O.7X. The optimum diameter, at each node. The spheres can remain in
D(OPT), is given by D(opt)%A/3. position for hours. Sound wave diffrac-

" A water droplet, of D=l cm in air at tion effects cause the line-up not to be
i bar requires a minimum value Vo of linear near the vibrator.
9.6 ms- 1, the minimum pressure ampli-
tude to be 4x10- 2 bar, which corre-
sponds to a sound pressure level, SPL, General Observations
of 163 dB at an optimum frequency of Some general observations made by
11 kHz. Magill concerning the experimental re-

* In the case of a sphere of U0 2, of sults so far are:
diameter 0.5 mm, the minimum Vo is
6.8 ms-1 , the minimum pressure ampli- 1. Spheres of UO2 of diameter 3 mm,
tude is 2.8x10-2 bar, and the optimum lead spheres of diameter 3 mm, steel
frequency is 220 kHz. spheres of diameter 1 mm, and H 20 spheres

" When spheres of diameters 500-1000 4m of diameter 3 mm have been levitated and
are used, the optimum frequencies are remain in stable position for hours--even
100-200 kHz. days.

2. Spheres can be located at each
The Acoustic Resonator pressure node; in Figure 3, four spheres

A standing wave is excited in air are levitated, one at each node.
between a piston sound source and a re- 3. The multiwavclength pyrometer
flector, separated by a distance of nx/2. constructed at EITE works well. The x-ray
The oiston sound source consists of a shadow technique is partially successful,
transducer plus shaped horn (see Fig- though improved observational fluorescent
ure 2). A typical piston reflector dis- screens are required. Atmospheric pres-
tance is 1.2 cm for n=5 in air at a sound sure studies and pressures to 170 bar
wave frequency of 70 kHz. The energy have been undertaken so far and no dif-
requirement is about 10 watts. ficulties are expected at higher pres-

sures; argon is the only gas used so far.
The laser heating system is fully opera-

R fIct0, tional.
, 4 2 2 4. The pulse laser heating induces

---- instabilities at temperatures approaching
.-3000 K, when the microsphere is ejected

sideways. This is considered to be due
to the heating of the gas in the vicinity

> of the microsphere; Magill and coworkers
-- plan to use other rare gases of higher

thermal conductivity, such as helium,
increase the pressure, increase the size

-of the oscillator plates, etc. These
Pressure Veloc~ty Force studies are in progress at present.

Summary

Pstam Sod The acoustic levitation system as
Sour. constructed at EITE permits levitation of

spheres of metals, ceramics, and liquids.
Figure 2. Levitation of spheres in an They can be kept in position for several
acoustic standing wave (schematic). days. The Pnrgy requirement is of the
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order of 10 watts, and a simple system the Coagulation is effective up to 10 me-
can be constructed for relatively small ters from the sound source.
cost, although experience is required in Oseen force drifting occurs by par-
the desin of such systems. ticles moving towards the sound source by

Containerless experiments of all the averaged Oseen force (Westervelt,
kinds can be undertaken using acoustic 1951; Mednikov, 1965). This force is due
levitation. The laser system should per- to the nonlinear interaction of an asym-
mit temperatures of 10,000 K and higher. metric sound wave with a particle. Cal-

culations indicated that a particle of
References diameter 10 Am will drift towards the
Gorkov, L.P., Soviet Physics-Koklady, sound source at 'i ms-1  for a sound

6 (1962), 773-775. source of 160 dB. The velocity increases
Magill, J., F. Capone, R. Beukers, P. with the power of the sound source and

Werner, and R.W. Ohse, "Pulsed Laser with the size of the particle. The asym-
Heating of Acoustically levitated Mi- metric sound wave is achieved by super-
crospheres under pressure," High Tem- imposing two sound waves of 20 Hz and
perature High Pressure (1987), in 40 Hz with a phase shift of 90 degrees.
press. Magill points out that a transducer array

of area 5x5 m2 is feasible and can treat
an air volume of 5x5x×0 m 3 in a time of
5 seconds, and Magill has estimated that

ouis Cartz a cloud of diameter of 100 m and contain-
8/1/87 ing a total mass of particles of 500 kg,

which is approximately 1 gm- 3 , can, in
principle, be scavenged in 1 hour using a
100-kW acoustic power source (Magill,

CONTAINMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION 1987; Magill and Pickering, 1987).
Magill plans to extend the applica-

Important studies are being carried tion to gases by spraying with an absorp-
out by J. Magill and coworkers at the tive aerosol such as carbon or zeolite
European Institute for Transuranium Ele- particles, and then proceeding to collect
ments, Karlsruhe, West Germany, on the particles with the absorbed gases by
.acoustic scavenging"--that is, acoustic acoustic scavenging. It should be pos-
coagulation of aerosols followed by sible to carry out the same procedure
"averaged Oseen drift" collection. Magill with liquid suspensions and solutions.
is proposing a method of emergency clean-
ing of open air and water systems by a Research Requirements Proposed by Magill
radically different approach based on Acoustic coagulation is a relatively
high-intensity sound waves. Possible well-known phenomenon and has been used
applications being concidered are: to filter out small particles in confined

spaces in various industrial processes.
" Emergency removal of radioactive and Research is required to establish optimum

toxic aerosols from the open air frequencies for use in the open air.
* Removal of poisonous gases from the Coagulation rates are required for very

atmosphere low mass loadings--less than 1 gm- 3 .
* Emergency removal of soluble toxic So far, the theory of particle

organics from water, drifting towards the sound source by the
averaged Oseen force has been tested for

The method is particularly well, particle diameter of 200 Am using 300-
suited to the case of accidental release 600 Hz. Research needs to be carried out
of a radioactive cloud into the atmos- to determine drift velocities for parti-
phere. cle sizes of 5-100 Am under asymmetric

The mechanism of acoustic scavenging sound waves of 1-40 kHz.
depends on acoustic coagulation of the The effectiveness of scavenging
aerosol, followed by Oseen force drifting toxic gases by spraying with absorptive
of the particles to the sound source, aerosols, needs to be investigated. The
Acoustic coagulation is induced by high- absorption process should be enhanced by
intensity sound waves (Mednikov 1965), the presence of a high-intensity sound
and has been demonstrated for latex aero- field, and this, too, ought to be stud-
sols and for (U,Pu)02  particles by ied. The removal of toxic organic mate-
Magill and Pickering (1987). Using sound rials from water can be undertaken by
pressure levels of 160 dB at a frequency adding activated carbon or zeolite pow-
of 20 kHz for 5 seconds, a flocculation ders to the water. The presence of the
index (final to initial diameter ratio) high-intensity sound field should once
of 60 can be achieved. Particles sizes of again enhance the absorption process.
0.1 to 1.0 am become 6 to 60 Am, after Further work on these methods should
irradiation. Calculations indicated that be encouraged because they appear to be
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within the realm of the possible and to good use so that the sintering charac-
practical. teristics of ceramics are now being un-

dertaken under very clean and rigorous
References conditions. The many furnaces are all
Magill, J., "Removal of Radioactive and computer-controlled for precise tempera-

Toxic Aerosol and Gas from the Atmos- ture control. Sintering can be carried
phere by Acoustic Scavenging, "Euratom out under controlled atmospheres such as
Patent Luxembourg (21 Apr 1987). N 2. The preparation of reaction-bonded

I and S. Pickering, "Removal of Ra- Si3N 4 (RBSN) is being investigated--using
dioactive and Toxic Aerosols and Gases a (16000 C) thermobalance--by study of the
from the Atmosphere by Acoustic Scav- reaction of Si powder compacts with N2 at
enging," Poster contribution at the 1400 0C. The reaction is exothermic, and
World Conference on Chemical Acci- must be maintained below the melting
dents, Rome (July 1987). point of Si; the delicate computer-

Mednikov, E.P., Acoustic Coagulation and controlled feedback system developed by
Precipitation of Aerosols, [Transla- the laboratory personnel enables the tem-
tion by C.V. Laricle] (New York: Con- perature to be maintained; the progress
sultants Bureau, 1965). of the sintering of the RBSN can be fol-

Westervelt, P.J., Journal of the Acoustic lowed from the thermobalance data. The
Society America, 23 (1951), 312. computer program enables the nitration to

be carried out at a constant rate, with
the temperature of the furnace adjusted
automatically for this to occur. This

Louis Cartz has been done with a small specimen that
8/19/87 can fit inside the thermobalance. Sub-

sequently, larger Si specimens have been
heated in N2 in larger furnaces, using
the same computer program to control the

CERAMICS RESEARCH AT THE NUCLEAR RESEARCH time/temperatures, and this has permitted
ESTABISHMENT, MOL, BELGIUM the nitration of large Si compacts to be

carried out at a constant rate.
Like many atomic energy research es- The department has several dilatome-

tablishments, the Belgium Nuclear Re- ters, and these are used to follow the
search Establishment (Studiecentrum voot sintering behavior of ceramics up to
Kernenergie/Centre d'6tude de l'energie 20000 C at pressures to 50 bar N2. It
nucl4aire [SCK/CEN]) at Mol has divers- also has a Hg-porosimeter for specific
ified into nonnuclear programs. Dr. G. surface area measurements, equipment for
Spaepen is responsible for the overall hot isostatic pressing (HIP) x-ray dif-
program and Dr. F. Casteels is responsi- fraction, gas permeability sensing, etc.
ble for the materials program, which is Finally, it is equipped with a large-
composed of sections from different SCK/ volume furnace 1 mx25 cmx25 cm capable of
CEN departments. For example, in the operating at 2000*C in a controlled at-
Physics Department, studies of metal mosphere.
physics, semiconductors, and amorphous
materials are carried out; in the Metal- Lithium Ceramics as Breeder Materials
lurgy Department, extensive work on pow- One particular study is of the sin-
der metallurgy (i.e., oxide-dispersion- tering of Li2SiO 3 and Li2 ZrO 3 ceramics
strengthened ferritic steel tubes) are that can act as breeder materials--
investigated; and the Ceramics Department i.e, as possible tritium sources

* (derived from the earlier nuclear fuel (3Li6+onl1iH3+ 2He4) for fusion reactors
fabrication laboratory) has developed (Kwast et al., 1985). The department is
ceramics such as U0 2 and PuO 2. also studying the sintering of Li2SiO 3

The Mol facility has extensive labora- and Li2ZrO 3 ceramics under a multination
tories available for the preparation of European Research Studies (ERS) program
ceramic materials. In this note I de- to examine a range of Li-containing
scribe the facilities and research I ceramics.
found during my visit to the Ceramics Flipot et al. (1985, 1986) have been
Department, which is under the direction able to sinter Li2SiO 3  to obtain 96-per-
of Dr. A.J. Flipot. cent theoretical density ceramics, and

the material has an extended open poros-
The Ceramics Department ity. The characteristics of the raw ma-

The clean ceramic preparation facili- terials used to prepare Li2SiO 3  have
ties that are available in the Ceramics been shown to be most important. The
Department date back to earlier work with group uses a precipitated silica powder
PuO 2 when very great care was taken to of high specific surface area in the re-
overcome the dust problem when preparing action with Li carbonate; other Si0 2 pow-
the PuO 2 ceramics. This experience is put ders do not react well. This forms a
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powder of Li2SiO 3 , which is found to be Flipot, A.J., and P. Diels, "Relationship
highly sinterable. The sintering is car- Between Fabrication and Structural
ried out at 925-950*C; higher tempera- Characteristics of Sintered Lithium
tures are found to give rise to lower Metasilicate," Journal of Nuclear Ma-
density ceramics. The presence of fluo- terials, Vol 141-143 (1986), 339-343.
rine impurity was deleterious. Careful Kwast, H., R. Conrad, and J.D. Elen,
open-porosity measurements were made be- "Exotic and Experimental Programme on
cause of their importance to determine the Development of Ceramic Tritium
the amount of tritium and helium retained Breeding Materials," Journal of Nucle-
within the ceramic. The Li2SiO 3 ceramics ar Materials, Vols 133 and 134 (1985),
are being prepared with a range of grain- 246-250.
sizes from 0.5- to 1.2-4m, and a range of
compositions to observe the effect of
small amounts of a second silicate phase.

Sintering studies on Li2 ZrO 3 are in Louis Cartz
progress; this ceramic is believed to 8/13/87
have the lowest level of retained tritium
and helium, exhibits very little swel-
ling, and is the most compatible with
steel. The attack on the cladding on SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY TO CREATE UNDER-
steel decreases in the order Li20, WATER ACOUSTICS CHAIR
Li4SiO,, Li2SiO 3 , LiAlO 2 , and Li2 ZrO 3 .
These Li compounds represent the range of The University of Southampton is
ceramics under the ERS study at the vari- planning to create a chair in underwater
ous atomic energy establishments, acoustics in the very near future, ac-

The Li2 ZrO 3 ceramics are prepared as cording to Professor S.A. Thorpe, one of
follows: Li 2CO 3+ZrO 2 are calcined to- the senior staff members in the oceano-
gether to give a powder that sinters graphy department. If this comes about,
well. Pressed pellets are sintered at Southampton may be the only university in
800-10000 C. Good sintering is attained Europe with such a chair. In support of
at 850'C. At this stage, monoclinic and this action, Thorpe expressed the belief
tetragonal Li2ZrO 3 exist, and the per- that graduate students are not really
centage of tetragonal decreases on in- given the opportunity to work in this
crease of the sintering temperature. field since so few universities offer
Theoretical densities of 93 percent have pertinent courses or have staff members
been obtained; these densities retain an with acoustic interests. The number of
extended open porosity with mean pore marine scientists with strong backgrounds
diameter of 0.3 gm. in acoustics is consequently quite small,

Experimental studies are continuing making the delineation and solution of
on grain size and open porosity, on the problems in underwater sound that much
stability of the Li2SiO 3 and Li2 ZrO 3  more difficult. It will be interesting to
crystal structures to radiation damage see whether other European universities
effects of ion bombardment, and on trit- will follow Southampton's lead.
ium release rates.

Summary
Ceramic sintering and characteriza- Jerome Williams

tion studies are carried out at Mol under 7/29/87
extremely clean and vigorous conditions.
RBSN is prepared under constant reaction-
rate conditions; the computer control for
this was established using a thermo- REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY THE
balance, and the same computer control FRENCH MINISTRY OF RESEARCH
program can be used on larger furnaces.

The lithium ceramics, Li2SiO 3 and Oceanographic remote sensing activi-
Li2ZrO 3, are under extensive study to ob- ties at the Ministry of Research (MRES)
tain ceramics of high theoretical density in Paris were described to me by Profes-
yet with an open porosity; this is re- sor Joseph Gonella, the coordinator of
quired for their use as a breeder materi- French remote sensing efforts, when I
al for fusion reactors, visited him in June. As might be ex-

pected, the French are very interested in
References maximum use of the SPOT satellite, so
Flipot, A.J., P. Diels and R. Lecocq, MRES has an active program to explore

"Preparation of High Sinterable Lith- novel techniques of extracting applica-
ium Metasilicate," Journal of Nuclear tions-oriented information from SPOT im-
Materials, Vol 133 and 134 (1985), ages. This program, called Programme
226-229. Exploitoire et Propetoire SPOT (PEPS),
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is being pursued by groups at IFREMER DIRECTORY OF EUROPEAN "PHOTONICS" SUP-
and the University of Marseilles. PLIERS AVAILABLE

One idea being examined is the pos-
sible use of sun-glint photos, since I have a mini-directory of European
these pictures may contain information firms involved in the development, manu-
similar to that in synthetic aperture facture, and supply of optical, optoelec-
radar (SAR) images. SPOT is particularly tronic, electro-optic, and laser devices,
well suited to obtain this type of scene and some related electronics. One part of
because it is possible to vary both the the directory lists suppliers for specif-
sensor nadir and azimuth angles by ap- ic areas (for example, one heading is
propriate ground commands. The panchro- "Optical components," with subheadings
matic sensor is used, and it is pointed ranging from "Beamsplitters" to "Win-
toward the east in the morning. These dows"). The other part of the directory
images have not only been used to study gives an alphabetical listing of sup-
internal waves and eddies in the region pliers, with complete address, and tele-
of Gibraltar, but they are also being phone, telex, and FAX numbers.
used in the intertidal zone to help in I will be glad to send a copy of the
management of oyster fisheries. Work is 21-page directory to interested col-
also being done to directly relate "sea leagues. Address your inquiries to me at
truth" to satellite measurements. ONR London.

There is some activity by MRES in
the area of active sensors as well. A
group at the French Meteorological Office
interested in scatterometer applications Paul Roman
is operating with the TOPEX group in 9/8/87
Toulouse in an attempt to enhance both
scatterometer and altimeter data by co-
ordination and concurrent use. The pos-
sibility of using active sensors in
helping to solve beach erosion problems TOPICS RELATED TO NANOMETER ELECTRONICS--
is being addressed by a number of groups A WORKSHOP SESSION SPONSORED BY ONRL
working together. These include a mod-
eling group at one branch of the Univer- A small, well-focused, efficient
sity of Paris, and other modeling, data Workshop on Quantum Transport Theory was
assimilation, and data validation groups held from March 2 through 6, 1987, at the
at Toulouse. In addition, at another conference center in San Miniato, Italy.
branch of the University of Paris some The organizers of this enterprise were
basic research involving the physics Professor C. Jacobini (Computer Science
of radar backscattering is being pur- School, University of Modena, Italy),
sued. Professor J.R. Barker (Electonics and

In summary, it appears that MRES is Electrical Engineering, University of
sponsoring a number of very interesting Glasgow, Scotland) and, from the US, Pro-
projects aimed at greater use of satel- fessor D.K. Ferry (Electrical and Compu-
lite data in the solution of many marine ter Engineering Center for Solid State
problems. Electronic Research, Arizona State Uni-

Professor Gonella is also connected versity, Tempe). Special attention was
with the Museum Oceanographie Physique, given to the application of quantum
where, in association with the University transport theory to nanometer electron-
of Paris, he is responsible for putting ics, so crucial in the area of very large
together an academic program in remote scale integration (VLSI).
sensing. Such a course of study, called The principal sponsor of the work-
"Methodes Physiques de I T' 'edetection," shop was the Office of Naval Research in
is now in place. Comple of this pro- Arlington, Virginia. However, the ONR
gram leads the student receipt of a London Branch Office specifically sup-
Diplome d'Etudes Approfoi [tes (D.E.A.), ported six European scientists whose
which is required of all graduate stu- talks (even though not concentrated in
dents in oceanography at the University one particular group) constituted a spe-
of Paris. cial session, entitled "Selected topics

on the physical foundations of nanometer
electronics." In this note, I give a
brief review of the talks that were pre-
sented under ONR London sponsorship.

Jacobini gave a thoughtful introduc-
tory lecture on quantum transport theory.
He reviewed critically the basic assump-

Jerome Williams tions of the semiclassical treatment of
7/29/87 electron transport in semiconductors.
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Jacobini concluded that the critical Baym-Keldysh formalism for nonequilibrium
parameter for evaluating the applicabil- quantum statistical mechanics can be de-
ity of classical transport theory is the rived. He derived general gauge-invariant
time T between collisions (as defined by transport equations for the correlation
classical theory.) However, in modern function, and demonstrated a connection
devices with dimensions 100 nm or less, to the Barker-Ferry transport equation.
the average time between collisions may Much attention was given to interacting
be as short as 10-1 4 sec, so that most spectral densities.
of the classical approximations fail. While the previous two authors dis-
In addition, the geometrical dimensions cussed exact, analytic methods suitable
of the system become comparable to for discussing quantum transport phenom-
several characteristic quantum physics ena, L. Reggiani (Physics Department,
lengths (such as the DeBroglie wave- University of Modena, Italy) lectured on
length, or the radius of electron orbits numerical techniques which recently have
around impurities). Hence, a rigorous been applied to the analysis and solution
quantum theoretical treatment becomes of quantum transport equations; he also
imperative if further progress is to be indicated how these techniques can be
expected. used efficiently for modeling nanometer

Barker gave four presentations. The electronic devices. In particular, Reg-
first three were fascinating discussions giani discussed three simple semiconduc-
of the relation between Green's function tor systems: resonant tunnelling diodes,
techniques, Wigner functions, and quantum quantum-well structures, and high-field
transport phenomena. More specifically, operation of silicon devices. The main
the first talk concerned the equations of line of thought of Reggiani's largely
motion--i.e., the quantum phase space de- tutorial lecture was the illustration of
scriptions of transport--and their rela- the efficiency of quantum-Monte Carlo
tion to the thermodynamic Green's func- simulation procedures for the solution of
tion and to the stationary Wigner func- the Liouville-vo Neuman equation. Reg-
tions. The nonlocality of the Wigner giani's short presentation served as an
equation was well illustrated in the con- introduction to a panel discussion on
text of quantum ballistic transport. A numerical methods. (Unfortunately no re-
new type of Monte Carlo method, valid for cords were taken.)
quantum distributions, was described. The two remaining speakers supported
The second talk focused on transport in by ONR London discussed questions related
strong fields and on weak scattering, to the quantum Hall effect.
Here, again, the Green's function method N. d'Ambrumenil (Physics Department,
was used to derive the quantum kinetic University of Warwick, Coventry, UK) gave
equations for weakly dissipative systems three, very thorough tutorial lectures,
of coupled electrons, phonons, and impur- reviewing current understandings of the
ities under the influence of strong quantum Hall effect (QHE) and of the
driving fields. The third talk discussed fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE).
nonequilibrium scattering. Barker showed He emphasized that the QHE (and also the
that nonequilibrium screening can be de- magnetophonon effect) can be understood
scribed by a generalized dynamic dielec- in terms of the energy levels for a
tric response function which may depend single electron or quasi-particle in the
on the strength of the applied fields, presence of a magnetic field, the prop-
Applications to low-dimensional devices erties of the host lattice, and the elec-
were also discussed. tric field. On the other hand, the FQHE

The fourth talk given by Barker was cannot be described in terms of a modi-
not closely related to the previous, more fied one-electron picture.
general discussions. It concerned the Finally, L. Eaves (physics Depart-
special problems which occur with the de- ment, University of Nottingham, UK) gave
scription of transport in multiply con- lectures which described the recent ex-
nected structures (such as ring devices.) periments of Bliek et al. These studies
One interesting point was the demonstra- investigated the size-dependent quantized
tion of a close relationship between the breakdown of the dissipationless QHE in
phenomena of universal conductance fluc- narrow channels of a two-dimensional
tuations on one hand and the Bohm- electron gas based on GaAs/(AIGa)As het-
Aharonov effect, on the other. erostructures. Eaves then proposed a mod-

A.P. Jauho (Physics Laboratory, Uni- el involving quasi-elastic inter-Landau
versity of Copenhagen, Denmark), gave level scattering for explaining the three
three talks on the use of Green's func- main features of the experiments. These
tion techniques in the derivation of non- features are the high breakdown current
linear quantum kinetic equations for densities, the magnetic field values of
semiconductors. After introducing the the quantum steps in the magnetoresist-
concept of contour-ordered Green's func- ance, and the quantized values of the
tions, Jauho explained how the Kadanoff- magnetoresistance.
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Eaves also talked on his (unrelated) dubbed FRIL (Fuzzy Relational Inference
current experimental research (done in Language) by its inventor, Professor J.
cooperation with researchers at the Royal Baldwin of the Artificial Intelligence
Signals and Radar Establishment and at Group, Information Technology Research
two French universities) regarding three Center, Bristol University, UK. Now I
phenomena in the area of electron tunnel- have learned that FRIL was perfected and
ling through heterostructure barriers: documented to a degree which allowed for
magneto-tunnelling, pressure effects, and commercialization. It has been launched
hot electron effects, as a full commercial product by a

Further information on the entire Bristol-based company, Equipu A.I.R. It
workshop on Quantum Transport Theory can can run, among others, on DEC VAX, IBM
be obtained from Professor D.K. Ferry, PC/AT, Apollo, or Prime. Prices run from
Center for Solid State Electronics Re- about $800 to $8000, depending on imple-
search, Arizona State University, Tempe, mentation.
AZ 85287, who may also supply interested FRIL can run all Prolog programs.
colleagues the informal proceedings of It has an incremental compiler and, to
the workshop. ensure portability, it is written in C.

Baldwin insists that FRIL is ideal for
expert systems and adds that the name of
the product is somewhat outdated because

Paul homan in the commercial version, while it can
31/Z.P/87 accommodate fuzzy sets and operations,

the basic inference mechanism is modeled
more on probability theory.

Most applications of FRIL, so far
EUROPEAN ULTRAVIOLET SPACE OBSERVATORY developed, are in the area of defense.

Another interesting application is the
The European Space Agency (ESA) is learning theory. This is based on learn-

planning to launch in the mid-1990's an ing "things" not by definitions but rath-
ultraviolet space observatory, appropri- er by usage and function.
ately named "Lyman." This space observa- For further information, contact
tory will operate in the largely un- Equip A.I.R. Ltd, 184 Hot- wells Road,
explored far ultraviolet regions between Bristol BS8 4SG, UK, phone (011-44-272)
10 and 200 nm, and it is expected to pro- 213427 extension 272; or Professor J.F.
vide important information on the chem- Baldwin, Information Technology Research
ical composition and physical character- Center, Bristol BS8 ITR, UK, phone (011-
istics of stars, galaxies, and other 44-272) 303030 extension 3380.
celestial objects. The observatory will
consist of a special earth-orbiting
spacecraft carrying a grazing incidence
telescope which, in turn, will serve a
set of ultraviolet spectrographs. Paul Roman

ESA already awarded a E250,000 8/1/87
(',$400,000) grant to the Space and Com-
munication Divisions of British Aero-
space, to be used for conducting a de-
tailed feasibility study.

Further information can be obtained
from J. Humby, Public Relations Manager,
British Aerospace, Space and Communica-

ltions Divisions, Argyle Way, Stevenage,
Herts SGl 2AS. Telephone: (011-44)
438-313456. ONRL COSPONSORED CONFERENCES

ONR, London, can nominate two DOD
employees for free registration in the7/38 r DDepoes n r ntrse nPaul Roman conferences ONRL supports. Readers who

7/23/87 are DOD employees and aeinterested in a
free registration to one of these confer-
ences should write to the Scientific Di-
rector, ONRL, Box 39, FPO New York 09510.

"FRIL" IS COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
Hypersonics, to be held in Paris,

About a year ago I reported in this France, 7-11 December 1987.
journal on the development of a very Controversies in the Social Explana-
promising new expert system language (ESN tion of Psychological Behavior, Paris,
40-7:229-230 [1986]). This language was France, 14-16 January 1988.
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ONRL REPORTS

To request reports, indicate the report number (in parentheses after the title
and author's name) on the self-addressed mailer and return it to ONR, London.

Biological Sciences
Review of Cytoskeleton Research in Cell Differentiation and Development, by

Claire E. Zomzeley-Neurath. (7-024-C) Papers given at this conference, held in
April 1987 in Granada, Spain, are reviewed. The papers focused on the analysis of
the assembly dynamics of microtubules, intermediate filaments, and action filaments
to provide the structural basis of the role played by the cytoskeleton in different-
iating a variety of cell systems, early embryogenesis, and the biological and genetic
aspects of cytoplasmic organization.

Material Sciences
A Joint UK-West German Meeting Discusses Advanced Engineering Ceramics, by Louis

Cartz. (7-029-C) Silicon nitride ceramic properties discussed at this meeting in
April 1987 included sintering in the presence of silicon oxynitride glass, gas pres-
sure sintering, oxidation problems, and reactions with silicon carbide. Silicon oxy-
nitride glasses are shown to be inherently transparent.

Assessment of Electroceramic Research in Europe and the Middle East, by Robert
W. Vest. (7-028-R) European/Middle Eastern research in microelectronics is dis-
cussed under four topic areas: dielectronics, sensors, hybrid microelectronics, and
non-conventional processing.

Mechanics
European Reacting Flow Research: A Final Assessment, by Eugene F. Brown. (7-

027-R) The author provides a sampling of combination research activities in Europe,
with emphasis on the work in France, West Germany, and the UK. He states that there
is a great deal of diversity in the projects, and in most cases there is strong in-
dustrial support. He also reports on the important new European initiatives--the
European Communities Combustion Research Program and the European Center on Flow,
Turbulence, and Combustion Simulation.

international Conference on the Aerodynamics at Low Reynolds Numbers Between
104 end 106, by Thomas J. Mueller. (7-024-C) Presentation made at this conference
are reviewed. Topics include airfoil design methods and verification, airfoil
calculation methods, low Reynolds number research at NASA Langley, unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics, wind turbine applications, separation bubbles,
experimental facilities and testing, and remotely piloted vehicles.

AGARD--The NATO Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, by
CDR Dennis R. Sadowski. (7-025-C) The AGARD origin, mission, organization, and
list of AGARD Panels i. presented in this brief summary of an important aerospace
advisory body.

Highlights of the 70th Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on Flight Vehicle De-
veZopment Time and Cost Reduction, by CDR Dennis R. Sadowski. (7-026-C) Selected
presentations given at this meeting, held in May 1987 in Toulouse, France, are re-
viewed. Topics of the papers include cost estimating, use of CAE-CAD-CAM, prototype
manufacturing, and computer-integrated manufacturing.

OVERSEAS TRAVELERS

Notes on trip reports to locations in Europe and the Middle East which have been
received by ONRL are reported below. For details, contact the traveler directly.

Chemistry
Traveler: Dr. Alfred U. Lowrcy, Laboratory for the Structure of Matter, Naval

Research laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000.
Dr. Lowrey attended the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange (QCPE) Workshop,

which was held in July 1987 at Oxford, UK. QCPE is an organization dedicated to
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serving as a clearing house and distribution center for software and information re-
lating to the entire field of computational chemistry. This year's workshop featured
presentations of extended Hueckel theory, MOPAC/AMPAC (Modified Neglect of Differ-
ential Overlap), molecular mechanics and graphical display, and Gaussian-based ab
initio theory.

Lowrey states that it is important to recognize that computational chemistry has
become the foundation for large-scale efforts in the study of biological materials,
pharmaceuticals, reaction mechanisms, and chemical reactivity as well as being in-
tegrated into the interpretation of experimental data in such fields as spectroscopy,
crystallography, and many laser-based fields of research developed during the last
decade.

Energetics

Traveler: Max J. Stosz, Energetics Materials Division, Research and Technology
Department, Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory, 10901 New Hampshire
Ave., Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000.

Mr. Stosz attended two meetings in West Germany in July 1987. First was the
18th International Conference of ITC on "Technology of Energetic Materials," held in
Karlsruhe. The theme of this meeting was "Manufacturing and Processing-Valuation of
Product Properties." Since the papers and posters given at this meeting have been
published in a bound proceedings (titled "Technology of Energetic Materials") Stosz
reports on processor systems, work on insensitive explosives, and other topics of
special interest to him.

Second was the annual DEA-AP-71-F/G-7304 "Physics of Explosives" meeting, which
was held at Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm (MBB) in Schrobenhausen. Stosz states that

* the presentation material used at this MBB meeting is being collected for future pub-
lication as the meeting minutes.

Oceanography

Traveler: Dr. Thomas Kinder, Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity,
NSTL, Mississippi 39529-5004.

Dr. Kinder participated in two meetings of the World Ocean Circulation Exper-
iment (WOCE) Science Steering Committee as a US representative. The first meeting
was held at the Deacon Oceanographic Laboratory (DOL), Wormley, UK; the second at
Imperial College, London. Both meetings were held in May 1987.

The WOCE has established an International Planning Office at the DOL at Wormley
which serves as the staff and central point of coordination for the planning stages
of the massive international physical oceanographic experiment that will occur during
1990-1995.

WOCE is a component of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP) which evolved
from large global meteorological programs of the 1970's. The WCRP is aimed at im-
proving the understanding of the physical basis for climate, and thus the ability to
predict it. Among several goals of the WCRP is the improved understanding and pre-
dictive ability for time scales up to several decades, for which the oceans are be-
lieved to play a pivotal role. The specific WOCE goals are (1) to develop models for
predicting climate change on decadal scales and to collect data necessary to test
them and (2) to determine the representativeness of the WOCE data sets with respect
to the long-term behavior of the ocean and to find methods for monitoring the long-
term changes in the circulation of the ocean.

The international organization of WOCE is complex, involving both intergovern-
mental and nongovernmental groups. The SSG (Scientific Steering Group, presently
chaired by Dr. Carl Wunsch of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology) is jointly
sponsored by the Joint Steering Committee (JSC) and the CCCO (Committee on Climate
Change and the Ocean).

mMuch of the active planning for WOCE is going forward under various working
groups appointed by the SSG and by national committees. Active national groups have
been formed in the US, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, and the UK. Other
countries have also expressed an interest or have individual scientists participating
in WOCE planning activities (e.g., Australia and Canada). The SSG is actively seeking
further participation from other countries.

The US WOCE and International WOCE planning offices have issued a number of use-
ful reports, and the international office distributes a WOCE newsletter. The ad-
dresses are: Dr. George Needler, WOCE International Planning Office, Deacon
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Oceanographic Laboratory, Brook Way, Wormley, Surrey, UK GU8 5UB; and Dr. Worth Now-
lin, Planning Office for WOCE, Department of Oceanography, Texas A&M University, Col-
lege Station, Texas 77843.

Optical/Optoelectronic Science

Traveler: Dr. Thomas A. Dow, Precision Engineering Center, North Carolina State
University, Campus Box 7910, Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-7910.

Dr. Dow visited the Philips Research Laboratory in Einhoven, the Netherlands, in
spring of 1987 and then attended the Fourth International Symposium on Optical and
Optoelectronics Science and Engineering, which was held at the Hague.

Dow states that as a corporation, Philips, spends about 7 percent of its annual
budget for R&D and of that approximately 1.3 percent is for basic research. He adds
that since the R&D entity is not directly related to the commercial units, it is
flexible and can respond to basic research needs rather than to the individual
operating units. He was given a tour of the Philips precision engineering research
facility and was shown several diamond turning and other diamond tools. He also ob-
tained a catalog listing a number of designs that are available from Philips.

Dow was privileged to discuss the current work of the laboratory with Dr. J.
Franse, and concluded that the mechanical talent of the Philips staff for producing
high-precision mechanical devices is impressive. The traction drives, the laser in-
terferometer feedback technique, and the style of design and fabrication were all
excellent.

Presentations at the meeting at the Hague--The Fourth International Symposium on
Optical and Optoelectronic Science and Engineering (SPIE)--were grouped into three
subject areas: sensors, precision fabrication, and control. Sensors, or sensor sys-
tems, discussed included one that uses a laser diode source and a pair of lenses to
measure reflected light to determine if it is focused on the surface, and another
that uses the reflection of a laser light in conjunction with rotating table to de-
termine the angles of diamond tools. Phase measuring interferometers were also dis-
cussed.

The second general area of interest at the conference concerned the under-
standing of fabrication processes which could be used for precision optical or me-
chanical surfaces. Of particular interest here was the fabrication of ceramic and
glass materials by single point diamond turning and grinding.

Very little was presented on the subject of control, and the author concludes
that a particular need still exists to relate the understanding that is being devel-
oped of the fabrication process to control that process and improve the precision of
the final product.

Ultrasonics

Traveler: Dr. Walter M. Madigosky, Non-Metallic Materials Branch, Naval Surface
Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland 29010.

Dr. Madigosky attended the 16th convention of the Ultrasonics International Con-
ference sponsored by the journal Ultrasonics, and held in July 1987 in London, UK.
This year's conference featured a full-day tutorial session, "Pathways of Ultra-
sound," which consisted of nine lectures by internationally known experts in ultra-
sound who sought new insights into the fundamental as well as the advances in appli-
cations. Madigosky states that this session provided a link between the basic phys-
ics of the various ultrasonics phenomena and the specific, highly specialized work
that was presented in the general conference.

Topics of the sessions in the main conference were: visualization, propagation,
acousto-optics, NDT composites, laser-generated ultrasound, nonlinear acoustics, med-
ical and biological ultrasound, high-power ultrasonics, underwater acoustics, acous-
tic microscopy, signal processing, NDT mathematical, transducers, surface waves,
transducer materials, measurements in physics, and materials characterization. Madi-
gosky says that, overall, there appeared to be an increased use of surface waves, a
revival of molecular acoustics, and rediscovery of ultrasonics for material evalua-
tion.
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REPORTS ON EUROPEAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FROM OTHER COMMANDS

Information on each of the reports listed below was furnished by the activity
identified by the abbreviations for that office. Requests for copies of or informa-
tion about the document of interest should be addressed to the appropriate office:

USARDSG--US Army Research Development and Standardization
Group, Box 15/65, FPO New York, 09510-1500

EOARD--European Office of Aerospace Research and Development,
Box 14, FPO, New York 09510

Multidiscipline
.Scientific HighZights, (Spring 1987), a quarterly report by the US Army Research

Development and Standardization Group (UK). (28 pp) [No number assigned. Request
by title from USARDSG.]

This report presents summaries of selected European research and technology pro-
jects concerned with physics, material sciences, chemistry, mechanics, electronics/
computer sciences, and environmental sciences. The report also includes lists of
future workshops and conferences in the various disciplines.

Chemistry
Propellant Research Activities at ONERA, by MAJ Scott Shackelford, European

Office of Aerospace research and Development. (17 pp) [EOARD-LR-87-39.]
The Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA) belongs to

the French Ministry of Defense and is a large laboratory which conducts fundamental
in-house research for all facets of defense-related aeronautic development. ONERA's
Chemical Propellant Division has completed a comparative fundamental combustion mech-
anism study on double base and HMX-containing composite missile propellants and
reached some interesting conclusions which complement and support a recent Air Force
in-house condensed phase deuterium isotope effect research study on the HMX combus-
tion mechanism, theoretical performance prediction and experimental verification
studies on propellant ingredients and formulations. These latter predictions and ver-
ification studies include modeling and performance behavior in rocket motor design
for integrated rocket/ramjet application.

Life Sciences
6th Meeting on Aeronautic and Space Medicine, Paris, France, by MAJ Jim

McDougal, European Office of Aerospace Research and Development. (2 pp) [EOARD-
LR-87-57.]

The French Soci6t4 SOFRAMAS sponsored a meeting on aerospace medicine at the
Paris Air Show on 15 June 1987. Ten papers in French were presented and discussed.
Four sessions included; (1) medical fitness aspects of helicopter, acrobatic and
physically handicapped pilots; (2) ergonomics, medical fitness, and psychological
profiles of air traffic controllers; (3) astronaut selection, cardiovascular and sen-
sory motor adaptation to weightlessness, and disturbances in calcium metabolism due
to weightlessness; and (4) air transportation of patients on national and inter-
national flights. These papers will be published in the Soci4t6's journal.

Material Sciences
Thermal Plasma Research, by LTC Jim Hansen, European Office of Aerospace Re-

search and Development. (4 pp) [EOARD-LR-87-62.]
Some of the most advanced research in thermal plasma spraying in Europe is led

by Professor Fauchais at the University of Limoges, France. They are world class in
experimentation and diagnostics of thermal plasma sprays. Capabilities to measure
sprayed particle surface temperature and evaporation in flight are remarkable. Coat-
ings produced from their research include thermal barrier, wear resistant and corro-
sion resistant coatings of various ceramics. They also study plasma ejected during
laser impingement on metals and laser chemical vapor deposition.

Damage Mechanics for High Temperature Materials at a Leading French University ,
by LTC Jim Hansen, European Office of Aerospace Research and Development. (2 pp)
[EOARD-LR-87-59.]

The Laboratory of Mechanics and Technology, at a French university in Cachan,
specializes in research of damage mechanics for sophisticated aerospace materials.
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Materials tested include high-temperature metals for turbine disks and carbon-carbon
composites. Basic research in damage evolution in these materials is carried out for
large aerospace companies, such as SNECMA and Aerospatiale.

Mechanics
'scte'zdu. .4K'rc, A dnics i otland, by LTC Robert C. Winn, European Office of

Aerospace Research and Development. (34 pp) [EOARD-LR-87-75.]
Professor R.A. McD. Galgraith at Glasgow University has an outstanding experi-

mental facility for the study of unsteady aerodynamics. He is able to pitch a large
airfoil (1.5 feet chord x 6 feet span) at rates up to 350'/s. He is able to produce
sinusoidal, sawtooth, or any other airfoil pitching motran. This report consists of
a brief discussion ot the apabilities of the lab and copies of some papers covering
recent work.

i.,n:2, by LTC Robert C. Winn, European Office of Aerospace
Research and Development. (2 pp) [EOARD-LR-87-71.]

The Institute that Professor Mathieu founded over 20 years ago is still pro-
ducing excellent work in several areas of fluid mechanics. What began as an insti-
tute for studying turbulence has now grown to also include specialization in turbo-
machinery aerodynamics (velocity measurements between blades of a supersonic compres-
sor), atmospheric modeling (earth boundary layer with a temperature inversion),
acoustics (active and passive duct and jet noise redvction) , and hydrodynamics (two
phase flow). This report covers some of the potential areas of cooperative research.

5ourdary Laycr -ranstior Studies, by LTC Robert C. Winn, European Office of
Aerospace Research and Development. (26 pp) [EOARD-LR-87-70.J

Researchers at the University of Paris are performing fundamental work in the
transition of boundary layers from laminar to turbulent. They are studying the role
of three-dimensional processes in the transition. Specifically, they are analyzing
the formation, growth, and stability of counter-rotating vortices with axes aligned
with the flow direction known as Gortler vortices Using very precise test condi-
tions and a very clever method of flow visualizat-on, they have been able to pin-
point the conditions at which these vortices will form. This report consists of a
brief description of their work and facility and a copy of a paper on the subject.

Physics
Laser Research at the University of Lyon, by Stacey Lazdinis, European Office of

Aerospace Research and Development. (5 pp) [EOARD-LR-87-42.]
The Laboratoire de Spectrometrie Ionique et Moleculaire at the University of

Lyon is performing research in COIL, Fast Ion Bean Laser Spectroscopy, Rydberg ex-
citation spectroscopy, and new solid-state laser material development.

SCIENCE NEWSBRIEFS FOR NOVEMBER

The following issues of .7cionce .Vewsb2ief were published by the ONR, London, Sci-
entific Liaison Division during November. Icience ?ewsbrief provides concise ac-
counts of scientific research developments, meeting announcements, and science policy
in Europe arid the Middle East. Please request copies, by number, from ONR, London.

Number
5-10 Meetings on: Polymer for Marine Environment (UK) , 14-16 October 1987 Compos-

ites for Naval Construction (France) , 16-18 March 1988
5-11 Polymer Science Meetings in Europe 1987-1988

NOVEMBER MAS BULLETINS

The following .tuitry Ap?.',.ctio,., :'um'varu (MA3'' RiAletin:s were published by
the ONR, London, Military Applications Division during November. The MA.: Puc"r' is
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an account of accomplishments in European naval research, development, test, and
evaluation. Request copies of the Bulletins, by number, from ONR, London.

Number

41-87 New "No Sweat" Ventilated NBC Protective Suit
42-87 Advances in Laser Raige Finding and Hi-Resolution CRT Display
43-87 Ocean Data Buoy
44-87 French Underwater Hull Painting System
45-87 Maneuverable Towed Survey Vehicle
46-87 Innovative Low/Medium Level Tripods and High Performance Tracking heads for

Electro-Optical Instruments
47-87 Ferranti Defence Systems Unveils "Penetrate"--An Integrated Mission Sys-

tem For Covert High-Speed Low-Level Penetration
48-87 Ferranti Experimental Underwater Laser Television
49-87 British Aerospace Conducts Study for European Mobile Communications Satellite

System
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A NOTE ON THE NEW
ESNIB

Distribution of this document, ONRL's initial Euro-
pean Science Notes Information Builetin (ESNIB), marks an
mportant and natural stage of evolution in the manner
that ONRL informs the US R&D community of the current
European scientific activity.

It is essential to the ONRL mission to report as much
of that activity as possible. Over the past year, we have

* added new sections in ESN on trip reports by US scientists
travelling to Europe, abstracts of reports by other com-
mands, and items of interest reported by US embassies.
Thus, our primary document, ESN, was gradually taking on a
new shape, a new dimension, a new scope--even a new sort
of function.

The next logical step in the process of supporting
the mission--and our readers--is to issue the information
we gather when, by topical importance, technical signifi-

cance, breadth of coverage, or general interest it should
be put in your hands. Thus, the new ESNIB will be issued
according to the dictates of the information which becomes
available to us. We do not know how often the information
we are gathering will dictate its distribution. In any
case, our aim is to fulfill our mission in the best pos-
sible manner, and that translates into serving your needs

* more fully and more efficiently.... Incidentally, you,
gentle reader, remain on the distribution list.

Welcome to ESNIB!
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